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Abstract 

Background and objectives 

Pregnant women are at increased risk of severe influenza infection and influenza-

associated complications due to depressed cell-mediated immunity and 

physiological changes induced by pregnancy. Recent evidence suggests that 

influenza vaccination during pregnancy may not only prevent infections in pregnant 

mothers, but may also prevent infections in young infants <6 months. Due to the 

potential health benefits of influenza vaccination during pregnancy, pregnant 

women are the highest priority group for seasonal influenza vaccination. This 

thesis aimed to evaluate several aspects related to seasonal influenza vaccination 

during pregnancy, including uptake, safety, and effectiveness in Western Australia. 

Methods  

A cross-sectional state-wide survey was conducted by telephone in 2012, 2013, 

and 2014 to measure the proportion of women who received a seasonal trivalent 

influenza vaccine during their most recent pregnancy. Factors associated with 

uptake were measured during the telephone interview. Self-reported influenza 

vaccinations were verified by the immunisation provider.  

To evaluate the safety of seasonal influenza vaccine during pregnancy, a short 

message service (SMS) system was created, which sent a query SMS to recently 

immunised pregnant women inquiring whether they experienced an adverse event 

following immunisation. Women who reported a reaction following influenza 

vaccination were followed up by a research nurse to collect additional details. 

Responses were compared to a non-pregnant population of women of similar age.  

To evaluate health at birth and the effectiveness of influenza vaccination during 

pregnancy, a population-based retrospective cohort was established using a series 

of data linkages of administrative health records. Birth information and information 

on maternal health were derived from the Midwives Notification System, a legally 
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mandated perinatal data collection in Western Australia. The Western Australian 

Antenatal Influenza Vaccination (WAAIVD) database, a state government-held 

vaccination database based on provider-reported antenatal vaccinations, was used 

to obtain maternal vaccination status in the cohort. Admissions to hospital for an 

acute respiratory illness were derived from the Hospital Morbidity Data System. 

Each database was probabilistically matched using the full name and date of birth 

of the mother. Cox regression models were used to compare risk of stillbirth in 

vaccinated and unvaccinated mothers as well as admissions and infections in 

mothers and their infants.  

Finally, because the accuracy of the WAAIVD has not yet been evaluated, data in 

the WAAIVD was compared to medically verified information obtained in the cross-

sectional survey in order to estimate the specificity and sensitivity of vaccination 

information contained within the WAAIVD. 

Results 

Between 2012 and 2014, influenza vaccine uptake in pregnant women improved 

from 22% to 41%. The majority of women reported receiving an influenza vaccine 

in order to protect their infant from infection (89.7%) or because it was 

recommended by their healthcare provider (82.5%). Concerns about the safety of 

the vaccine was a common reason cited for non-vaccination (44.1%). An 

evaluation of systems which collect vaccination information for pregnant women 

showed that existing surveillance systems do not accurately measure vaccine 

uptake in pregnant women. These results indicate accurate monitoring of vaccine 

uptake by pregnant women is currently reliant on cross-sectional surveys. Vaccine 

safety data indicate the 2013 and 2014 seasonal trivalent influenza vaccines were 

safe in pregnant women, with pregnant women reporting a similar rate of adverse 

events following influenza immunisation as compared to non-pregnant women 

(13.0% and 17.3%, respectively). Women who received a seasonal trivalent 

influenza vaccine during their pregnancy were less likely to experience stillbirth 

(adjusted hazards ratio [aHR]: 0.49, 95% CI: 0.29-0.84), suggesting the vaccine is 

safe during pregnancy and may be associated with reduced risk of fetal death. 
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There were 24.1 acute respiratory illness admissions per 1,000 infants <6 months 

of age, the majority (73.4%) of which occurred in the first two months of life. 

Analysis from the retrospective, population-based cohort analysis indicated the 

vaccine was associated with a 25% reduction in hospital admissions for a severe 

acute respiratory illness in infants in the first six months of life (aHR: 0.75, 95% CI: 

0.56-0.99). There were 2.7 admissions per 1,000 pregnant women, the majority 

(57.4%) of which occurred in the third trimester. Data suggested women who 

received seasonal influenza vaccine during pregnancy were less likely to be 

hospitalised with an acute respiratory infection as compared to unvaccinated 

women (aHR: 0.35, 95% CI: 0.13-0.97). 

Conclusions 

These results support the safety of seasonal influenza vaccination during 

pregnancy and suggest there are health benefits associated with maternal 

influenza vaccination to the infant during the perinatal period and in the first six 

months of life. Seasonal influenza vaccination during pregnancy also has health 

benefits to mothers, including lower risk of hospital admission for acute respiratory 

illness. Results also showed that uptake of seasonal influenza vaccine in pregnant 

women improved in Western Australia between 2012 and 2014, indicating 

significantly more mothers and their infants are being offered the protection of 

maternal immunisation. Advice from an antenatal care provider and the desire to 

protect their infant were the leading reasons women provided for receiving 

seasonal influenza vaccination during their pregnancy. Data on the safety and 

effectiveness of influenza vaccination during pregnancy could be used to promote 

vaccination to antenatal patients and their providers. In addition, systems for 

monitoring the safety and effectiveness of maternal vaccination which were 

developed as a part of this thesis may be useful for evaluating pertussis 

vaccination during pregnancy, which was recently introduced in Western Australia. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
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1.1    Overview 

Influenza infections cause serious morbidity and mortality worldwide 

contributing to up to five million cases of severe illness and 500,000 deaths 

annually.1 In Western Australia, respiratory infections are the most common 

cause for hospitalisation among children ≤2 years, accounting for 48% of 

hospital admissions.2 Pregnant women and newborn infants are at increased 

risk for influenza infection and serious complications following infection.3-5 

Although free seasonal influenza vaccinations are available in Western 

Australia for children between the ages of six months and five years, there is 

currently no vaccine available to cover children younger than six months of age. 

The Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Obstetricians and 

Gynaecologists (RANZCOG) currently recommends influenza vaccination for all 

pregnant women in Australia.6 While the active transfer of placental antibodies 

to influenza has been documented, to date, there is limited population-based 

evidence documenting the effectiveness of maternal influenza vaccination in 

preventing influenza infections among children <6 months, and there is even 

less evidence evaluating its impact on birth outcomes. The proposed research 

study will evaluate the uptake, safety, and effectiveness of maternal influenza 

vaccination in pregnant women in Western Australia. Multiple Western 

Australian data sources will be used to examine influenza vaccination rates 

among pregnant women, influenza infections in infants <6 months, and birth 

outcomes associated with maternal influenza vaccination. Findings from the 

proposed research study will be used to evaluate current vaccine 

recommendations in terms of maternal and child health outcomes in Western 

Australia.  

Although infections with influenza, or the “flu,” often result in mild, self-limiting 

respiratory infections, serious influenza infections can result in more severe 

conditions, including atypical pneumonia or secondary bacterial pneumonia. 

Persons at higher risk for these more serious conditions include very young 

children, the elderly, and persons who are immunocompromised or 

immunosuppressed, including pregnant women. Pregnant women are more 

likely to develop complications leading to hospitalisation from seasonal 

influenza, such as cardiopulmonary events, compared to nonpregnant women.3-

5 During the 2009 Influenza A (H1N1) pandemic, pregnant women were 7.2 
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times more likely to be hospitalised and 4.3 times more likely to be admitted to 

an intensive care unit for influenza, and a significant proportion of deaths 

occurred among pregnant women.7,8 Deaths among pregnant women following 

influenza infection were primarily attributed to complicated pneumonia which 

progressed to acute respiratory distress syndrome.8 In addition to negative 

health outcomes in pregnant women, adverse perinatal outcomes have been 

associated with influenza infection during pregnancy, including increased risk of 

spontaneous abortion, stillbirth, low birth weight, and premature delivery.9-11 

A number of factors place pregnant women at higher risk for serious 

complications after infection with influenza. First, there is a reluctance to treat 

pregnant women with antiviral agents in the healthcare community and 

reluctance for pregnant women to take the prescribed medications.12 Second, 

cell-mediated immunity is reduced during pregnancy, making pregnant women 

less able to respond to infections, particularly viral infections.13 These 

immunologic changes are most pronounced in the third trimester of pregnancy, 

a time in pregnancy when there is also increased cardiac output and decreased 

lung capacity.14,15 While cell-mediated immunity is impaired during pregnancy, 

humoral immunity is unaffected, indicating response to vaccination during 

pregnancy is unaffected.13 

Infection with seasonal influenza can be prevented with the use of seasonal 

trivalent influenza vaccine (TIV). Previous research has demonstrated that the 

TIV is safe and effective among pregnant women.16-18 As a result, the World 

Health Organization (WHO) and RANZCOG in 2011 recommended that all 

women who will be pregnant during flu season be vaccinated for seasonal 

influenza.6,19  

New research shows that influenza vaccination during pregnancy carries 

multiple benefits not only to the mother, but also to newborns. Recent data from 

clinical trials suggest maternal influenza vaccination reduces the likelihood of 

premature birth and births of small-for-gestational age (SGA) infants.20 

Additionally, there is a growing body of evidence indicating that maternal 

influenza vaccination may protect newborns from influenza infection during the 

first six months of life. This is particularly crucial as mortality and hospitalisation 
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rates are especially high among infants <6 months,21-23 and no vaccine is 

currently licensed and available for children <6 months of age.  

Despite the existing studies which indicate the safety and efficacy of maternal 

vaccination to influenza, there has historically been low uptake in influenza 

vaccination among pregnant women. Typically, fewer than 20% of pregnant 

women are vaccinated seasonally for influenza.24-26 Researchers have identified 

deficiencies in provider knowledge and negative safety perceptions as major 

barriers to influenza vaccination during pregnancy.25,27-29 According to one 

report, one-third of healthcare providers do not believe the influenza vaccine to 

be safe or effective in pregnant women and the majority of healthcare providers 

reported not knowing that pregnant women were a high risk group for influenza-

related complications.30 To strengthen the claims that maternal vaccination for 

influenza during pregnancy is an effective public health prevention strategy, 

further large-scale research using population-based data is needed to evaluate 

the effectiveness and safety of maternal vaccination in preventing influenza 

infection (and subsequent complications) in both mothers and their children in 

the first six months of life.  

To address this research need, a cohort study of pregnant women and their 

newborn infants will be used to investigate the safety of influenza vaccination in 

pregnant women and the effectiveness in pregnant women and their infants <6 

months. Multiple population-based databases in Western Australia will be linked 

to derive information on maternal vaccination, hospitalisations of the mother and 

child, notifications of laboratory-confirmed influenza infection, and information 

regarding birth outcomes.  

1.1   Outline of chapters 

Chapter 2 will provide a review of the current literature summarising maternal 

influenza vaccination. It will provide historical information as well as recently 

published studies. Chapter 3 will outline the research aims and objectives and 

Chapter 4 will describe the methods used to address each of these objectives. 

Chapters 5 through 8 will describe the study results, by topic area. Finally 

Chapter 9 will provide an overview of the study’s findings and a discussion of 

the implications and recommendations for future research and policy directives.  
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1.2   Chapter Summary 

The vaccination of pregnant women against influenza has been proposed as a 

potential method to prevent infection in pregnant women and newborns under 

the age of six months, both of whom are at increased risk of serious influenza-

related complications. While previous international research exists which 

addresses the impact of maternal immunisation on the health of mothers and 

their infants, there is no such research in the southern hemisphere and there 

are a number of areas in maternal immunisation to address. Future chapters will 

summarise what research has been published in the area of maternal influenza 

immunisation, research gaps in this area, and the research proposed to address 

these gaps. 
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature 
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2.1   Introduction 

Influenza infections cause serious morbidity and mortality worldwide,1 and in 

Western Australia, respiratory infections are the most common cause of 

hospitalisation among children <2 years.2 Pregnant women and their newborn 

infants are at increased risk for serious complications associated with influenza 

infection.3-5 Effective prevention policies have been in place for decades, 

including hand hygiene, public awareness campaigns, and vaccination efforts. 

Despite these prevention activities, seasonal influenza epidemics and 

pandemics such as the influenza A/H1N1 pandemic in 2009 continue to occur. 

Recent evidence supports the promotion of influenza vaccination during 

pregnancy as a method of preventing serious complications in pregnant women 

and to protect infants in the first six months of life.31 This is the only vaccination 

strategy available to protect young infants, as there is no influenza vaccine 

available to this age group.32,33 While some investigations have taken place in 

the United States, Canada, Bangladesh, Europe, and the United Kingdom, 

results from large cohort studies are conflicting and Australia has yet to 

evaluate this strategy in the southern hemisphere.  

2.2   Influenza virus 

Influenza is a RNA virus of the Orthomyxoviridae family, causing respiratory 

infections in birds and mammals. Influenza viruses can be classified 

antigenically into three categories, including influenza A, B and C.34 However, it 

is mostly influenza A and B which cause clinical disease in humans, resulting in 

seasonal epidemics. While influenza C can cause mild respiratory illness in 

humans, it is not known to cause epidemics.35 The virus contains 7-8 

segmented negative-sense single strands of RNA encased in a viral envelope 

coated with two main glycoproteins: haemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase 

(NA). These two proteins assist in host invasion and release from the cell. 

Influenza viruses are serotyped and subgrouped based on these surface 

proteins. There are 17 different subtypes of HA and 10 different subtypes of 

NA.35 Strains of influenza are named based on worldwide standards developed 

by the World Health Organization (WHO) in 1979, based on the antigenic type, 

geographic origin, strain number, year of isolation, and the description of these 

proteins (e.g., H1N1). In addition to influenza B, the current influenza A 
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subtypes which infect humans during seasonal epidemics are influenza A 

(H1N1) and influenza A (H3N2).36 

2.2.1   Pathogenesis 

Upon entry to the respiratory tract, the HA glycoprotein of the virus binds to 

surface receptors of epithelial cells which contain sialic acid. The virus is 

endocytized by the epithelial cell which results in cell infection (Figure 2-1).37 HA 

mediates fusion of viral and cellular membranes in the endosome, allowing the 

release of viral RNA. Cellular RNA is then transported to the cell nucleus where 

transcription and translation occurs. Cellular proteases are used to cleave viral 

proteins to produce mature viral particles. Replication is generally limited to the 

epithelial cells of the upper and lower respiratory tract, due to limited expression 

of the serine protease necessary for this cleavage. Infectious mature viral 

particles are released via budding from the apical plasma membrane of the 

epithelial cells.37 Initial infection results in the rapid activation of the innate 

immune system and subsequent decline of viral load. Virus-infected epithelial 

cells, leukocytes, and dendritic cells release key cytokines, including Type I 

interferons (INFs) IFN-α and IFN-β. Activation of these cytokines results in the 

onset of clinical symptoms.37 

  

Figure 2-1 host entry and replication of the influenza virus (SOURCE: 
Behrens and Stoll, 2006)38 
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Factors which commonly influence the pathogenic potential of the virus include: 

 Viral factors: HA structure, ability to evade host immune system;  

 Host factors: immunocompetence, acquired immunity to certain viral 

epitopes, and the presence of appropriate receptor cells in the host; 

 Environmental factors: temperature.39 

Approximately 2-3 days following infection with the virus, the adaptive immune 

system is activated. Viral antigen is presented via major histocompatibility 

complex (MHC) I and II molecules by dendritic cells which activate the 

proliferation and differentiation of antigen-specific CD4 (cluster of differentiation 

4) and CD8 (cluster of differentiation 8) cells. T helper (Th) effector cells release 

cytokines which mediate cytoxicity, and activated cytotoxic T cells (CTL) kill 

infected epithelial cells.37 The humoral immune response produces 

corresponding antibodies in response to viral antigen via B cells, which aid viral 

elimination in future infections (Figure 2-2).  

2.2.2   Clinical features 

Infection with the influenza virus, also known as the “flu,” can cause mild to 

severe respiratory illness. Common symptoms include fever, cough, sore throat, 

nasal congestion, muscle and body aches, headaches, and fatigue.40 Clinical 

data indicate that the onset of both a cough and a fever within 48 hours of 

exposure are the most predictive symptoms of influenza infection; two-thirds of 

patients with influenza-like illness (ILI) who present with both a cough and fever 

have laboratory-confirmed influenza,41 and more than 90% of influenza 

infections result in a fever.41,42 Recent investigations of the clinical 

characteristics of paediatric patients hospitalised for influenza suggest that 

young patients present similarly. Over 90% of paediatric patients present with a 

fever, 86% with a cough, 76% with rhinitis, and 68% with pharyngitis.42 The 

typical incubation period for influenza ranges from one to three days,34,43 and 

symptom onset tends to occur within 1-2 days afterward.44  
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Figure 2-2 The humoral and cell-mediated immune repsonse to infection 
with influenza virus (SOURCE: Flint, Enquist, Racaniello et al., 2004).37 

 

The severity of infection with influenza is dependent on the antigenic 

composition and virulence of the virus as well as several host factors, including 

age, chronic medical conditions, previous exposure to an antigenically similar 

virus, smoking status, and immunocompetence.43 Infections with influenza 

A/H3N2 are associated with more severe infections compared to infections with 

influenza B and influenza A/H1N1.34,43 Children <5 years, adults ≥50 years, 

individuals with chronic medical disorders or suppressed immune systems, 

residents of nursing homes and long-term care facilities, and women who will be 

pregnant during influenza season are at increased risk of severe medical 

complications following influenza infection.45 Severe medical complications 

resulting from influenza infection include sinus and ear infections, bronchitis and 
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pneumonia.40 Additionally, influenza infections can exacerbate chronic 

conditions, such as asthma and congestive heart failure.40 Research indicates 

that more than 50% of paediatric admissions for influenza present with multiple 

complications, including croup, conjunctivitis, and febrile seizures, and these 

influenza-associated complications are just as likely to occur during pandemics 

as seasonal influenza outbreaks.42  

2.2.3   Laboratory diagnosis 

Although clinical symptoms can be helpful in diagnosing influenza infection, 

symptoms often overlap with other respiratory infections, such as respiratory 

syncytial virus (RSV), parainfluenza viruses, adenoviruses, and coronaviruses, 

making differential diagnosis difficult.41 Multiple laboratory techniques can be 

helpful in definitively diagnosing influenza, either by direct detection via isolation 

or indirect detection via antigen detection or nucleic acid testing (Table 2-1).46 

The conventional method for laboratory testing is virus growth in cell culture. 

This method is critical for identifying circulating strains of virus during influenza 

season, as only culture isolates can provide such information. Analysis of these 

isolates is necessary to monitor the emergence of novel influenza subtypes, 

antiviral resistance, and to compare the match between circulating strains of 

virus to vaccine strains.46 However, viral culture is not always available and is 

not feasible for routine diagnostic purposes. Rapid culture techniques which use 

labeled monoclonal antibodies require less time (several days compared to a 

week), but are less sensitive than conventional methods.47  

Diagnostic methods which provide results within 24 hours are particularly 

helpful in providing timely antiviral therapy and prophylaxis and enabling the 

implementation of appropriate infection control strategies. Rapid testing 

methods, such as rapid antigen testing and nucleic acid testing can be clinically 

valuable, as they provide timely results for informing clinical action. 

Commercially available rapid diagnostic, or “point of care” (POC) tests are 

available which can detect influenza virus within 30 minutes.48 These most 

commonly employ immunofluorescence (IF) or enzyme immunoassay (EIA) 

techniques to detect conserved influenza antigens via specific monoclonal 

antibodies.46 Although POC tests offer the advantage of timely results, the 
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sensitivity of these tests is estimated to be 70-75%, indicating false negatives 

are an issue when interpreting POC test results.49  

 

Table 2-1 - Influenza laboratory testing methods (adapted from Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, 201248 and Dwyer et al., 200646). 

Method Types 

Detected 

Specimen Test Time Sensitivity 

Conventional 

cell culture 

A and B  (may 

be adapted to 

specific 

subtypes) 

Nasopharyngeal 

swab, throat swab, 

nasopharyngeal or 

bronchial wash, nasal 

or endotracheal 

aspirate, sputum 

 

3-10 days ~100% 

Rapid cell 

culture (shell 

vial with IFa) 

A and B (may 

be adapted to 

specific 

subtypes) 

Nasopharyngeal 

swab, throat swab, 

nasopharyngeal or 

bronchial wash, nasal 

or endotracheal 

aspirate, sputum 

1-4 days 56-100% 

IFa for rapid 

antigen 

detection 

A and B (may 

be adapted to 

specific 

subtypes) 

Nasopharyngeal swab 

or wash, bronchial 

wash, nasal or 

endotracheal aspirate 

1-4 hours 60-100% 

RT-PCRb for 

nucleic acid 

testing 

A and B (may 

be adapted to 

specific 

subtypes) 

Nasopharyngeal 

swab, throat swab, 

nasopharyngeal or 

bronchial wash, nasal 

or endotracheal 

aspirate, sputum 

1-6 hours ~100% 

Rapid antigen 

(“point of care”) 

testing 

A and B Nasopharyngeal 

swab, throat swab, 

nasal wash, nasal 

aspirate 

15-30 mins 59-93% 

Serology A and B (may 

be adapted to 

specific 

subtypes) 

Acute and 

convalescent serum 

samples 

1-3 weeks ~100% 

a IF, immunofluorescence  
b RT-PCR, Reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction. 
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Molecular assays such as reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-

PCR) are available for rapid laboratory diagnosis.50,51 The primers used in these 

assays can be designed to detect viruses by subtype or lineage. RT-PCR can 

be particularly useful, since it does not require viable virus, can provide results 

within 4-5 hours, and can quantify viral load.46 RT-PCR offers a rapid, sensitive 

and specific assay which can be useful for both virological surveillance and 

diagnostic activities.52  

Serological testing can be used to confirm recent infection by testing for 

seroconversion, a four-fold increase in antibody titre between acute and 

convalescent serum samples.46,51  Serology can be useful in cases where virus 

or antigen detection is not possible; however, because convalescent serum 

samples require the resolution of symptoms, serological testing is not 

informative for clinical decision making.48 It can generally be useful for research 

or public health purposes, such as surveillance.46 

Respiratory samples which can be collected for laboratory testing include 

nasopharyngeal or nasal swabs and nasal wash or aspirate. Nasopharyngeal 

specimens are often required for rapid testing or viral culture techniques.48 

Recovery of virus from nasopharyngeal aspirates, nasal washes, and 

bronchoalveolar lavages has more success in comparison to nasopharyngeal 

and throat swabs and sputum samples, since swabs and sputum tend to 

contain more squamous epithelial cells.46,53 Serum samples collected for 

serological testing should be collected within 7-10 days of symptom onset 

(acute phase) and again 14-21 days after symptom onset (convalescent phase). 

These samples should be tested in parallel.46 

In Australia, influenza is a notifiable disease and requires definitive laboratory 

evidence for reporting. Laboratory evidence for confirming influenza infection 

includes one of the following: 

 Isolation of influenza virus by culture; 

 Detection of influenza virus by nucleic acid testing; 

 Detection of influenza virus antigen; 

 Immunoglobulin G (IgG) seroconversion to influenza virus; or 
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 Single high titre to influenza virus.54  

In Western Australia, cases meeting these criteria are reported to the Western 

Australia Department of Health, and case information is stored in the Western 

Australian Notifiable Infectious Diseases Database (WANIDD).55 Based on state 

notifiable disease data, approximately 80% of influenza detections in Western 

Australia are made using RT-PCR, with the remaining 20% of detections made 

by serological testing (L Tracey, personal communication, 18 January 2016). 

2.2.4   Epidemiology 

Influenza virus is transmitted by aerosols from person to person, primarily by 

coughing and sneezing, or by direct contact with respiratory secretions and 

fomites.34 Attack rates in the general population range from 5% to 10%; in some 

years, attack rates may be as high as 20%.43 In Australia, approximately 85 

deaths and 4,250 hospitalisations are reported to the Department of Health 

annually; however, researchers have proposed that underreporting of influenza 

cases is common, and estimates are more near 2,000 deaths and 10,000 

hospitalisations annually.56 

Influenza A and B are known to cause seasonal outbreaks of infection during 

the winter months of the southern and northern hemispheres,35 and influenza A 

causes the majority of epidemics and pandemics.57 This is primarily due to the 

rapid antigenic evolution of the virus through point mutations within antibody-

binding sites in the HA or NA protein or both; if the binding site of the viral 

glycoproteins is affected, host antibodies to previous strains are no longer 

effective in inhibiting invasion and replication of the virus.58,59 This gradual 

evolution of the virus is termed “antigenic drift,” and occurs every two to eight 

years on average as a result of selection pressure (Figure 2-3).59 Antigenic drift 

occurs with all influenza A and B viruses; however, the evolution of influenza B 

and H1 subtypes of influenza A viruses tends to allow for the re-emergence of 

old strains, whereas H3 subtypes of influenza A undergo antigenic drift more 

often, resulting in new variants replacing older ones.59  

Antigenic drift can result in reduced vaccine effectiveness and more severe 

seasonal influenza epidemics as a result. Other factors which influence the 
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severity of seasonal influenza epidemics include characteristics of circulating 

strain of virus, availability and uptake of influenza vaccines, pre-existing 

immunity in the population, and how well the vaccine strain matches circulating 

virus.40 When there is a good match between the selected strains in the 

influenza vaccine and the circulating virus during flu season, influenza 

vaccination is shown to be 70-90% effective in preventing infection.59  

 

 

 

Figure 2-3 Antigenic drift and antigenic shift of the influenza virus 
(SOURCE: WHO Collaborating Centre for Reference and Research on 
Influenza, 1999).60 

 

 

Separate to antigenic drift is the “antigenic shift” of influenza virus, where two or 

more different strains of virus combine to form a new subtype. Because the host 

population has no pre-existing immunity to such a subtype of virus, antigenic 

shift often results in pandemics.61 In 2009, such a shift occurred, resulting in the 
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appearance of a novel strain of influenza A/H1N1. The emergence of this new 

virus subtype resulted in a pandemic of millions of infections and 284,500 

deaths in the first year of circulation.62 

2.3   Influenza infection in pregnant women 

Although annually, the rate of infection is similar among pregnant women 

compared to non-pregnant women of a similar age, pregnant women are more 

likely to experience severe medical complications following infection with the 

influenza virus.5,18 During pregnancy, a number of immunologic changes occur 

which make pregnant women more susceptible to severe infection. Depressed 

cell-mediated immunity during pregnancy impacts the ability for the woman to 

clear viral infections.63 Reduced tidal volume and decreased functional residual 

capacity makes pregnant women less able to handle the stress of influenza 

infection on respiratory function.14 A recently published study suggests 

pregnancy-associated changes inhibit the inflammatory response of the immune 

system, reducing the activity of natural killer cells, inflammatory macrophages, 

and type 1 Th cells.64 Because infections such as influenza and malaria are 

mitigated by such inflammatory responses,64 this can increase the severity of 

these diseases.  

A number of studies have demonstrated a higher incidence of hospitalisations in 

pregnant women during influenza season. In the United States (US), one long-

term study showed that pregnant women were at higher risk of hospital 

admission for cardiopulmonary events during all trimesters of pregnancy.5 

Dodds and colleagues3 conducted a population-based study in Canada which 

demonstrated that one-quarter of pregnant women visit their general practitioner 

(GP) for respiratory illness during influenza season and are significantly more 

likely to be hospitalised for these illnesses.3 As pregnancy progresses, the risk 

of hospitalisation increases; women in the third trimester of pregnancy are five 

times more likely to be hospitalised as compared to non-pregnant women.5 

Hospitalised pregnant women with respiratory illness also tend to have longer 

periods of stay and poorer birth outcomes compared with pregnant women 

hospitalised for causes other than respiratory illness.17,65 Excess mortality has 

also been observed among pregnant women as a result of influenza infection. 

Of the 4,693 pregnancy-related deaths reported to the US Centers for Disease 
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Control between 1998 and 2005, 78 were attributed to influenza or pneumonia, 

51% of which occurred during influenza season.66  

These health complications were particularly pronounced during the 2009 

influenza A/H1N1 pandemic in Australia and other parts of the world. In 2009, 

the influenza A/H1N1 pandemic strain infected one in ten pregnant women in 

Western Australia.67 Pregnant women infected with pandemic H1N1 influenza 

were at increased risk of severe illness;8,68 they were four times more likely to 

be hospitalised and seven times more likely to be admitted to the Intensive Care 

Unit compared to the general population.17,69,70 Ward and colleagues71 reported 

that pregnant women were one of the highest risk groups requiring 

hospitalisation during the 2009 H1N1 pandemic in Sydney; pregnant women 

were more than 40 times as likely to require mechanical ventilation as a result 

of H1N1 subtype influenza infection.71 Additionally, maternal mortality was 

higher during the H1N1 pandemic.72 Overall, pregnant women constituted 13% 

of deaths due to influenza A/H1N1 infection during the 2009 pandemic.8 

Pregnant women with respiratory disease who presented to hospital with 

hypoxia with a high body mass index (BMI) were at an even higher risk of 

maternal death during the 2009 H1N1 pandemic.73  

2.4   Influenza infection in neonates 

Influenza infection during pregnancy is also known to cause serious health 

problems in the newborn as well as the mother. Influenza infection in pregnant 

women is associated with higher rates of spontaneous abortion, preterm birth 

(delivery at <37 weeks gestation), and some birth defects.65,74,75 Infants born to 

mothers following influenza infection are also more likely to have low birthweight 

and to be admitted to the neonatal intensive care unit.76-78 A large cohort study 

conducted in Nova Scotia found that infants born to mothers who had been 

hospitalised for ILI during pregnancy were more likely to be born small for 

gestational age (SGA) and were more than twice as likely to have low 

birthweight compared to infants born to non-hospitalised women.77 Several 

studies have demonstrated an increase in fetal and perinatal mortality as a 

result of infection with influenza during pregnancy;10,79 perinatal mortality 

associated with influenza infection was largely due to an increase in the rate of 

stillbirths.10 Influenza infection during pregnancy has also been associated with 
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long-term health consequences, including childhood leukemia, schizophrenia, 

and Parkinson’s disease.72,80,81 Initial investigations suggest physiological 

changes related to the maternal immune response to influenza infection during 

pregnancy, such as cytokine production, facilitate these health problems.82   

Poehling and colleagues22 have emphasized that the burden of influenza 

infection in young children is an under recognised problem. It is estimated that 

between 28,000 and 111,500 deaths occur annually due to influenza-associated 

acute lower respiratory tract infections (ALRI) in children <5 years, and the risk 

of infection is particularly high in children <6 months.83 Children <5 years have 

the highest secondary attack rates of infection and are more efficient 

transmitters of influenza than older children.84 Influenza infection in young 

infants can require hospitalisation and make infants more susceptible to 

bacterial infections, including pneumonia and otitis media.85,86 Studies in the US 

and Hong Kong have shown that influenza-associated hospitalisations are 

particularly high in infants <6 months, and outpatient visits in this age group are 

even more common.22,23,87,88 Similarly, in Australia, the highest burden of 

influenza infection is seen among children <6 months of age (Figure 2-4).89 

During influenza season, hospitalisations due to cardiopulmonary conditions are 

higher in infants <6 months.23 A US national study showed that paediatric 

deaths associated with influenza infection are most common in infants <6 

months21 and infants <2 months are at higher risk of influenza-associated 

hospitalisation compared to infants between two and six months of age.22  

Furthermore, infants <6 months of age have limited treatment options, since NA 

inhibitors such as oseltamivir and zanamivir are not approved for use in children 

<1 year of age. Due to the immature cellular and humoral immune system of 

young infants, there is also no vaccine currently licensed for use in children <6 

months of age.72,90 Previous studies indicate vaccination of young infants 

results in a low seroconversion rate, ranging from 0% to 55%. Although 

adjuvanted vaccines may result in greater efficacy, they may also increase the 

likelihood of severe adverse reactions in young children and infants, potentially 

requiring hospitalisation.91,92 These treatment and prevention issues coupled 

with the serious health problems associated with infection makes identifying a 
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public health strategy to protect children <6 months from influenza infection and 

subsequent complications critical. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-4 Influenza notification rates for 2006-2007 and influenza 
hospitalisation rates for 2005-2007 in Australia (SOURCE: The Australian 
Immunisation Handbook, 10th edition).89  

 

 

2.5   Influenza vaccination 

Vaccines have prevented more deaths than any other medical intervention in 

history.93 Vaccination is an effective technique used in medicine to prevent 

infection at an individual and community-level. In 1933, Jonas Salk and Thomas 

Francis Jr. developed the first vaccine to protect against influenza viruses, 

which was later developed and approved under the Commission on Influenza of 

the US Armed Forces Epidemiological Board. The vaccine was first used by the 
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US military in the 1940s in the Second World War to protect their troops from 

influenza infection.36  

Current influenza vaccines available in Australia are either split virion or subunit 

vaccines prepared from purified, inactivated influenza virus cultivated in the 

allantoic cavity of embryonated hens’ eggs.56 Various chemicals, such as 

formaldehyde or betapropiolactone, are used to inactivate the virus by 

chemically disrupting viral RNA, and a detergent is used to split or disrupt the 

viral structure, resulting in free viral particles in the vaccine.94 Trivalent influenza 

vaccine (TIV) is used seasonally in Australia, which includes three strains of 

inactivated, split virus: an influenza A/H1N1 strain, an influenza A/H3N2 strain, 

and an influenza B strain. The strains included in the seasonal influenza 

vaccine in Australia are selected annually by the Australian Influenza Vaccine 

Committee (AIVC) and are approved for use by the Therapeutic Goods 

Administration (TGA). The composition of the seasonal influenza vaccine can 

change from season to season (Table 2-2). 

2.5.1 National Immunisation Program 

The National Immunisation Program (NIP) provides government-funded 

seasonal influenza vaccine to eligible recipients in Australia. Eligible recipients 

include: 

 Adults ≥65 years; 

 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders ≥15 years of age;  

 Pregnant women; and 

 Individuals ≥6 months of age with a medical condition predisposing them 

to severe influenza-associated complications.54  

In Western Australia, the state government has also funded free influenza 

vaccines for children six months to five years of age since 2008.95 Distribution of 

NIP-funded vaccines typically begins in March of each year and includes 

vaccines manufactured by three pharmaceutical agencies: BioCSL, Sanofi 

Pasteur, and GlaxoSmithKline (GSK). In 2011, the Australian government 

awarded a 5-year contract to these companies to manufacture and provide 

seasonal influenza vaccines annually under the Influenza Deeds of 
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Agreement.96 This contract awarded BioCSL 117 million AUD, Sanofi Pasteur 

69.5 million AUD, and GSK 14.7 million AUD for the manufacture and 

distribution of its seasonal TIV.96 The three vaccines available under the NIP 

program include Fluvax® manufactured by BioCSL, Fluarix® manufactured by 

GSK, and Vaxigrip® and Vaxigrip Junior® manufactured by Sanofi Pasteur 

(Table 2-3). Other vaccines have been approved by the TGA and are available 

in Australia; however, these vaccines are available for private purchase and are 

not currently included in the NIP program. In Australia, these include Fluad® 

(Delpharm Consultants/Novartis Vaccines), Fluvirin® (Medeva/Ebos Health & 

Science), Agrippal® (Novartis Vaccines and Diagnostics), Influvac® (Abbott 

Australiasia), and Intanza® (Sanofi-Pasteur).56,97  

 

Table 2-2 Composition of southern hemisphere inactivated seasonal 
trivalent influenza vaccine, 2012-2014. 

Strain 

Type 

2012 2013 2014 

A/H1N1 A/California/7/2009  A/California/7/2009  A/California/7/2009 

A/H3N2 A/Perth/16/2009  A/Victoria/361/2011  A/Texas/50/2012  

B B/Brisbane/60/2008 B/Wisconsin/1/2010 B/Massachusetts/2/2012 

 

 

2.5.2   Immune response to influenza vaccination  

Following administration of seasonal TIV, the majority of individuals develop 

sufficient antibody titres to protect them from infection or attenuate future 

influenza infections.56 Approximately 80% of adults and children vaccinated with 

TIV acquire a seroprotective level of pathogen-specific antibody which protects 

from infection.98-100 In the case of inactivated influenza vaccines, antibody 

production is stimulated in response to the viral particles included in the 
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vaccine. These viral particles are endocytized by antigen presenting cells 

(APCs) which activate viral detection receptors in the cell vacuole (Figure 2-5). 

Viral detectors (e.g., MDA-5, RIG-1) then signal the release of the protein NFKβ 

to the cell nucleus and the release of cytokines (e.g., IL-1β, IL-6, TNF-α,) from 

the cell. The hypothalamus and lymph nodes then react to the increased 

production of these cytokines, activating antibody production via the humoral 

immune system.101 Th cells stimulate the differentiation of naïve plasma B cells 

to produce antibodies against the specific vaccine antigens.102,103  

 

Table 2-3 Seasonal trivalent influenza vaccines available under the 
National Immunisation Program in Australia, 2012-2014.  

Vaccine Manufacturer Manufacturing Process For use in 

Fluvax®  BioCSL  Virus grown in allantoic 

cavity of embronated hens’ 

eggs which is purified and 

then inactivated by β-

propriolactone and disrupted 

by sodium 

taurodeoxycholate 

Adults and 

children  ≥10 

years (0.5 mL) 

Fluarix® GlaxoSmithKline Whole virus cultivated in 

embryonated hens’ eggs 

which is purified and treated 

with the detergent, sodium 

deoxycholate and resulting 

in an antigen suspension 

inactivated with 

formaldehyde 

Adults and 

children >3 years 

(0.5mL); Children 

6 months-3 years 

(0.25mL) 

Vaxigrip® 

Vaxigrip® 

Junior 

Sanofi Pasteur  Virus grown in allantoic 

cavity of embryonated hens’ 

eggs which is concentrated, 

purified, split by octoxinol9 

and inactivated with 

formaldehyde; product is 

then diluted in phosphate 

buffered saline solution to 

the correct concentration 

Vaxigrip® Junior 

in children 6 

months-35 

months (0.25 

mL); Vaxigrip® in 

adults and 

children ≥3 years 

(0.5mL) 
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In vaccinated hosts, HA-specific antibodies block viral attachment to epithelial 

cells via the sialic acid receptor, and NA-specific antibodies prevent the release 

of new virions. M2 antibodies prevent the release of newly formed viral particles 

from the cell, preventing assemblage of new virions (Figure 2-6).102 The 

presence of these circulating neutralizing antibodies protects against future 

infection, and a protective response is generally defined as a serum 

haemagglutination inhibition (HI) antibody titre >1:40.45 Seroprotection typically 

occurs within 2-3 weeks following vaccine administration.101  

 

 

 

Figure 2-5 Normal immune response to influenza vaccination (SOURCE: 
Lang et al., 2011).104 
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Figure 2-6 Antibody-mediated and cell-mediated immune responses of 
hosts vaccinated against influenza (SOURCE: Subbarao and Joseph, 
2007).105  

 

2.5.3   Safety of influenza vaccines 

Administration of influenza vaccine is associated with some common side 

effects, including soreness, pain and swelling at the site of injection, fever, 

vomiting and malaise. However, these side effects are generally mild and self-

resolving.106 Some TIVs are associated with a slight increase in the risk of 

Guillain-Barre syndrome, although this is primarily observed in older adults.19 A 
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number of studies have demonstrated the safety and effectiveness of TIV 

internationally. The WHO asserts that while TIV is generally safe, the 

reactogenicity of these vaccines can vary. Split virion vaccines, such as those 

administered in Australia, have reduced systemic reactogenicity in both children 

and adults compared to whole virus preparations.19  

Influenza vaccines are approved for concurrent use with other vaccines; 

however, some reports show that co-administration with the 13-valent 

pneumococcal conjugate vaccine may cause a slight increase in fever and 

febrile seizures in children aged six months to five years.107 Furthermore, in 

2010 in Western Australia, there was an increase in the number of children 

presenting to hospital with febrile convulsions following administration of TIV, 

most frequently in otherwise healthy children and within 12 hours of 

vaccination.108 All adverse events were associated with the administration of 

Fluvax®, the BioCSL TIV. Researchers identified elevated cytokine production 

in cultures stimulated with Fluvax® compared to alternative TIV preparations, 

particularly IFN-α, IL-1β, IL-6, IL-10, IP-10, and MIP-1α.108 As a result, Fluvax® 

is no longer approved for use in children six months to 5 years of age and is not 

recommended for use in children under 10 years of age.  

In July 2011, following the unprecedented spike in serious adverse events 

following influenza immunisation in young children, a Seasonal Influenza 

Vaccine Safety Ad Hoc Working Group was convened by the Australian 

Technical Advisory Group on Immunisation (ATAGI) and the TGA in order to 

review the safety profile of seasonal TIV in adults and children ≥10 years. After 

reviewing three recent retrospective studies in the southern hemisphere in 

addition to a National Centre for Immunisation Research and Surveillance 

(NCIRS) report, three randomised clinical control trials conducted by BioCSL, 

and two published population-level reports on the reactogenicity of TIV, the 

committee determined there was a low rate of medical attendance for adverse 

events following immunisation and there was no significant difference between 

vaccine types. The committee did note a slight increase in localised reactions 

following administration of the BioCSL vaccine Fluvax® in comparison to other 

TIVs available in Australia. However, the committee suggested these findings 
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were weak, as a number of studies were subject to recall bias and involved 

passively reported data.109    

2.5.4   Efficacy and effectiveness of influenza vaccines 

A number of studies have demonstrated the efficacy of TIV in preventing 

influenza infection among adults.110-113 A recent meta-analysis suggests the 

overall efficacy is 59% in adults 18-64 years of age.114 Keitel and colleagues110 

collected sera prior to vaccination with TIV and one month following vaccination 

over a five year period in order to determine antibody response via 

haemagglutination-inhibition (HAI) antibody titres. Study results found that TIV 

reduced viral shedding by 39%; however, the vaccine only reduced infection 

significantly in two of the five flu seasons studied. During one season, there was 

a 52% reduction in influenza-like illnesses, and a 49% reduction was observed 

in the other.110 A randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled community-

based trial examined the efficacy of TIV in preventing influenza in 1,952 

participants. Results indicated a 72% reduction in laboratory-confirmed 

influenza A infections over a four year period.111 A randomised, double-blind, 

placebo-controlled trial showed that TIV had 75% efficacy in preventing 

infection in participants, even when antigenically drifted strains of influenza virus 

were present.112 

Vaccine effectiveness at the population level can fluctuate annually, depending 

on the characteristics of vaccinated individuals and the match between 

circulating virus and vaccine strains. When vaccine strains match circulating 

virus well, the vaccine is thought to be between 60 and 70% effective against 

laboratory confirmed infection.111,115 However, when vaccine strains do not 

match circulating virus strains, effectiveness can be much lower.116 Further, in 

years where influenza activity is prolonged at low intensity, vaccine 

effectiveness may drop to 54%, even if the vaccine and circulating strains are 

antigenically similar.113 Vaccine effectiveness can also vary by population 

group. For example, previous investigations have shown TIV effectiveness is as 

high as 86% in children <2 years.117 However, lower estimates of vaccine 

effectiveness have been observed in older adults and immunocompromised 

individuals.115,118  
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2.6   Vaccination during pregnancy 

Immunisation of pregnant women has been proposed as a potential public 

health strategy to prevent infection in both the mother and their newborn infants 

in the first six months of life via passive immunity.119,120  

2.6.1   Passive immunity 

Passively acquired immunity is driven by maternal antibodies acquired 

transplacentally and to some extent via breast milk. Placental transfer occurs 

across the syncytiotrophoblasts in the chorionic villi of the placenta (Figure 2-7), 

which internalise maternal IgG in an endosome (Figure 2-8). This endosome 

protects the antibodies from lysosomal degradation while the neonatal Fc 

receptor (FcRn) binds maternal IgG class antibodies and transports them into 

fetal circulation. This Fc receptor is pH-dependent and structurally similar to 

MHC class I molecules; the FcRn preferentially binds IgG1 and IgG3 subclass 

antibodies.121,122 Antibody transfer begins at 17 weeks of gestation123 and the 

quantity of maternal antibody in fetal circulation increases until delivery.121 

Maternal antibody is maximally transferred at 28 weeks gestation in the third 

trimester. At 40 weeks, fetal IgG concentrations can be equal to or exceed 

those of the mother. Infections in the mother can impede this transplacental 

antibody transfer, as high levels of IgG can saturate FcRn receptors and 

subsequent IgG degradation.123 

Placental transport of IgG is affected by several factors specific to both the 

vaccine and health of the mother, including: 

1. Amount of pathogen-specific IgG available; 

2. Coexisting infections, such as HIV or malaria which have been 

shown to reduce placental antibody transport; 

3. Ascending infection from the birth canal which can enhance 

antibody transport; and 

4. The maternal IgG subclass response to the vaccine.32,101  
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Figure 2-7 Fetal and maternal tissues of the placenta (SOURCE: McGill 
University, 2013)124  

 

Vaccines which elicit an IgG1 subclass response, such as the tetanus toxoid 

vaccine and TIV tend to have more efficient antibody transfer across the 

placenta; this subclass response is due to the protein antigen included in these 

vaccines. In contrast, vaccines which elicit an IgG2 subclass response, such as 

pneumococcal or meningococcal vaccines, utilise polysaccharide antigens to 

stimulate immune response and are not as efficiently transported across the 

placenta.101,121 Despite this shortcoming, polysaccharide vaccines can be 

chemically conjugated to enhance maternal antibody transport.  

Neutralizing antibodies transferred across the placenta have been shown to 

protect from and attenuate infections in the first six months of life against a 

number of diseases, including Group B Streptococcus (GBS), tetanus, 

pneumococcal disease, and potentially influenza.101 In the absence of these 

maternally-acquired antibodies, protection of newborns relies on either 

naturally-acquired immunity or vaccination strategies. Such strategies may not 

adequately prevent infection in young infants, since the immature immune 

system of young infants is typically incapable of producing a protective level of 

antibody and immunogenic and safe vaccines may not be available to young 

infants (Figure 2-9). 

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjDwo2juefJAhWjLqYKHVDeAGkQjRwIBw&url=http://www.medicine.mcgill.ca/physio/vlab/other_exps/endo/reprod_horm.htm&bvm=bv.110151844,d.dGY&psig=AFQjCNGnuN1IqTzXL-N_lNrNK1NWPSAROA&ust=1450598105710786
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Figure 2-8 Maternal antibody transfer across the placenta (SOURCE: 
Roopenian and Akilesh, 2007).125 

 

In addition to placental transfer, maternal antibody transfer can occur after birth 

via breast milk, resulting in elevated level of intestinal antibody in young infants. 

Human breast milk contains a large quantity of antibodies, particularly secretory 

Immunoglobulin A (IgA) molecules.121,126 Maternal IgA antibodies remain largely 

within the infant’s gut, impacting intestinal flora.127 While antibodies derived 

from breast milk have been shown to inhibit enteric pathogens, such as 

Escherichia coli,128 their effectiveness in preventing respiratory infections in 

humans is not yet well understood. Although some studies have suggested that 

breastfeeding can have a protective effect against respiratory syncytial virus 

(RSV) infections,129 the epidemiologic evidence for such an argument is weak. 

While animal studies have shown a decrease in the susceptibility to influenza 

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj-2Yr0uefJAhWlLKYKHXbRAjMQjRwIBw&url=http://ecco-jcc.oxfordjournals.org/content/early/2015/08/06/ecco-jcc.jjv118&psig=AFQjCNHb5R6RQEIhJxVMiTs-DLIU5LNh-w&ust=1450598259736516
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Figure 2-9 Protective effect of maternal antibodies in serum and breast 
milk. (SOURCE: Immunisation Advisory Centre (University of Auckland), 
2012).130  

 

 

by breastfeeding,131 investigations in human populations indicate antibodies 

derived from breast milk possibly attenuate infection but do not reduce the 

likelihood of infection.132 These studies suggest that maternal antibodies 

transferred via breast milk may support neonatal immunity but do not provide 

the principal mechanism for antibody-mediated protection against respiratory 

viruses in infants.121  

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiIwo2VvOfJAhWCPKYKHXu9CZUQjRwIBw&url=http://www.immune.org.nz/immune-system-and-vaccination&psig=AFQjCNFOJi1zVpz8jVdmNgB8p26ETXmAhA&ust=1450598903386467
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2.6.2   Maternal immunisation as a public health strategy 

There are four major goals associated with the adoption of vaccination 

programs for pregnant women: 

 Goal 1: Protect the mother. 

 Goal 2: Protect the newborn/infant. 

 Goal 3: Protect the fetus. 

 Goal 4: Protect the mother and newborn.133 

 

Maternal immunisation was first investigated as part of the US Collaborative 

Perinatal Project, which investigated influenza and poliomyelitis vaccines 

administered during pregnancy.119 This program enrolled more than 50,000 

women from 1959 through 1965 and prospectively followed the health 

outcomes of their children for seven years.134 The most common vaccine 

administered to pregnant women through this program was the inactivated polio 

vaccine (IPV), which was administered to 18,342 women. Approximately 3,056 

women received the live attenuated oral polio vaccine (OPV) and 2,291 women 

received influenza vaccine.119,134 Most studies conducted as part of the 

Collaborative Perinatal Project focused on the impact of IPV and OPV 

administration during pregnancy. Researchers found that although neonates 

had antibody levels similar to their mothers,135 administration of IPV during 

pregnancy was associated with a slight increase in early childhood neural 

tumors;134 risk associated with IPV vaccination appeared to be higher when the 

vaccine was delivered in the early months of pregnancy.134 No association with 

congenital malformations or fetal growth was observed following administration 

of OPV during pregnancy. High neonatal antibody titres were observed for 

poliovirus type 1 and 2 when OPV was administered in the third 

trimester.134,136,137 

Since the 1990s, two immunisations have been routinely recommended for use 

in pregnant women: reduced diphtheria toxoid, tetanus toxoid, and acellular 

pertussis vaccine (dTap) and TIV.138 In certain circumstances, such as epidemic 

or endemic periods, the use of hepatitis A, hepatitis B, meningococcal 
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polysaccharide, pneumococcal polysaccharide, and rabies vaccines may be 

warranted as these infections pose serious health risks to the mother and 

child.45,139 A number of vaccines have also been listed as high priority for 

investigation for use in pregnancy. These include: 

 GBS conjugate; 

 Haemophilus influenzae type B (Hib) conjugate; 

 Haemophilus influenzae type B (Hib) polysaccharide; 

 Meningococcal conjugate; 

 Pneumococcal conjugate; and 

 RSV.32  

 

2.6.2.1   Advantages of maternal vaccination programs 

Maternal vaccination programs have several advantages. First, vaccination 

during pregnancy may prevent infections in pregnant women and their 

newborns via placentally transferred maternal antibodies, potentially preventing 

two infections for each vaccine dose.32 Because IgG transport is minimal until 

the third trimester,140 vaccination programs which target pregnant women would 

need to consider the optimal time of administering vaccines to pregnant women. 

Successful prevention of neonatal and maternal infections could potentially 

result in cost savings to communicable disease prevention and control 

programs. An economic analysis by Mohle-Boetani et al.141 suggests that the 

costs of a theoretical maternal immunisation program for GBS would be 

significantly less than the costs for treatment of neonatal disease. Furthermore, 

maternal immunisation may offer better protection to young infants against 

infectious diseases, since they are in general most susceptible to infections but 

their immune systems are least responsive to vaccines, with the exception of 

hepatitis B. Finally, pregnant women readily and regularly access medical care 

during the antenatal period and respond well to vaccines, making this strategy 

particularly feasible.119 
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2.6.2.2   Disadvantages of maternal vaccination programs 

There are potential disadvantages associated with maternal immunisation 

programs. First, infants born preterm are unlikely to benefit from vaccination 

during pregnancy, since maternal antibody transfer would be minimal. Maternal 

vaccination strategies would do little to prevent potentially serious infections in 

these vulnerable infants. Second, some researchers caution against the 

potential inhibition of the infant’s response to natural infection following the 

presence of maternal antibody.119,120 Previous studies have found that 

placentally-transferred antibodies can inhibit the primary immune response of 

neonates to wild-type viruses and vaccines.121,142 For example, infants with 

higher maternally-derived antibody tend to have lower response to vaccines at 

the time of their first immunisation series, likely due to the binding of maternal 

antibody to specific B-cell vaccine epitopes.32,101 Finally, maternal immunisation 

is not a feasible strategy for all diseases and vaccines. Certain vaccines are 

contraindicated for use during pregnancy. Because live attenuated vaccines, 

such as measles, mumps, poliomyelitis, rubella, yellow fever, and the live 

attenuated influenza vaccine (LAIV) pose a theoretical risk of infection, these 

vaccines are contraindicated for use during pregnancy.45,139   

2.6.3   Influenza vaccination in pregnancy 

It is estimated that 45-65% of influenza disease in infants is preventable by 

implementing maternal influenza immunisation programs.143 According to 

previous researchers, there are five key benefits which can be specifically 

attributed to maternal influenza vaccination:  

1. A decrease in the incidence of respiratory illness in pregnant women; 

2. A decrease in preterm births; 

3. A decrease in small-for-gestational-age infants; 

4. A decrease in the incidence of influenza among infants <6 months; and 

5. A decrease in the incidence of respiratory illness among infants <6 

months.31,144,145  
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There is a growing body of evidence indicating maternal vaccination prevents 

influenza infection in newborns,31,146-148 and some evidence suggesting that 

influenza vaccination during pregnancy protects the mother.31,149-153  

In 2010, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation commissioned a report to review 

the data for several potential vaccines which could be used to prevent severe 

disease in mothers and their newborns when administered during pregnancy.154 

As a result of this report, influenza vaccination was identified as the most 

promising candidate for successful implementation of a maternal immunisation 

strategy. The report also identified maternal influenza vaccination as a cost-

effective strategy, since alternative methods involving annual vaccination of a 

large number of household contacts, termed “cocooning,” may be difficult to 

implement.154 

Considering the potential public health impact and established safety of 

influenza vaccination during pregnancy, a number of national health agencies 

now recommend the vaccination of women who will be pregnant during 

influenza season.18 In 2005, the WHO issued a position paper, asserting that 

influenza vaccination during pregnancy is safe and should be recommended to 

all pregnant women during influenza season.19 In November 2012, following the 

recommendation from the Strategic Advisory Group of Experts (SAGE) panel on 

immunisation, the WHO updated this position paper, recommending pregnant 

women be given highest priority for seasonal TIV programs.155  

Over the past decade, several countries have opted to implement national 

recommendations for influenza vaccination during pregnancy (Table 2-4).18 

These recommendations vary slightly in terms of the group of women they 

target. For example, some countries recommend vaccination in the second or 

third trimester only, whereas others recommend in any trimester of pregnancy. 

In 2011, the Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Obstetricians and 

Gynecologists (RANZCOG) recommended seasonal influenza vaccination for 

all women who will be pregnant during influenza season, regardless of 

gestation, as well as postpartum women.6 Despite this policy, there are 

currently no Australian data to support the effectiveness of this strategy.  
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Table 2-4 Countries with official policies recommending seasonal 
influenza vaccination for pregnant women, 2012-2013. 

Countries Recommendation 

Belgium, Cyprus, Italy, 

Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, 

Norway, Portugal, and Sweden. 

Seasonal influenza vaccination is 

recommended for women who will be in 

their second and third trimesters of 

pregnancy during influenza season. 

Austria, Canada, the Czech 

Republic, Greece, Hungary, 

Iceland, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, 

Finland, Poland, Romania, 

Slovenia, South Africa, and 

Spain. 

Seasonal influenza vaccination is 

recommended for pregnant women at 

any stage of pregnancy. 

Australia, Croatia, Estonia, 

France, Ireland, the Netherlands, 

New Zealand, the United 

Kingdom, and the United States. 

Seasonal influenza vaccination is 

recommended for pregnant women at 

any stage of pregnancy, as well as 

postpartum women. 

  

2.6.3.1   History and coverage 

Historically, pregnant women have had the lowest vaccine uptake of any group 

for whom influenza vaccination is specifically recommended.24,156 Data from the 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in the US show that vaccine uptake 

in pregnant women ranged from 7-19% annually between 1999 and 2008.157 

Previous studies suggest that prior to 2006 fewer than 10% of pregnant women 

were vaccinated against seasonal influenza.156 In some studies, vaccination 

coverage in pregnant women is as low as 3%.16  

Several studies have identified predictors of influenza vaccine uptake during 

pregnancy. In the US, non-smoking women, women with private health 

insurance, and women who breastfeed are more likely to receive seasonal 

influenza vaccine during pregnancy.16,148 Studies have also found that older 

age, the presence of underlying medical conditions, multiparity, and previous 

vaccination can also be predictive of receiving an influenza vaccination during 

pregnancy.158-160 Conversely, uptake of influenza vaccine during pregnancy is 
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poorer in groups with lower socioeconomic status and certain racial/ethnic 

groups, suggesting these women may experience barriers to receiving 

appropriate prenatal care or may have different attitudes regarding 

vaccination.161,162  

A number of studies suggest that uptake of TIV is slowly but steadily increasing 

in pregnant women. Black et al.163 found that vaccine uptake among pregnant 

women in the US increased from 6% in 1997 to 12% in 2000. By 2008, vaccine 

coverage further increased to 38%.148 In Melbourne, researchers have 

described public educational campaigns used to promote maternal influenza 

vaccination during the 2011 influenza season. As a result of this campaign, 

pregnant women cited fewer safety concerns regarding seasonal TIV, and 

vaccine uptake increased from 30% to 40% between 2010 and 2011.164  

Vaccine coverage among pregnant women drastically increased during the 

2009 H1N1 pandemic, likely due to the severe health effects of influenza 

A/H1N1 pdm09 infection in pregnant women in combination with intense media 

coverage.165 The 2009 H1N1 pandemic brought vaccination of pregnant women 

to the forefront of public health campaigns.166 In the US, uptake of the 2009 

influenza A(H1N1) vaccine among pregnant women was estimated to be 47%, 

which is three times that of seasonal influenza vaccine uptake.12 In the 

Netherlands, 63% of pregnant women reported being vaccinated against 

influenza A/H1N1(pdm09).167 Experiences with the influenza A/H1N1 pandemic 

demonstrate the potential to improve seasonal influenza vaccine coverage in 

pregnant women.  

2.6.3.2   Barriers to influenza vaccination in pregnant women 

Despite national recommendations for influenza vaccination in pregnant 

women, vaccination remains underused during pregnancy.91 Data from Western 

Australia indicate that vaccine uptake in pregnant women remains low, with one 

in ten pregnant women receiving an influenza vaccine in 2010.168 Several 

barriers to maternal influenza vaccination have been identified which may 

discourage healthcare providers from recommending and prevent pregnant 

women from receiving influenza vaccines.32,169  
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Numerous studies have cited poor compliance with national maternal 

immunisation policies, indicating pregnant women are not routinely offered 

influenza vaccine by their providers.24,156 Although a significant portion of 

women say they would accept an influenza vaccine if it were recommended by 

their antenatal care provider, only 20% of pregnant mothers report being offered 

an influenza vaccine during their pregnancy.27 This lack of counseling may be 

due to several factors. First, physicians have cited the financial costs associated 

with vaccination (e.g., vaccine storage, cost of providing immunisation) as a 

barrier to immunisation during pregnancy.170-172 Fear of litigation has also been 

cited by healthcare professionals as a serious consideration and potential 

barrier for administering influenza vaccines to pregnant women.169 Third, some 

providers lack awareness of the benefits and safety of influenza vaccination 

during pregnancy. A recent survey in Australia found that only 36% of the 

healthcare workers believed that vaccination was safe in pregnancy and one in 

two healthcare workers were aware of the serious complications associated 

with influenza infection during pregnancy.30 This lack of awareness may prevent 

providers from recommending the vaccine to their pregnant patients.  

Another barrier for healthcare providers is the uncertainty as to who is 

responsible for recommending and providing vaccines to these women.28 In the 

United Kingdom (UK), the majority of midwives surveyed about immunisation 

during pregnancy agreed with the national policy to vaccinate pregnant women; 

however, only 25% felt adequately prepared to vaccinate pregnant women 

themselves. This hesitance was primarily attributed to concerns of increased 

workload and inadequate training.173 Consistent recommendation from all 

antenatal care providers could improve vaccine uptake in pregnant women. 

In addition to these barriers, there is hesitance on the part of pregnant women 

to seek and accept influenza vaccination during pregnancy, largely due to 

misinformation surrounding seasonal TIV among pregnant women. Lack of 

knowledge about the severity of influenza and concerns regarding the safety of 

the vaccine for the fetus have been consistently identified as key barriers to 

maternal influenza vaccination on the part of pregnant women.27,156,174 During 

the 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic, Lynch et al.175 conducted 18 focus groups 

with pregnant women in three US cities. They found that a significant number of 
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women were misinformed regarding influenza vaccination during pregnancy and 

antiviral treatment, with many admitting they did not believe serious 

complications could result from influenza infection during pregnancy.175 In fact, 

one-quarter of participants reported they were not concerned at all about 

influenza infection during pregnancy. Some participants erroneously believed 

that the immune system of pregnant women was stronger because they take 

particular care of their health during pregnancy. Participants reported that 

conflicting information presented through the media contributed to their 

confusion. Many participants said they sought health information from websites, 

particularly pregnancy-specific sites, and they considered healthcare 

professionals as trusted sources of information.175  

Considering a large proportion of pregnant women surveyed in the US said they 

were most motivated by the idea of protecting the fetus,175 additional data 

regarding the ability of the seasonal flu vaccine to protect newborn infants in the 

first six months of life may be particularly motivating for pregnant women to 

accept influenza vaccination. Furthermore, women who perceive influenza 

vaccines to be effective and safe are more likely to receive an influenza vaccine 

during pregnancy.158,159,167,176 Research supporting the safety and effectiveness 

of maternal influenza vaccination would be helpful in encouraging better vaccine 

uptake among pregnant women. 

2.7   Review of the evidence 

A review of the evidence indicates that while the safety of influenza vaccination 

during pregnancy has been well-established, the effectiveness of maternal 

vaccination in preventing severe infection in mothers and newborn infants has 

been less well demonstrated.16,163,166,177 While a number of studies since the 

1960s have demonstrated the safety and immunogenicity of influenza 

vaccination during pregnancy,150,151,153 it has only been during the past decade 

that researchers have focused on the effectiveness of influenza vaccination 

during pregnancy to prevent infection in infants.31,146,148  
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2.7.1   Immunogenicity 

Since the 1960s, a large number of studies have shown the antibody response 

to TIV is no different for pregnant women as compared to nonpregnant women 

of the same age.31,149-153 Previous researchers have observed seroprotective 

levels of influenza-specific antibody among the majority of pregnant women 

vaccinated against seasonal influenza.150,178,179 In 1979, Sumaya and Gibbs150 

found that 73% of vaccinated pregnant women had seroprotective levels of 

antibody following administration of TIV. More recently, a randomised clinical 

trial in Bangladesh measured the geometric mean titre increase of the HAI 

antibody before and after vaccination using sera collected from 340 pregnant 

women.179 The authors found that 88% of the mothers had a protective level of 

antibody titres against influenza A/H1N1, 98% against influenza A/H3N2, and 

45% against influenza B at the time of delivery.179  

Transfer of these maternal antibodies has been well-documented in the 

literature. Influenza-specific maternal IgG antibody is known to cross the 

placenta to the fetus, and influenza-specific IgA is transferred to infants through 

breast milk. Englund et al.152 found that after administering TIV at 32-36 weeks 

of gestation, infants born to vaccinated mothers had significantly higher 

influenza-specific IgG antibodies compared to those born to unvaccinated. 

Because no IgM antibodies were detected in cord or infant serum and 

blastogenic responses to influenza A in neonatal and infant lymphocytes were 

observed, antibodies observed in this study were confirmed as maternally 

transferred. In a randomised control trial by Steinhoff et al.,179 analyses of cord 

blood indicated that at least one-fifth of infants born to mothers vaccinated 

against seasonal influenza had protective titres against influenza A at the time 

of delivery. Although antibody transfered well from mother to infant, antibody 

titres declined as the infant aged. At 10 weeks of age, 61% of infants had 

protective antibody titres against influenza A/H1N1, 46% against influenza 

A/H3N2, and 9% against influenza B. At 20 weeks of age antibody titres 

declined so that 18% of infants had protective titres to influenza A (H1N1), 46% 

to influenza A (H3N2), and 5% to influenza B. These analyses indicated that 

maternal antibody against influenza had a half-life ranging from 42 to 50 

days.179  
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Reuman and colleagues180 found that infants passively acquired antibody titres 

which correlated with that of their mothers. These passively acquired antibodies 

delayed the onset and reduced the duration of influenza infection in infants but 

did not reduce the incidence of infection.180 Sumaya and colleagues150 found 

that 54% of cord serum tested from infants born to vaccinated mothers had a 

protective level of influenza A antibody titres. Similar to the findings of Steinhoff 

et al.,179 antibody level declined after birth, so that only 12% of 3-month old 

infants maintained this level of antibody.150  

Some studies have shown that the prevalence of antibodies can be greater in 

newborns compared to their mothers following maternal antibody 

transfer.152,181,182 Tsatsaris et al.181 found that the mother to neonate antibody 

titre ratio was 1:4 for the monovalent influenza A/H1N1 vaccine, and Wutzler et 

al.182 observed a similar relationship for influenza B. Researchers in Germany 

tested for the prevalence of influenza-specific antibodies in healthy women and 

their newborn infants at delivery in a district hospital. The authors found that 

94% of mothers and 97% of newborns were seropositive for influenza A, and 

42% of mothers and 79% of newborns were seropositive for influenza B virus. 

These findings suggest that neonates may have a higher prevalence of 

influenza A and B antibodies compared to their mothers.182  

The immunogenicity of the pandemic monovalent 2009 H1N1 influenza vaccine 

has also been well evaluated in pregnant women and their newborns, finding 

seroprotective levels of antibody specific to the pandemic influenza A/H1N1 

strain among vaccinated pregnant women.61,181,183 Jackson et al. (2011) found 

that one 25 mg dose of 2009 H1N1 influenza vaccine was effective in eliciting a 

protective antibody response in 93% of pregnant women.29 A four-fold increase 

in the antibody response following administration of the monovalent 2009 

influenza A/H1N1 vaccine occurs in 91% of pregnant women, and 

seroprotection occurs in 89%.184 Tsatsaris and colleagues181 found that 98% of 

pregnant women vaccinated with a single dose of monovalent nonadjuvanted 

2009 influenza A/H1N1 had a seroprotective antibody level (>1:40) at 21 days 

post-vaccination. In 90% of vaccinated pregnant women, antibody titres 

remained above a seroprotective level three months after birth.181  
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Other studies have documented the maternal antibody transfer of pandemic-

specific influenza antibodies to newborns. Following the administration of 

monovalent influenza A/H1N1 vaccine, 87%-95% of cord serum samples 

collected at birth had a seroprotective level of antibody in infants born to 

vaccinated mothers.181,183 An observational study at three medical centres in the 

UK reported a significant increase in the serological response of infants born to 

mothers vaccinated with the 2009 pandemic H1N1 strain of influenza. 

Seroprotective levels of antibody to pandemic influenza A/H1N1 were present in 

25-30% of infants born to unvaccinated mothers compared to 80% of infants 

born to vaccinated mothers.185 

Despite the large number of studies supporting the immunogenicity of influenza 

vaccine in pregnant women, some studies have suggested that the immune 

response to vaccination may be slightly modified as a result of pregnancy. After 

comparing blood specimens collected at the time of and 28 days post-

vaccination from 29 vaccinated pregnant women and 22 vaccinated 

nonpregnant women, Schlaudecker et al.178 found that geometric mean titres of 

antibody to influenza A/H1N1 and A/H3N2 were reduced by 40-50% in pregnant 

women compared to nonpregnant women; however, geometric mean titres of 

antibody to influenza B were similar for pregnant women and nonpregnant 

women. Despite the lower geometric mean titre of influenza A antibody titre in 

pregnant women, the percentage of participants who achieved seroprotection 

was similar between groups, indicating little difference in the prevention of 

disease.178 These results may indicate that although antibody response is lower 

in pregnant women compared to nonpregnant women, response to TIV in both 

pregnant and nonpregnant women is sufficient to prevent disease. 

Additional factors may reduce the immunogenicity of the influenza vaccine in 

pregnant women. For example, HIV infection186 and the previous administration 

of influenza vaccines184 may reduce the immunogenic potential of the influenza 

vaccines in pregnant women. Although Ohfuji et al.184 showed that a single 

dose of H1N1 vaccine was effective in producing a protective immune response 

in pregnant women, they also found that immunogenicity of the monovalent 

2009 influenza A/H1N1 vaccine was reduced in pregnant women following the 

administration of the 2009-2010 seasonal influenza vaccine.  
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2.7.2   Safety  

Administration of any drug during pregnancy may impact the health of the 

pregnant women and/or the developing fetus, and result in negative perinatal 

outcomes. Adverse local or systemic reactions, such as fever and anaphylaxis, 

may occur following vaccine administration in pregnant women. Pregnancy 

outcomes, including induction of labor, preterm birth, or fetal loss may also be 

influenced by vaccination.166 Risks to the infant can occur, since there are 

several teratogenic effects which sometimes follow drug administration during 

pregnancy (Table 2-5). Despite these potential health consequences, a number 

of studies have demonstrated the safety of influenza vaccine administration 

during pregnancy to the mother, fetus and newborn.166,177 However, the majority 

of population-based studies have focused on pandemic influenza vaccines. 

 

Table 2-5 Potential teratogenic effects of drug administration during 
pregnancy (SOURCE: Bednarcyk et al., 2012)177 

Gestational Period Potential teratogenic effects 

Before implantation Injury to cells which may result in spontaneous 

abortion or congenital abnormalities 

Ebryonic (2-9 weeks) Malformations, altered function, major defects in 

central nervous system, heart, sensory organs, 

limbs, palate, teeth, or genitalia 

Fetal (9 weeks-term) Small for gestation age by intrauterine growth 

restriction, fetal death, minor malformations, risk of 

minor defects in central nervous system, sensory 

organs, palate, teeth, or genitalia 

 

2.7.2.1    Seasonal influenza vaccine safety 

In 1964, a US cohort study led by Hulka153 first identified no adverse events in 

mothers or the infants following administration of the influenza vaccine, with the 

exception of local pain at the injection site. Another case-control study from the 

1970s indicated there were no immediate reactions and no difference in 
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pregnancy outcomes in vaccinated mothers compared to unvaccinated 

mothers.150 Deinard and Ogburn151 similarly observed no difference in the 

maternal health of 139 pregnant women who received TIV compared to 517 

unvaccinated pregnant women. More recently, US medical researchers 

conducted a retrospective analysis of the electronic medical records from 7,183 

mother-infant pairs who visited a large multispecialty clinic in Houston, Texas 

from 1998 through 2003. The researchers found no serious adverse events 

reported within 42 days of administration of the vaccine.16 The Vaccine Adverse 

Event Reporting System (VAERS) is a passive surveillance system providing a 

data on adverse event reports following vaccination in the US, including 

adverse events following influenza vaccination during pregnancy. A large-scale 

analysis of these surveillance data indicated that 3.5% of pregnant women who 

received the influenza vaccine between 2000 and 2006 reported a potential 

adverse event; however, none of these were serious events related to 

vaccination.187 Of the 26 reports received by VAERS, six were associated with 

the misadministration of LAIV and nine were injection site reactions. Eight 

reports of systemic symptoms were received, and all of these symptoms 

resulted in a full recovery over time. A small number of miscarriages were 

reported to the VAERS; however, considering two million pregnant women were 

vaccinated during this time period, this was deemed a low rate of adverse 

events and consistent with the expected number of outcomes in the 

population.187 

Previous research also supports the safety to the fetus of administering 

influenza vaccine during pregnancy. In their evaluation of perinatal outcomes 

associated with polio and influenza vaccine administration as part of the 

Collaborative Perinatal Project, Heinonen et al.134 observed no congenital 

malformations associated with influenza vaccination in pregnancy in the 2,291 

infants examined. Following the 1976 “swine flu” vaccination campaign, several 

studies examined influenza vaccination of pregnant women. Deinard and 

Ogburn151 examined 189 women who were vaccinated just before or during 

pregnancy and 517 pregnant unvaccinated pregnant women for fetal 

complications. They found no teratogenic effects associated with the 

administration of influenza vaccination during pregnancy and birth outcomes 

were similar in children born to vaccinated mothers compared to unvaccinated 
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mothers. Similarly, Sumaya and Gibbs150 found that when influenza vaccine 

was administered in the second or third trimester, there was no significant 

increase in congenital defects compared to births among unvaccinated mothers.  

More recently, a retrospective analysis by Munoz et al.16 found no significant 

difference in terms of caesarean delivery or preterm birth between vaccinated 

and unvaccinated mothers. There were also no congenital abnormalities 

documented in children born to vaccinated mothers, whereas 1.8% of children 

born to unvaccinated mothers had a congenital abnormality.16 Black and 

colleagues163 similarly investigated the safety of the influenza vaccine in 

pregnant women by comparing the cesarean sections and preterm deliveries in 

vaccinated and unvaccinated mothers. After adjusting for potential confounders, 

including age, they found no significant increase in the risk of cesarean delivery 

after influenza vaccination. Further, there was no significant difference in the 

incidence of preterm delivery when comparing vaccinated to unvaccinated 

mothers.163 Approximately 7.4% of vaccinated mothers had a preterm delivery 

compared to 6.7% of unvaccinated mothers. A randomised control trial in 

Bangladesh conducted between 2004 and 2005 found no difference between 

women vaccinated for influenza in the third trimester of pregnancy and 

unvaccinated women in terms of fetal and neonatal adverse events.31 

A recent retrospective cohort study of 10,225 women examined birth and 

neonatal outcomes as a result of first trimester influenza vaccination. Over a 

five year study period, researchers found that newborns of vaccinated women 

were not at higher risk of congenital malformations. In fact, births to mothers 

vaccinated in the first trimester of pregnancy were significantly less likely to 

result in stillbirth, neonatal death, and premature delivery.188 These findings are 

of particular interest to the scientific community, as they support the safety of 

TIV administration in the first trimester of pregnancy. A case control study by 

Irving et al.189 found no significant increase in the risk of spontaneous abortion 

one month following seasonal TIV in pregnant women.189  

While previous research has demonstrated fairly extensively that influenza 

vaccination during pregnancy does not have a negative impact on birth 

outcomes, recent investigations have suggested there are potential benefits of 
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maternal influenza vaccination on birth outcomes. A cohort study which 

analyzed data from the Georgia Pregnancy Risk Assessment Monitoring 

System evaluated the perinatal outcomes of 4,326 live births between June 

2004 and September 2006. Infants born to mothers vaccinated for seasonal 

influenza were 40% less likely to be premature and almost 70% less likely to be 

SGA during influenza season.20 These benefits were most pronounced during 

periods of widespread influenza activity in the community. The authors cite the 

prevention of influenza infection (and the stimulation of cytokines resulting from 

infection) as a potential mechanism for preventing preterm and SGA birth. This 

explanation is plausible since other researchers have demonstrated that a 

reduction in anti-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-10 and increase in pro-

inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-1 and IL-6, have been linked to preterm 

birth.190,191 Furthermore, animal models have shown that administration of the 

pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-1 results in preterm labor192 and studies have 

shown that influenza infection promotes the release of IL-1.191 Because 

influenza infection has been linked to preterm and SGA births,10,72,76,77 this 

theory seems plausible since prevention of infection would prevent subsequent 

poor birth outcomes.  

In Western Australia, Carcione et al.193 conducted a prospective vaccine safety 

study of TIV in pregnant women with the Western Australia Department of 

Health at a large tertiary maternity hospital. Between March and August 2012, 

369 pregnant women were followed up by telephone after the administration of 

Vaxigrip®. Approximately 23 (6.2%) reported a fever within 46 hours of vaccine 

administration and fever was infrequently reported. No convulsions or deaths 

were observed in the pregnant women vaccinated. Although a small sample 

size was included in this study, this study offered local data supporting the 

safety of vaccination of pregnant women in Western Australia.193 

2.7.2.2    Pandemic influenza vaccine safety  

The safety of the pandemic H1N1 vaccine in pregnant women has also been 

well evaluated. Following the expedited licensing of the pandemic influenza 

A/H1N1 vaccine and mass vaccination of pregnant women in the UK, a cohort 

study was designed to monitor adverse events following vaccine administration 

in pregnant women. Of the 3,754 pregnant women vaccinated, 53 reported a 
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serious adverse event post-vaccination; however, no maternal deaths or other 

significant safety issues were associated with vaccine administration.194 Other 

studies have also demonstrated the safety of the pandemic influenza A/H1N1 

vaccine in terms of maternal conditions, malformations, and neonatal 

conditions.195 In the US, VAERS had 294 adverse events submitted from the 

2.4 million pregnant women in the US vaccinated for 2009 influenza A/H1N1 

between 2009 and 2010. Although two maternal deaths and 59 hospitalisations 

were reported, the authors concluded there were no abnormal maternal or fetal 

outcomes associated with the mass administration of pandemic vaccine in 

pregnant women.196 A prospective, observational cohort study conducted by 

Opperman et al.197 prospectively monitored the health of 323 pregnant women 

who were vaccinated against 2009 pandemic influenza A/H1N1 during 

pregnancy or four weeks prior to conception. They found that when compared 

to 1,329 control subjects there was no increased risk in spontaneous abortion, 

congenital malformations, pre-eclampsia, prematurity, and intrauterine growth 

restriction.197 

More recently, population-level data have been published supporting the safety 

of the 2009 influenza A/H1N1 vaccine. A Norwegian study used data linkage of 

Norwegian national registries and medical consultation data to assess the 

safety of pandemic influenza vaccination in pregnant women. Of the 117,347 

pregnancies included in the study between 2009 through 2010, no evidence 

was found to support the theory that maternal influenza vaccination increased 

the risk of fetal death.79 In fact, the risk of fetal death increased two-fold in 

pregnant women with an influenza infection, and influenza vaccination during 

pregnancy reduced fetal death by 12%, although this reduction was not 

statistically significant.79 The safety of 2009 H1N1 vaccines has also been 

evaluated in the UK and Denmark, indicating no increased risk of congenital 

anomalies, spontaneous abortion, fetal death, or other adverse pregnancy 

outcomes.198,199 A recent study in Denmark evaluated the fetal safety of 

pandemic influenza A (H1N1) vaccination during pregnancy in a cohort study of 

all live singleton births in Denmark in 2009 to 2010. Approximately 53,432 

infants were included in the analysis. No significant increase in the occurrence 

of preterm births, congenital defects, or SGA births was observed.198 A large 

observational cohort study of 4,508 mothers with three month follow-up of their 
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newborns in the Netherlands, Italy, and Argentina indicated there was no 

evidence of safety risks due to vaccination of pregnant women.200 Investigators 

observed no maternal deaths or abortions in vaccinated women and no 

difference between vaccinated and unvaccinated mothers in terms of 

gestational diabetes, pre-eclampsia, stillbirth, low birthweight, neonatal deaths, 

or congenital malformations. In fact, the researchers observed a 30% decrease 

in the risk of premature birth among vaccinated women compared to 

unvaccinated women.200  

Despite these findings, researchers have asserted that more research is 

needed to assess the safety risk of adjuvanted vaccines in pregnancy.201 

Studies which evaluate the safety of vaccines using split virus compared to 

subunit antigens and vaccines using different chemical splitting agents are still 

needed.177,202 Additional prospective follow-up studies which limit biases and 

employ statistical designs to address confounding would also be beneficial.202 

2.7.3   Effectiveness  

Efficacy is the ability to prevent illness in the context of a randomised clinical 

trial. In contrast, effectiveness is defined as the ability for a vaccine to prevent 

illness within a particular vaccinated population outside a randomised clinical 

trial.33 A number of studies have demonstrated the efficacy of maternal 

influenza vaccination in preventing infection in both mothers and newborns;31,33 

however, population-based data demonstrating the effectiveness of maternal 

vaccination are less comprehensive.  

2.7.3.1   Preventing maternal infections 

There is some evidence supporting the ability of influenza vaccination to 

prevent infection in pregnant women (Table 2-6). Animal studies confirm these 

findings, suggesting that even for highly pathogenic strains of H5N1 influenza, 

one dose of vaccine confers 60% protection to homologous strains and 30% 

protection to heterologous strains of influenza in pregnant mice, and two doses 

would confer complete protection in pregnant mice.203 Similarly, Mbawuike et al. 

(1990) observed that administration of a monovalent H3N2 influenza vaccine to 

pregnant mice conferred a 99% reduction in mortality to the corresponding 
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H3N2 strain, 54% reduced mortality to an H2N2 strain and 56% reduced 

mortality to a H1N1 strain in their offspring.204 The researchers found this 

relationship was dose-dependent, since infant mice born to mothers vaccinated 

with a high-dose vaccine were completely resistant to all three influenza A 

subtypes. These results indicate that when administered at an adequate dose, a 

monovalent influenza vaccine can provide immunity to all three influenza A 

subtypes by inducing cross-reactive neutralizing antibody. However, the cross-

protection observed did not protect against influenza B.204  

A randomised clinical trial in Bangladesh showed that TIV reduced respiratory 

illness with fever by 36% in pregnant women.31 Pregnant women included in the 

study were significantly less likely to report respiratory illness with a fever and 

were less likely to see a clinic for respiratory illness with a fever.31 A small, 

prospective follow-up study of pregnant women in Japan estimated the vaccine 

effectiveness of the monovalent influenza A/H1N1 at 79%.205 A cohort study in 

1962 showed that 11% of pregnant women who were vaccinated against 

influenza reported ILI, whereas 20% of pregnant women who were not 

vaccinated reported such illness;153 however, this difference was not statistically 

significant. A recent population-based study in Norway found that influenza 

vaccination during pregnancy reduced the risk of a diagnosis with pandemic 

influenza by 70% in pregnant women.79 Other population-based studies have 

failed to observe a protective effect of influenza vaccination against maternal 

infection.16,163 

2.7.3.2   Preventing neonatal infections 

Maternal vaccination may also be a feasible public health strategy for 

preventing influenza infection in newborns in the first six months of life (Table 2-

7). Animal studies in mice and ferrets show promising results. Hwang et al.203 

studied vaccination against highly pathogenic H5N1 influenza in pregnant mice 

and their infants. As many as 60% of infant mice born to mothers vaccinated 

against highly pathogenic H5N1 were protected against lethal H5N1 infections 

and this protection lasted up to five weeks of age. Further, the researchers 

found that infant mice born to vaccinated mothers may also be protected from 

heterologous infections of highly pathogenic H5N1, suggesting some cross-

clade protection of maternal vaccination. 
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A matched case-control study conducted by researchers at Yale compared 

infants in a large US hospital with laboratory-confirmed influenza infection to 

those without infection in terms of their mothers’ vaccination status.146 They 

found that influenza vaccination in pregnant women was 91.5% effective in 

preventing hospitalisation due to influenza in infants <6 months.146 Data from a 

private health insurance plan (Kaiser Permanente) in Northern California from 

1997 to 2002 found a 37% reduction in hospitalisations due to pneumonia or 

influenza in infants born to vaccinated mothers.163 Recently, a large 

prospective, population-based, active surveillance investigation of laboratory-

confirmed influenza was conducted in three US counties.148 Children were 

enrolled in the surveillance study if they were hospitalised with fever and/or 

respiratory illness during influenza season (November through April) in these 

three counties. Nasal and throat swabs were obtained from all children for 

laboratory testing by viral culture and RT-PCR for influenza. Using data from 

seven consecutive influenza seasons from 2002 through 2009, the researchers 

showed that hospitalised infants born to vaccinated mothers were 45-48% less 

likely to have laboratory-confirmed influenza compared to hospitalised infants 

born to unvaccinated mothers.148 This reduction would result in 8,600-9,200 

fewer hospitalisations for influenza infections in young infants annually. Another 

study in the US, which recruited a population of Native Americans, found that 

infants born to vaccinated mothers had a 41% reduction in the risk of 

laboratory-confirmed influenza compared to unvaccinated mothers in both 

inpatient and outpatient settings.147  

 One of the cornerstone studies which provides the most persuasive evidence in 

support of the potential effectiveness of maternal immunisation in preventing 

neonatal infection with influenza is a randomised clinical trial conducted in 

Bangladesh. In 2008, Zaman and colleagues31 conducted a prospective, 

controlled, blinded, randomised clinical trial which indicated the clinical 

effectiveness of preventing influenza infection in mothers and their infants in a 

tropical setting with perennial transmission. They assessed the first episode of 

laboratory-confirmed influenza in the first 24 weeks of life in children born to 

mothers who received the seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine (Fluarix®) or the 

23-valent polysaccharide pneumococcal vaccine (Pneumovax®). Influenza-like 

illness was assessed by clinicians and a throat swab was obtained for antigen



 

 

Table 2-6 Previous research evaluating effectiveness of influenza vaccination in pregnant women. 

Author(s) Year Location Study Design Vaccine Outcome Findings 

Hulka et al.153 1964 Allegheny 
county, 
Pennsylvania 
USA 

Retrospective 
and prospective 
cohort study 

Seasonal influenza 
vaccine 

Influenza-like illness No significant effect associated with 
vaccination. 

Black et al.163 2004 Northern 
California, 
USA 

Retrospective 
cohort study 

Seasonal inactivated 
trivalent influenza 
vaccine 

Medically attended 
acute respiratory 
illness 

Among 49,585 pregnant women, 
there was no significant difference 
in vaccinated and unvaccinated 
women. 

Munoz et al.16 2005 Houston, 
Texas, USA 

Retrospective 
cohort study 

Seasonal inactivated 
trivalent influenza 
vaccine 

Medically attended 
acute respiratory 
illness 

Among 1,078 pregnant women, 
vaccine had no effect on medically 
attended respiratory illness 

Zaman et al.31 2008 Bangladesh Randomised 
controlled trial 

Seasonal inactivated 
trivalent influenza 
vaccine 

Respiratory illness 
with fever 

Among 340 pregnant women, the 
vaccine was 64% effective against 
respiratory illness with fever. 

Fukushima et 
al.205 

2012 Japan Prospective 
cohort study 

Influenza A (H1N1) 
2009 monovalent 
vaccine 

Medically attended 
influenza-like illness 

Influenza vaccination administered 
in first or second trimester reduced 
medical visits for respiratory illness 

Häberg et al.79 2013 Norway Retrospective 
cohort study 

Influenza A (H1N1) 
2009 monovalent 
vaccine 

Laboratory- 
confirmed influenza 

Influenza-like illness 
visit to physician  

Among 113,331 pregnant women, 
vaccination was 70% effective 
against influenza diagnosis. It was 
30% effective against influenza-like 
illness visit 

[5
1
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testing. For serological assessment for the presence of antibody, the 

researchers collected blood from mothers prior to and following immunisation 

and cord blood was collected at birth and blood samples taken from the infant at 

weeks 6, 10, 14, and 18 and between 22 and 24 weeks. The results from the 

study indicated that maternal influenza immunisation significantly reduced the 

rate of laboratory-confirmed influenza in infants by 63%, the rate of clinician 

testing for influenza by 49%, the rate of clinic visits for respiratory illness with 

fever by 42%, and the rate of respiratory illness with fever by 29%.31 Infants 

enrolled in this study were protected for up to 6 months. These results indicate 

that for every 100 influenza immunisations, respiratory illness with fever could 

be prevented in 14 infants and seven mothers. Some researchers have stated 

that this study is the most “direct and compelling evidence of the maternal 

benefits of influenza vaccination in pregnancy” considering its large size and 

randomised study design.33 

However, several large cohort studies have published contradictory results, 

finding no significant benefit of influenza vaccination during pregnancy to the 

mother or infant. One large cohort study in Northern California which examined 

outpatient and hospital admission data for 49,585 pregnant mothers and 48,639 

infants found no significant different in the incidence of ILI when comparing 

vaccinated and unvaccinated mothers.163 Further, influenza vaccination did not 

predict a lower risk of hospitalisation due to influenza or pneumonia or 

outpatient visits for ILI.163 Another retrospective matched cohort study by 

France and colleagues206 collected data on 3,160 infants born to vaccinated 

mothers and 37,969 to unvaccinated mothers between 1995 and 2001. All 

children enrolled in the study were part of one of four managed care 

organizations from four sites in the northeastern US. Results from this study 

indicated there was no significant difference in outpatient, emergency 

department, and inpatient visits due to medically attended acute respiratory 

illnesses when comparing infants born to vaccinated and unvaccinated mothers. 

Unlike previous cohort studies, this study controlled for the infant’s age and sex, 

maternal age, Medicaid coverage, maternal history of previous influenza 

vaccination, and maternal high-risk status for influenza-related complications.206 

However, other researchers have noted that cohort studies such as these 

employ administrative data which do not accurately distinguish influenza from 
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other respiratory illnesses.33 As a result, the effectiveness of the vaccine may 

have been underestimated. 

2.8   Gaps in knowledge 

Previous literature indicates maternal immunisation against influenza is 

beneficial to mothers and infants <6 months, and can potentially be used as a 

public health intervention to prevent influenza infection in both groups.1,33 

However, the majority of the existing research supporting this claim is limited to 

clinical trial data and case-control studies, and these studies are subject to a 

number of biases introduced in the selection of controls.207 Some large-scale 

cohort studies have been conducted, but these offer conflicting results with 

regards to the effectiveness of maternal influenza immunisation. Several large 

cohort studies in the US have found no significant difference in terms of hospital 

visits for influenza when comparing vaccinated mothers to unvaccinated,163 and 

no difference in the incidence of respiratory illnesses in infants of vaccinated 

mothers compared to unvaccinated.206 Furthermore, while previous studies 

have utilized large samples of mothers and infants, some have limited their 

adjusted analyses to control only for age of the mother and week of gestation 

and not for other important sociodemographic covariates.163 Others have 

examined ILI rather than laboratory-confirmed influenza infection as the 

outcome measure of interest.33,77,163 Analyses from these studies are subject to 

misclassification with other respiratory diseases such as respiratory syncytial 

virus (RSV), since RSV can present symptomatically similar to influenza and is 

known to circulate during influenza season.208 Additional population-based 

studies which account for sociodemographic characteristics and assess severe, 

laboratory confirmed outcomes (e.g., hospital admissions for laboratory-  



 
 

Table 2-7 Previous research evaluating effectiveness of maternal influenza vaccination in preventing disease in infants.  

First Author Year Location Study Design Sample 
Size 

Outcome Findings 

Black et al.163 2004 California, 
USA 

Retrospective 
cohort study 

48,639 live 
births  

Hospitalisation for 
acute respiratory 
illness 

Infants born to vaccinated mothers had the similar risk of 
hospitalization for influenza or pneumonia compared to 
infants of unvaccinated mothers.  

France et al.206 2006 Four US 
managed care 
organizations  

Retrospective 
matched cohort 
study 

41,129 live 
births 

Hospitalisation for 
acute respiratory 
illness 

Maternal influenza vaccination did not reduce hospital visit 
rates due to acute respiratory illness rates during any of the 4 
time periods and did not delay the onset of first respiratory 
illness. 

Zaman et al.31 2008 Bangladesh Randomised 
controlled trial 

340 mothers 
and their 
infants 

Laboratory-
confirmed influenza 
& influenza-like 
illness with fever 

Inactivated influenza vaccine reduced laboratory-confirmed 
influenza illness by 63% in infants under six months of age 
and prevented one-third of febrile respiratory infections in 
mothers and their infants.  

Benowitz et 
al.146 

2010 Northeastern 
USA 

Matched case-
control 

247 infants 
≤6 months 

Hospitalisation with 
laboratory-
confirmed influenza 

Influenza vaccine given during pregnancy is 91.5% effective 
in preventing influenza hospitalisations in infants in the first 
six months of life. 

Eick et al.147 2011 White 
Mountain 
Apache 
reserve 

Prospective 
cohort study 

1,169 
mother-
infant pairs 

Laboratory-
confirmed influenza 
and influenza-like 
illness 
hospitalisation 

There was a 41% reduction in laboratory-confirmed influenza 
and a 39% reduction in ILI hospitalization in infants born to 
vaccinated mothers compared to unvaccinated. 

Poehling et 
al.148 

2011 3 US counties Population-
based 
surveillance  

1,510 infants Hospitalisation with 
laboratory-
confirmed influenza 

Infants of vaccinated mothers were 45-48% less likely to have 
influenza-related hospitalisation compared to infants of 
unvaccinated mothers. 

[5
4
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confirmed influenza) in mothers and infants are needed (Table 2-8). 

Furthermore, considering large, population-based studies have published 

conflicting results regarding the effectiveness of this strategy to prevent illness 

in both mothers163 and infants,206 additional cohort studies would expand upon 

the current understanding of this public health strategy.  

 

Table 2-8 Summary of current gaps in knowledge 

Area 1 – Uptake 

Gap 1.1 Research needed to identify reasons for vaccine refusal 
by pregnant women. 

Gap 1.2 Research needed to identify reasons for provider 
hesitance to recommend vaccines to pregnant patients. 

Gap 1.3 Routine systems needed for monitoring annual uptake 
of vaccines in pregnant women. 

Area 2 – Safety 

Gap 2.1 Routine systems needed for monitoring vaccine safety 
in pregnant population. 

Gap 2.2 Majority of population-level safety data examining 
obstetric outcomes has been restricted to pandemic 
vaccination; more population-level data are needed 
evaluating birth outcomes following seasonal influenza 
vaccination during pregnancy. 

Area 3 – Effectiveness 

Gap 3.1 More population-based data are required to 
demonstrate effectiveness of maternal influenza 
vaccination in protecting young infants, particularly with 
regards to severe forms of disease (e.g., hospitalisation, 
death). 

Gap 3.2 More evidence needed to support effectiveness of 
seasonal influenza vaccination against disease in 
pregnant women, particularly with regards to severe 
forms of disease (e.g., hospitalisation, death). 

Gap 3.3 To date, no studies have evaluated the effectiveness of 
maternal influenza vaccination in the southern 
hemisphere. 

Gap 3.4 The long-term impact of influenza vaccination during 
pregnancy in terms of child health is currently unknown.  
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To date, no study has yet evaluated maternal influenza vaccination in Australia 

or the southern hemisphere. Previous investigations into maternal influenza 

vaccination are restricted to geographic areas dissimilar to Australia. The 

effectiveness of maternal vaccination for influenza in preventing infection in 

infants <6 months within Australia is therefore unknown. Additional large-scale 

investigations which are specific to Australia are crucial for informing public 

health efforts, especially considering current RANZCOG recommendations.6 

While a large number of studies have demonstrated the safety of influenza 

vaccines administered during pregnancy, vaccine safety monitoring systems in 

Australia are passive in design and would likely not include a large sample of 

pregnant women.209 There is currently no system in Australia for monitoring the 

safety of vaccines administered antenatally in real time. Furthermore, the 

population-level data supporting the safety of seasonal influenza vaccination 

administered during pregnancy has mostly concentrated on pandemic influenza 

vaccine. More research is needed at a population-level examining birth 

outcomes following seasonal influenza vaccination during pregnancy.  

The long-term impact of influenza vaccination during pregnancy on children has 

not yet been evaluated. Researchers hypothesize that maternal vaccination 

may influence children’s long-term natural immunity due to suppression of 

immune response to primary infection with respiratory viruses;210,211 animal 

models have supported this theory,211 yet no study has demonstrated the 

impact. Although some researchers counter that maternally-derived antibodies 

do not inhibit the ability for infants to develop immunity later in life from naturally 

acquired infection or immunisation,152,212,213 this has yet to be evaluated in a 

large cohort setting.  

Recently, Ault and colleagues144 at the US Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention recommended the following research priorities specific to 

vaccination of pregnant women against influenza: 

 Perform surveillance of the safety of vaccination during pregnancy. 

 Monitor the safety and effectiveness of novel adjuvants in influenza 
vaccines. 
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 Evaluate new vaccines and administration routes in pregnant 
women. 

 Evaluate interventions designed to improve vaccine uptake in 
pregnant women. 

 Assess the reasons pregnant women refuse vaccination. 

 Assess the reasons healthcare providers do not routinely 
recommend vaccination to pregnant women. 

 Measure the efficacy of maternal vaccination in preventing 
pneumonia and other respiratory illnesses in pregnant women. 

 Determine protective antibody levels required for passive 
immunisation in infants. 

 Assess the potential benefits of breastfeeding in passive immunity. 

 Conduct international research concerning different circulating strains 
of influenza and different seasons. 

 Perform surveillance of maternal mortality attributed to influenza.144 

 

This body of work will address several of these research priorities as well as 

gaps identified in the existing literature. The proposed research will use existing 

data sources in Western Australia to evaluate uptake and safety of influenza 

vaccines in pregnant women. The research will also establish a population-

based, linked dataset in Western Australia over two consecutive years in order 

to examine the rate of influenza infection in mothers and their infants and to 

estimate the effectiveness of influenza vaccination during pregnancy. This study 

will be the first to evaluate maternal influenza vaccination in Australia. Findings 

may be used to support health education efforts for both pregnant women and 

healthcare providers in Australia.  

2.9   Chapter summary 

A review of the literature indicates research on the safety and effectiveness of 

influenza vaccination in pregnancy spans over a period of 60 years. While much 

of the existing literature supports the implementation of influenza immunisation 

programs for pregnant women, there are several areas where further research 

is needed. Western Australia has the unique opportunity to contribute additional 

research at the population-level through its extensive data linkage capabilities 

and existing public health surveillance programs. The current study will utilize a 

variety of data sources to evaluate maternal influenza immunisation in Western 

Australia. Chapter 3 will describe the research aims and objectives of the 
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current study and Chapter 4 will describe the methods used to address these 

aims.  
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Chapter 3: Research Aims and 
Objectives  
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3.1   Overall aim 

Chapter 2 described the available literature on the safety and effectiveness of 

maternal influenza vaccination at the time of undertaking this thesis. Although 

the safety of administering seasonal trivalent influenza vaccines during 

pregnancy has been previously demonstrated, the antigenic composition of 

seasonal influenza vaccines can change from year to year and a recent review 

of vaccine safety surveillance in Australia has recommended annual 

monitoring.214 Because the majority of data have been restricted to pandemic 

influenza vaccine,215 safety data are also needed which address fetal health 

following seasonal influenza vaccination during pregnancy. Furthermore, there 

has been no study on the effectiveness of maternal influenza vaccination in the 

southern hemisphere to date, and the effectiveness of maternal vaccination in 

preventing severe outcomes, such as hospitalisation, has not been well 

established, particularly in mothers. The overall aim of the current study is to 

add to the evidence-base supporting the safety and effectiveness of influenza 

vaccination during pregnancy in terms of both maternal and infant health. 

3.2   Research Objectives 

The current study intends to use available data sources in Western Australia to 

address the following aims and objectives: 

Aim 1. To measure uptake of seasonal influenza vaccination in pregnant 

women in Western Australia. 

 

Objective 1.1 – Measure the proportion of women who received an 

influenza vaccination during their pregnancy in Western Australia 

between 2012 and 2014 (Chapter 5). 

 

Objective 1.2 – Identify factors associated with influenza vaccination in 

pregnant women between 2012 and 2014 (Chapter 5). 
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Aim 2. To assess the safety of seasonal influenza vaccination during 

pregnancy. 

 

Objective 2.1 – Measure the rate of adverse events following 

seasonal inactivated trivalent influenza vaccination in pregnant 

women (Chapter 6). 

 

Objective 2.2 – Compare the rate of adverse events following 

seasonal inactivated trivalent influenza vaccination in pregnant 

women to the non-pregnant population (Chapter 6). 

 

Objective 2.3 – Compare the incidence of fetal death in infants 

born to vaccinated mothers as compared to unvaccinated mothers 

(Chapter 6). 

 

Aim 3.  To estimate the effectiveness of maternal influenza vaccination 

at a population-level in Western Australia. 

 

Objective 3.1 – Compare the risk of influenza hospitalisations in 

vaccinated mothers to unvaccinated mothers (Chapter 7) 

 

Objective 3.2 – Compare the risk of influenza hospitalisations in 

infants of vaccinated mothers to infants of unvaccinated mothers 

(Chapter 7). 

 

Aim 4.  To evaluate the validity of available vaccine information for 

pregnant women. 

 

Objective 4.1 – Evaluate the sensitivity and specificity of systems 

in Western Australia for routinely monitoring influenza vaccines 

administered to pregnant women (Chapter 8). 
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Chapter 4: Methodology 
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4.1   Preamble 

This chapter provides an overview of the study design and methods used to 

address the aims and objectives identified in Chapter 3. A variety of 

epidemiological methods were employed. The most appropriate study design to 

answer each research question was selected. Where possible, available reliable 

data sources in Western Australia were used. Methods included an analysis of 

a cross-sectional survey, creation of a prospective cohort of pregnant women, 

and establishing a retrospective cohort of pregnant women using record 

linkage. This chapter provides an overview of the methods employed, and each 

individual chapter of results (Chapter 5 through 8) provides a more 

comprehensive description of the methods used. 

4.2   Study design 

4.2.1   Aim 1 – Vaccine uptake during pregnancy 

In Western Australia, the Western Australia Department of Health routinely 

conducts a telephone survey of new mothers each year in order to evaluate the 

state’s implementation of the antenatal vaccination program.216 Results from 

this routine survey were available from 2012 and 2014, which included 2,828 

women who delivered a live infant in Western Australia between April and 

October. As part of these interviews, women were asked whether they received 

an influenza vaccine during their most recent pregnancy and reasons why or 

why they were not immunised. As part of this thesis, data from these surveys 

were analysed to estimate the proportion of pregnant women who received a 

seasonal influenza vaccine during pregnancy and to assess trends in uptake 

between 2012 and 2014 (Objective 1.1). Factors associated with vaccine 

acceptance and refusal were also identified based on survey results (Objective 

1.2). The results of this analysis are described in Chapter 5. 

4.2.2   Aim 2 – Safety of seasonal influenza vaccination during 

pregnancy 

Beginning in 2012, the Western Australia Department of Health has routinely 

implemented active surveillance for adverse events following immunisations in 

pregnant women.193 As part of this surveillance, women who receive a seasonal 
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trivalent influenza vaccine during pregnancy are prospectively enrolled in the 

vaccine safety monitoring program by their immunisation provider. The details 

of women who consent to follow-up are sent to the Western Australia 

Department of Health. Participating women are surveyed one week following 

vaccination to monitor for possible adverse events. Prior to this thesis, this 

system relied on telephone interview to collect post-vaccination information. In 

2013, as part of this thesis, a short message service (SMS) system was 

developed to facilitate more rapid data collection of adverse events following 

influenza immunisation in a larger sample of pregnant women. Data collected 

by this system from March to July 2013 and March to May 2014 were used to 

evaluate the safety of seasonal trivalent influenza vaccines administered during 

pregnancy (Objective 2.1).   

The Western Australia Department of Health uses a similar system to monitor 

the safety of seasonal influenza vaccines in a randomly selected cohort of 

public sector healthcare employees in Western Australia. In 2014, non-pregnant 

women between 18 and 44 years of age who were surveyed as part of this 

system were selected as a non-pregnant comparison group. To compare 

adverse events reported by pregnant and non-pregnant women (Objective 2.4), 

data collected from March to May 2014 in pregnant and non-pregnant women 

were analysed. The results of these prospective vaccine safety studies are 

described in Chapter 6. 

Finally, to compare the incidence of stillbirth in women who received seasonal 

influenza vaccine during pregnancy to unvaccinated women (Objective 2.3), a 

retrospective, population-based cohort was established for analysis. Records 

for all pregnant women in Western Australia delivering between 1 April 2012 

and 31 December 2013 were extracted from the state perinatal data collection 

and linked to the state vaccination database for influenza vaccines during 

pregnancy. Cox hazard models were used to compare the risk of stillbirth in 

vaccinated and unvaccinated pregnant women. 
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4.2.3   Aim 3 – Estimating the effectiveness of seasonal influenza 

vaccination during pregnancy 

A population-based cohort was also established to estimate the effectiveness of 

seasonal trivalent influenza vaccination during pregnancy in preventing disease 

in pregnant women (Objective 3.1) and young infants (Objective 3.2). All women 

who delivered in Western Australia between 1 April 2012 and 31 December 

2013 and their infants were selected for inclusion in the cohort based on state 

perinatal data records. State records on vaccination, hospital admissions, 

emergency department presentations, disease notifications, and death 

registrations were linked to the cohort based on full name and date of birth of 

the mother or infant.  

Data sources included the Western Australia Antenatal Influenza Vaccination 

Database (WAAIVD), the Midwives Notification System (MNS), the Western 

Australia Notifiable Infectious Diseases Database (WANIDD), the Hospital 

Morbidity Data Collection (HMDC), Emergency Department Data Collection 

(EDDC), and the Deaths Register (Figure 4-1). Datasets were linked centrally 

by the Data Linkage Branch of the Western Australia Department of Health. To 

ensure best possible linkage, manual checking of all “gray,” or doubtful links 

was performed. Once data were checked, a randomly generated identifier was 

created for the researcher to link the datasets together. No identifying 

information was provided in the datasets. The results of these analyses are 

summarised in Chapter 7. 

4.2.4   Aim 4 – Estimate the validity of sources of vaccination 

information for pregnant women 

In Western Australia, there are several potential sources of vaccination 

information available for monitoring uptake of vaccines administered to 

pregnant women. First, there are routine cross-sectional surveys of pregnant 

women conducted by the Western Australia Department of Health.216 Second, 

there are maternity hospital records in select maternity hospitals in the state. In 

2012, the Western Australia Department of Health created a state database 

containing information on vaccines administered to pregnant women. 

Information in this database is submitted to the Western Australia Department 
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of Health by immunisation providers at the time of vaccination. To estimate the 

validity of these vaccination data sources (Objective 4-1), in 2013, data from 

two maternity hospital database systems and the state vaccination database 

were compared to information collected and verified as part of the state’s 

annual, cross-sectional survey. These results are provided in Chapter 8. 

 

Figure 4-1 Data linkage of Western Australia Department of Health 
databases used to create a population-based cohort. 

 

4.3   Description of data sources 

For aims 3 and 4, vaccination information was derived from WAAIVD, a state 

Department of Health database of seasonal inactivated trivalent influenza 

vaccines administered to pregnant women. Information related to the birth (e.g., 

birthweight, birth date, pregnancy history) was taken from the MNS. Hospital 

admission data from HMDC were used to measure hospital admissions for 

acute respiratory illnesses in both mothers and infants. Similarly, emergency 
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department presentations for an acute respiratory illness were determined using 

the EDDC. Laboratory-confirmed influenza infections were measured in the 

cohort using WANIDD data for both mothers and infants. Mortality information 

for the first six months of life in infants in the cohort was extracted from state 

death registrations. Indigenous status for both mother and infant was derived 

from the Getting Our Story Right (GOSR) flag, created by the Data Linkage 

Branch of the Western Australia Department of Health.  

4.3.1   Midwives Notifications System  

The MNS is a legally mandated perinatal data collection, which has been in 

place in Western Australia since 1975.217 This data collection summarises 

information collected from the Notification of Case Attending form which is 

completed by the attending midwife (Appendix A).217 In situations where a 

midwife is not available, the first attending medical professional would complete 

the form. It is estimated that the MNS includes over 99% of births in Western 

Australia.218 Information collected by this system includes maternal 

demographic information, pregnancy and labour complications, pre-existing 

maternal medical conditions, mode of delivery, and the health of the infant at 

birth (e.g., birth weight, gestation, Apgar). 

MNS records from April 2012 through December 2013 were provided for linkage 

for this study. 

4.3.2 Western Australia Antenatal Influenza Vaccination Database 

The WAAIVD is a collection of provider-reported vaccination records for 

seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine administered to a pregnant woman in 

Western Australia. Approximately 70% of reports are received from general 

practices, and the remaining 30% come from hospital-based antenatal clinics, 

community immunisation clinics, obstetricians and Aboriginal Medical Services. 

The 2012 and 2013 report forms have been included as Appendix B and 

Appendix C, respectively. The forms collect the full name, date of birth, and 

ethnicity of immunised women, the trimester of pregnancy at the time of 

vaccination, and the brand and date of vaccination. WAAIVD data between April 

2012 and December 2013 were provided for linkage for this study. 
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Because the WAAIVD has not been previously evaluated, validation of the 

information collected in this database in 2013 was performed using available 

cross-sectional survey data described earlier in this chapter as a comparison. 

The results of this validation study are described in Chapter 8. 

4.3.3   Hospital Morbidity Data Collection 

The HMDC is a data collection summarising all inpatient episodes for patients 

admitted to public, private and day hospitals in Western Australia.219 Trained 

clinical coders translate written medical discharge summaries into a principal 

diagnosis code and up to 20 additional diagnosis codes based on International 

Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (Tenth 

revision, Australian Modification; ICD-10-AM).  

Data were extracted from the HMDC for all hospital admissions for both mother 

and infant occurring between April 2012 and December 2013. For the purposes 

of this research, select diagnostic codes (Table 4-1) were used to define 

hospital admissions for an acute respiratory illness. 

Table 4-1 International Classification of Disease and Related Conditions 
(10th edition, Australian Modification) codes used to identify episodes of 
acute respiratory illness. 

Condition  ICD-10-AM 

    Bronchiolitis J21 

    Bronchitis J20 

    Pneumonia J12-J18 

    Croup J05 

    Upper respiratory tract infection J06 

    Unspecified acute lower respiratory tract infection J22 

    Influenza J9-J11 
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4.3.4   Emergency Department Data Collection 

The EDDC summarises emergency department presentations to all Perth 

metropolitan public hospitals and Bunbury regional hospitals. EDDC data 

include one ICD-10-AM coded diagnosis of presentation. Data were extracted 

from EDDC for all emergency department presentations for both mothers and 

infants occurring between March 2012 and December 2013. Presentations to 

emergency departments for an acute respiratory illness for both mothers and 

infants were identified using the same ICD-10-AM codes as hospital admissions 

(Table 4-1). 

4.3.5   Western Australia Notifiable Infectious Diseases Database 

WANIDD is the state data collection of notifiable infectious diseases, including 

laboratory-confirmed influenza infection. Laboratory definitive evidence is 

required to confirm a case of influenza. Laboratory definitive evidence includes: 

a) Detection of influenza virus antigen; 

b) Detection of influenza virus  by nucleic acid testing; 

c) Four-fold rise in antibody titre to influenza virus or IgG seroconversion; 

d) Isolation of influenza virus in cell culture; or 

e) A single high titre by complement fixation test or haemagglutinin 

inhibition assay to influenza virus.54 

 

Notification records of laboratory-confirmed influenza with a date of specimen 

collection between April 2012 and December 2013 were extracted for mothers 

and infants. 

4.3.6   Death Registrations 

The Death Register is part of the Births, Deaths, and Marriage Registrations 

records in Western Australia. In Western Australia, a death is required to be 

registered within 14 days of the date of death in accordance with the Births, 

Deaths and Marriages Registration Act 1998.220 Deaths occurring between April 

2012 and December 2013 were extracted for infants in the cohort for the 

purposes of calculating time at risk.  
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4.3.7   Getting Our Story Right 

The Data Linkage Branch of the Western Australia Department of Health 

provides the Indigenous status of individuals within a linked cohort using an 

algorithm tested and validated by the Western Australia Department of 

Health.221 The algorithm relies on the Indigenous status as it is listed in multiple 

administrative datasets held by the Western Australia Department of Health. 

This variable was provided for mothers and infants linked in this cohort. 

4.4   Ethics approval 

Ethics approval was obtained for each component of work undertaken as part of 

this thesis. Analysis of the cross-sectional survey was approved by the Western 

Australia Department of Health Human Research (Project 2012/33; Project 

2013/64; Project 2014/67). Prospective follow-up of women who received 

seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine was approved by the University of Western 

Australia Human Research Ethics Committee (RA/4/1/6095) and the Western 

Australia Department of Health Human Research Ethics Committee (Project 

2014/07). Approvals were obtained to establish the retrospective, population-

based cohort from the Western Australia Department of Health Human 

Research Ethics Committee (Project 2013/71), the University of Western 

Australia Human Research Ethics Committee (RA/4/1/6095), and the Western 

Australia Aboriginal Human Research Ethics Committee (Ref# 536).  
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Chapter 5: Trends in Influenza Vaccine 
Uptake in Pregnant Women  
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5.1   Preamble 

This chapter summarises results from an annual telephone survey conducted 

by the Western Australia Department of Health which is meant to measure 

influenza vaccine coverage in pregnant women. Survey results provide an 

estimate of the proportion of pregnant women who received a seasonal trivalent 

influenza vaccine each year, information related to recommendations and 

vaccine provision by select antenatal care providers, and contributing factors for 

pregnant women in either accepting or declining influenza vaccine during their 

pregnancy. Data from this survey in 2012, 2013, and 2014 were used to 

analyze trends in uptake of seasonal influenza vaccine in pregnant women in 

Western Australia.  

 

The results described in this chapter were submitted for publication at Women 

and Birth, the publication of the Australian College of Midwives. The manuscript 

was accepted for publication on 27 January 2016 and is currently in press.  

5.2   Introduction 

Antenatal influenza vaccination has been demonstrated to reduce morbidity in 

both mothers and their infants.31,148,222 Infection with seasonal influenza during 

pregnancy is associated with severe illness and increased risk of hospitalisation 

and adverse infant outcomes, including small for gestational age and low birth 

weight births.3,77 Influenza vaccination during pregnancy has been shown to 

reduce the risk of these poor neonatal health outcomes.20,145 Despite the known 

benefits of maternal influenza vaccination, historically, fewer than 50% of 

pregnant women in Australia receive an influenza vaccine each year.223-225  

Previous research has found that a recommendation by an antenatal care 

provider is the primary reason pregnant women get vaccinated against 

influenza, and lack of discussion with a provider remains a commonly cited 

reason for non-vaccination.226-228 Protecting the infant from infection, perceiving 

influenza as a serious illness, and believing that the vaccine is safe and 

effective have also been identified as strong predictors of influenza vaccination 

during pregnancy.216,229,230 Concerns about the safety of the vaccine for the 

developing fetus and potential side effects are other commonly cited reasons for 
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non-vaccination among pregnant women.223,226,229,230 Because information on 

maternal influenza vaccination has generally been unavailable in Western 

Australia, the Western Australia Department of Health (WA Health) has 

conducted an annual survey in Western Australia since 2012.  

It was the goal of this study to use annual survey data to assess trends in 

uptake of trivalent influenza vaccine (TIV) in pregnant women between 2012 

and 2014, as well as factors associated with vaccination and non-vaccination. 

5.3   Methods 

Between 2012 and 2014, WA Health conducted an annual survey of mothers 

who had recently given birth to a live infant in Western Australia.216,223 A random 

sample of live births was selected in November each year using the Western 

Australian Midwives Notification System, which is a legally mandated state-wide 

data collection of attended births in Western Australia.217 The sample was 

randomly selected from all births using a random number generator. Sample 

size was determined based on the number of participants required to measure 

vaccine uptake with a precision of ±1.5%. In 2012, mothers residing in non-

metropolitan areas were oversampled. In 2013, mothers from two metropolitan 

health services were oversampled; these oversampling techniques were not 

repeated in 2014. Selected women were invited to participate in a ten minute 

telephone interview; women who declined the invitation were removed from the 

sample. The remaining women were telephoned by trained interviewers in 

December to March of each year.  

The interview included questions regarding whether the woman was advised by 

a healthcare provider (HCP) to be immunised against influenza, whether she 

had received TIV during her most recent pregnancy, and factors associated with 

vaccination status. The survey instrument was based on the Pregnancy Risk 

Assessment Monitoring Systems survey, which is a validated state-based 

telephone survey of pregnant women conducted by the US Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention.231 This study was reviewed and approved by the 

Western Australia Department of Health Human Research Ethics Committee 

(Project 2014/67). 
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5.3.1   Data collection 

Women were asked to self-report whether they were immunised against 

influenza during their most recent pregnancy. Where possible, immunisation 

providers were contacted to verify the self-reported vaccination status. Women 

were considered “vaccinated” if they self-reported a vaccination which was 

verified by their immunisation provider. For women who self-reported 

immunisations administered by a provider without immunisation records (i.e. 

private workplace, pharmacy), it was assumed the woman was “vaccinated.” 

Women who self-reported not being vaccinated and those who self-reported 

being vaccinated but their nominated provider indicated no such vaccination 

was given were considered “unvaccinated.” 

Vaccinated women were asked why they chose to be vaccinated, and 

unvaccinated women were asked why they were not vaccinated; reasons not 

listed on the survey were recorded verbatim and coded into themes.  

Demographic information was collected during the survey, including the 

woman’s age, postcode of residence, highest level of education completed, 

presence of chronic medical conditions, and the primary antenatal care provider 

for her most recent pregnancy (e.g., private obstetrician, general practitioner, 

public antenatal hospital clinic, private practice midwife, or other). The postcode 

of residence provided was used to determine whether the woman lived in a 

metropolitan or non-metropolitan area as well as the socioeconomic status of 

the woman, as determined by the Socio-Economic Indexes for Areas (SEIFA) 

score.232 Women were assigned into tertiles of socioeconomic status based on 

these scores.  

5.3.2   Data analysis 

To account for the oversampling strategies implemented in 2012 and 2013, 

annual survey results were weighted according to the known distribution of 

births in the state. The odds of receiving a recommendation for influenza 

vaccination and the odds of receiving an influenza vaccine during pregnancy 

were examined by age group, health status, educational attainment, 

socioeconomic status, area of residence and antenatal care provider using 
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multivariate logistic regression analyses which controlled for each of the other 

variables. Multivariable logistic regression models were used to estimate 

influenza vaccination status by year, adjusting for area of residence, 

socioeconomic status, and educational attainment. Complete-case analysis was 

performed in SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary NC, USA).  

5.4   Results 

A total of 2,828 women (2012: n=566; 2013: n=1,114; 2014: n=1,148) were 

telephoned, of whom 2,018 (71.3%) completed the interview (2012: n=416; 

2013: n=831; 2014: n=771). Of the 814 women who did not complete an 

interview, 43.0% could not be contacted after ten attempts, 41.5% had incorrect 

or disconnected telephone numbers, 7.2% declined participation, 6.8% were 

non-English speaking, and 1.5% were unavailable at the time of interview. One-

half of respondents were between 30 and 45 years of age (53.6%), and two-

thirds of respondents had post-secondary school qualifications (67.8%); 40.8% 

were in the highest socioeconomic tertile. The majority of women resided in the 

metropolitan area (72.9%) and reported no chronic medical conditions (86.8%). 

A total of 783 (38.8%) women self-reported a vaccination during their pregnancy 

and 756 (96.5%) of these women gave permission to verify the vaccination 

(Figure 5-1). Of these, 718 (91.7%) were classified as vaccinated. Records 

could not be located by the immunisation provider for 65 (8.6%) women and 

these women were considered unvaccinated. A total of 1,278 women included 

in the final analysis were classified as unvaccinated.  

Overall, between 2012 and 2014, 57.2% of women reported having been 

recommended TIV during their most recent pregnancy and 35.3% of women 

received the vaccine (Table 5-1). After adjusting for sociodemographic factors, 

women with chronic medical conditions were at higher odds of receiving a 

recommendation for TIV from their provider (adjusted odds ratio [AOR]: 1.39; 

95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.01-1.91), while those residing outside the 

metropolitan area were at lower odds of receiving this recommendation (AOR: 

0.75; 95% CI: 0.58-0.98). Women who received the majority of care from a  
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Figure 5-1 Verificationa of influenza vaccination records in pregnant 
women – Western Australia, 2012-14. 

a 65 vaccinations were administered by an immunisation provider who maintained vaccination records, could confirm the 
woman was a patient, but could not locate a vaccination record for the woman. 
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general practitioner or public antenatal hospital clinic had lower odds of 

receiving a recommendation for TIV as compared to women who received care 

from a private obstetrician (AOR: 0.73; 95% CI: 0.54-0.99; AOR: 0.76; 95% CI: 

0.60-0.95, respectively). Women who received the majority of their care from a 

general practitioner or public antenatal hospital also had lower odds of receiving 

TIV during pregnancy than women who received care from a private 

obstetrician (AOR: 0.70; 95% CI: 0.52-0.94 and OR: 0.60; 95% CI 0.48-0.76, 

respectively). Although not statistically significant, women who reported 

receiving the majority of their antenatal care from a private practice midwife had 

the lowest odds of receiving a recommendation (AOR: 0.49, 95% CI: 0.20-1.24) 

or receiving TIV during their pregnancy (AOR: 0.50, 95% CI: 0.17-1.43).  

Between 2012 and 2014, TIV coverage increased from 22.9% to 41.4% 

(p<0.001). Subgroup analyses indicated that during this period uptake 

increased for all groups of age, socioeconomic, education and residence; 

however, uptake did not significantly change in mothers with at least one 

chronic medical condition (p=0.38).  The majority of mothers were vaccinated in 

their second trimester (57.2%); one-third (29.1%) were vaccinated in the third 

trimester, and 13.7% were vaccinated in the first trimester. Most commonly, 

women were immunised by their general practitioner (2012: 70.3%, 2013: 

60.3%, 2014: 63.1%).  

The proportion of women who reported having been recommended influenza 

vaccination during pregnancy increased from 37.2% in 2012 to 62.1% in 2014 

(p<0.001) (Figure 5-2). The proportion of unvaccinated women who would have 

been vaccinated if it had been recommended by a HCP did not change 

throughout the study period, remaining between 75.2 and 80.5% (p=0.63). In 

2014, 65.7% of women would have been vaccinated had a midwife 

recommended the vaccine, 69.4% if a general practitioner had recommended 

the vaccine, and 72.2% if an obstetrician had recommended the vaccine to 

them during pregnancy (Figure 5-2). 

Between 2012 and 2014, the reason women most commonly cited for receiving 

TIV was to protect the baby (89.7%), followed by receiving a recommendation 

from a HCP (82.5%). The proportion of women who were immunised during  



 

Table 5-1 Percentage of women recommended and/or receiving a seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine during pregnancy – 
Western Australia, 2012-14.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Total Recommended vaccinea Received vaccineb 

 n (weighted %) n (weighted %) AORc (95% CI) n (weighted %) AORc (95% CI) 

Overall 1,888 (100) 1,062 (57.2) --- 686 (35.3) --- 

By age group      

    18-24y 229 (17.2) 118 (52.0) 0.83 (0.57-1.20) 67 (27.1) 0.76 (0.52-1.10) 

    25-29y 499 (29.2) 270 (56.8) 0.98 (0.75-1.30) 166 (34.2) 0.96 (0.73-1.27) 

    30-34y 677 (33.1) 393 (59.2) 1.04 (0.81-1.33) 266 (38.7) 1.09 (0.85-1.39) 

    35-45y 483 (20.5) 281 (58.9) Ref 187 (38.1) Ref 

By health status      

    ≥1 medical conditiond 244 (13.2) 156 (63.5) 1.39 (1.01-1.91)e 95 (37.5) 1.16 (0.86-1.55) 

   No medical conditions 1,644 (86.8) 906 (56.2) Ref 591 (34.9) Ref 

By educational attainment      

    ≤High school 563 (32.2) 306 (56.2) 1.11 (0.82-1.52) 180 (31.1) 0.72 (0.53-0.98)e 

    TAFE/some university 986 (51.6) 560 (57.5) 1.06 (0.81-1.38) 356 (35.3) 0.77 (0.59-1.00) 

    ≥University graduate 339 (16.2) 196 (58.0) Ref 150 (43.6) Ref 

By socioeconomic status      

    Tertile 1 (Most disadvantaged) 504 (27.9) 264 (55.0) 1.01 (0.76-1.34) 182 (35.3) 1.16 (0.88-1.52) 

    Tertile 2 586 (31.3) 325 (56.0) 0.99 (0.76-1.34) 200 (33.4) 1.00 (0.78-1.28) 

    Tertile 3 (Least disadvantaged) 798 (40.8) 473 (59.6) Ref 304 (36.7) Ref 
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Table 5-1 (cont’d) Percentage of women recommended and/or receiving a seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine during 
pregnancy – Western Australia, 2012-14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a  Recommended vaccine was defined as women who self-reported a healthcare provider recommended influenza vaccination during their most recent pregnancy. 
b Received vaccine was defined as women who self-reported receiving an influenza vaccine during their most recent pregnancy and the vaccination was either verified by their immunisation provider or was 
administered by a provider with no immunisation records. 
c AOR, odds ratio adjusted for maternal age group, pre-existing medical conditions, socioeconomic status, educational attainment, residence and antenatal care provider. 
d Pre-existing medical conditions included asthma, heart disease, or chronic lung disease. 
e Significant at p=0.05. 

  

 Total Recommended vaccinea Received vaccineb 

 n (weighted %) n (weighted %) AORc (95% CI) n (weighted %) AORc (95% CI) 

By residence      

    Non-metropolitan 498 (27.0) 244 (51.1) 0.75 (0.58-0.98)e 159 (32.4) 0.90 (0.69-1.17) 

    Metropolitan 1,390 (72.9) 818 (59.5) Ref 527 (36.3) Ref 

Location of majority of antenatal care      

    Private obstetrician 702 (34.9) 441 (62.8) Ref 314 (43.6) Ref 

    General practitioner 379 (20.0) 187 (51.7) 0.73 (0.54-0.99)e 123 (32.7) 0.70 (0.52-0.94)e 

    Public antenatal hospital 786 (43.7) 426 (55.5) 0.76 (0.60-0.95)e 244 (30.1) 0.60 (0.48-0.76)e 

    Private practice midwife 21 (1.2) 8 (42.3) 0.49 (0.20-1.24) 5 (24.3) 0.50 (0.17-1.43) 
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pregnancy in order to protect the baby increased from 74.7% in 2012 to 92.8% 

in 2014 (p=0.002), and the proportion immunised because a provider 

recommended the vaccine increased from 78.8% in 2012 to 85.5% in 2014, 

although not significantly (p=0.06) (Table 5-2). The proportion of unimmunised 

women who indicated they did not normally get an annual influenza vaccination 

decreased from 67.0% in 2012 to 39.7% in 2014 (p<0.001). The percentage of 

women who were not vaccinated because of concerns about potential harm to 

the baby decreased from 49.6% in 2012 to 42.9% in 2014, although this 

decrease was only borderline significant (p=0.05). However, the proportion of 

women who declined vaccination due to potential side effects to the mother did 

not significantly change between 2012 and 2014 (46.8% to 43.3%, p=0.22). 

 

 

Figure 5-2 Provider recommendations for influenza vaccination during 
pregnancy – 2012-14, Western Australia 

aAmong women who self-reported being unvaccinated. 

 



 

 

Table 5-2 Reasons for influenza vaccination or non-vaccination during pregnancy – 2012-14, Western Australia. 

 2012 2013 2014 p-valuea 

 n (weighted %) n (weighted %) n (weighted %)  

Reasons for vaccination        

    To protect the baby 65 74.7 (64.9-84.5) 250 91.0 (87.7-94.2) 289 92.8 (89.9-95.7) 0.002 

    A HCPb recommended it 70 78.8 (69.8-87.7) 221 80.2 (75.4-84.9) 262 85.5 (81.5-89.4) 0.06 

         General practitioner recommended it 57 65.1 (54.8-75.4) 150 55.7 (49.7-61.8) 172 57.6 (51.8-63.4) 0.86 

         Obstetrician recommended it 50 56.1 (45.3-66.9) 137 48.3 (42.3-54.4) 146 47.7 (41.8-53.6) 0.26 

         Midwife recommended it 26 29.9 (19.9-39.9) 100 37.1 (31.2-43.0) 112 35.3 (29.8-40.9) 0.84 

    Worried about influenza infection 57 63.9 (53.4-74.3) 163 57.8 (51.8-63.8) 179 56.5 (50.7-62.3) 0.07 

    Normally get seasonal vaccine 37 40.7 (30.1-51.3) 99 35.2 (29.4-41.0) 156  47.3 (41.5-53.1) 0.27 

    Have an at-risk medical condition 12 13.2 (6.0-20.3) 18 5.8 (3.1-8.5) 31 9.9 (6.5-13.3) 0.92 

    Offered at workplace 9 9.1 (3.2-15.0) 12 4.2 (1.8-6.6) 21 6.0 (2.5-8.5) 0.99 

Reasons for non-vaccination        

    Don’t normally get a flu vaccine 188 67.0 (61.4-72.6) 298 68.1 (63.6-72.6) 167 39.7 (34.5-45.0) <0.001 

    Concerned about harm to baby 139 49.6 (43.6-55.6) 191 41.9 (37.1-46.6) 175 42.9 (37.4-48.4) 0.05 

    Was not recommended by any HCP 132 47.9 (41.9-53.9) 157 36.7 (32.0-41.4) 186 48.5 (42.8-54.1) 0.73 

    Worried about side effects 142 46.8 (41.0-52.6) 194 43.1 (38.3-47.8) 175 43.3 (37.8-48.9) 0.22 

    Did not think was necessary 29 10.5 (6.8-14.2) 32 7.1 (4.7-9.5) 7 1.5 (0.4-2.6) <0.001 

    Advised against vaccination by provider 14 5.4 (2.6-8.1) 20 4.8 (2.7-6.9) 14 4.9 (1.4-8.4) 0.74 

    Accessibility of vaccinec 12 3.8 (1.7-6.0) 13 3.0 (1.3-4.6) 11 2.4 (0.9-3.9) 0.35 
a p-value of logistic regression assessing trend and adjusting for socioeconomic status, educational attainment and residence. 
b HCP, healthcare provider.; cAccessibility of vaccine included issues with accessing a healthcare provider to administer the vaccine. 
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5.5   Discussion 

Using a state-wide survey of women who recently delivered a live baby in 

Western Australia, it is estimated that, overall between 2012 and 2014, 57.2% 

of women were recommended an influenza vaccine during their pregnancy and 

35.3% received a seasonal influenza vaccine. While there has been significant 

improvement since 2012, less than half of pregnant women currently receive an 

influenza vaccine during their pregnancy. These results identify a need for 

better promotion of influenza immunisation by antenatal care providers to their 

pregnant patients, particularly considering the known benefits of antenatal 

influenza vaccination. 

Pregnant women and young infants are at high risk of severe influenza infection 

and associated complications,3,233 and influenza immunisation during pregnancy 

has been shown to prevent 36% of respiratory illnesses in mothers and 63% of 

influenza cases in infants <6 months.31 Based on the evidence supporting the 

benefits of seasonal influenza vaccination to mother and infant, the World 

Health Organisation considers pregnant women the highest priority group for 

seasonal influenza vaccination programs.155 Results from this investigation 

highlight potential strategies for improving maternal influenza vaccine uptake. 

More than 40% of women were not recommended TIV during pregnancy, and 

nearly 50% of women who received their antenatal care from a general 

practitioner or at a public hospital antenatal clinic, where midwives have 

extensive access to women in Western Australia, were not recommended TIV. 

These results suggest that general practitioners, midwives and other antenatal 

care providers have an important role in protecting their antenatal patients and 

newborn infants against influenza infection. Considering a provider 

recommendation for vaccination is the strongest predictor of antenatal 

vaccination223 and the majority of women in this study stated they would have 

been vaccinated had a general practitioner or midwife recommended it to them, 

general practitioners and midwives could embrace a more active role in the 

promotion of antenatal immunisation services. Pregnant women view midwives 

as a trusted source of health information234 and midwives, both publicly and 

privately practising, are ideally placed to provide antenatal immunisation 

information and recommendations during antenatal care visits and parent 
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education sessions. In theory, based on these findings, if 100% of antenatal 

care providers recommended the vaccine to their pregnant patients, 

immunisation coverage rates up to 79% would be achievable. 

Other studies suggest that midwives may be less likely to recommend and 

administer influenza vaccine to pregnant patients as compared with other 

providers.235 These results showed that women who received most of their care 

at sites staffed by midwives (e.g., public hospital antenatal clinics) were less 

likely to receive a recommendation for TIV or to receive TIV during pregnancy. 

Although the majority of midwives agree that vaccinating pregnant women 

against seasonal influenza is important,173 researchers have found that 

midwives may not recommend influenza vaccine to their patients as often as 

other providers because they do not feel prepared for such conversations.173 A 

recent study in the UK suggests that just 26% of midwives feel prepared to 

provide immunisation advice and only one-third of midwives are willing to 

immunise pregnant women.173 Because midwives play an important role in 

promoting TIV to their patients and successful antenatal and postnatal 

immunisation programs rely on the support of midwives,236,237 it is important to 

identify barriers in promoting and providing TIV during pregnancy experienced 

by midwives, particularly midwives practising in Australia. In Western Australia, 

influenza immunisation education resources are available to healthcare 

professionals at no cost;238 additional immunisation education needs of 

midwives should be identified in order to provide targeted immunisation 

education programs for midwives. 

Results from this survey can assist antenatal care providers, including general 

practitioners, obstetricians, and midwives, to effectively communicate with their 

pregnant patients for discussing antenatal immunisation. More than 90% of the 

vaccinated women in this survey reported being immunised to protect their 

baby. These results are consistent with those from other national and 

international research efforts223,226,228 indicating this is an important message to 

convey to pregnant women when discussing immunisation. Unvaccinated 

women commonly cited concerns about the safety of the vaccine as a reason 

for remaining unvaccinated. Vaccine safety has been well demonstrated for 

both mothers and their infants in Australia and internationally.177,239,240 Providers 
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should discuss the demonstrated safety of influenza vaccination during 

pregnancy when recommending TIV to pregnant patients. The themes identified 

in this study could be used to develop effective communication materials 

summarising immunisation information for pregnant women. 

This study has several limitations which should be considered. First, most of the 

data were self-reported and, as a result, are subject to reporting bias. Second, 

15% of vaccinated women received their vaccination from a provider for whom 

patient’s medical record could not be assessed (i.e. immunisations that were 

provided in a private workplace). It is therefore possible that a portion of these 

reported vaccination events were errors and these women were in fact 

unvaccinated; however, given that the proportion of vaccines reportedly 

administered by providers without access to medical records did not vary over 

time, it is unlikely that this would explain the trends observed during the study 

period. Furthermore, 91% of self-reported vaccinations administered by a 

provider with immunisation records could be verified, indicating self-report is a 

valid measure of vaccination status. Finally, some sub-analyses, particularly 

analyses by primary antenatal care provider, relied on small sample sizes for 

some groups. Additional research should further explore the association 

between models of antenatal care and recommendations for, and receipt of, TIV 

during pregnancy.  

5.5.1   Conclusion 

Influenza vaccination during pregnancy is standard of care in Australia6 and 

research in many countries has shown that the recommendation by an 

antenatal care provider is an important factor in a woman’s decision to be 

vaccinated during pregnancy. The results outlined here show that only two of 

every five women in Western Australia received an influenza vaccine during 

their pregnancy in 2014. Significant improvement in antenatal influenza 

immunisation rates are needed to ensure pregnant women and their young 

infants are protected against seasonal influenza infection. Based on these 

findings, almost 80% coverage is achievable if all antenatal care providers 

recommended the vaccine to their pregnant patients. With the recent 

introduction of pertussis vaccination to antenatal vaccination programs in 
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Australia,241 it will become increasingly important for all antenatal care providers 

to actively promote antenatal vaccination. Consistent recommendations from all 

antenatal care providers, including midwives, and discussion of the safety and 

potential benefits are critical to improving influenza vaccine coverage in 

pregnant women. 
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Chapter 6: Safety of Trivalent Influenza 
Vaccine Administered During 

Pregnancy 
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6.1   Preamble 

This chapter summarises the results of two prospective evaluations of the 

safety of trivalent influenza vaccine (TIV) administered during pregnancy and 

one retrospective analysis vaccine safety data. The vaccine safety evaluation 

was performed at two time points: proximal to vaccine administration and at 

delivery. Part of the chapter summarises an evaluation of adverse events 

following immunisation within seven days following TIV administration during 

pregnancy using a short message service (SMS) system. These results were 

published in the Australian and New Zealand Journal of Obstetrics and 

Gynecology. The second part of the chapter summarises results of a 

comparison of adverse events following immunisation reported by pregnant 

women and non-pregnant women. These results were published in BMC 

Pregnancy and Childbirth. The final section of this chapter outlines results of a 

comparison of the incidence of stillbirth in vaccinated mothers compared to 

unvaccinated mothers. These results have been published in Clinical Infectious 

Diseases. A copy of each of these publications has been provided in Appendix 

D.  

6.2   Safety of trivalent influenza vaccine in pregnant women 

The World Health Organization recommends that pregnant women be given 

highest priority for seasonal influenza vaccination.155 Although substantial 

research supports the safety and effectiveness of antenatal influenza 

immunisation,17,144,166,177,187,193,242 vaccine coverage among pregnant women 

remains low in Australia and other developed nations.91,216,225 Several barriers 

to influenza vaccine uptake among antenatal patients have been identified. 

Pregnant women frequently cite safety concerns as an important contributor to 

nonvaccination, and pregnant women who experience an adverse event 

following immunisation (AEFI) following influenza vaccine are less likely to 

agree to future vaccination.175,243,244 In addition, healthcare provider knowledge 

regarding the safety of antenatal influenza vaccination is suboptimal, with one 

study finding more than half of those surveyed had significant concerns about 

the safety of administering influenza vaccines during pregnancy.245 
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Given annual antigenic changes to seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine (TIV), 

ongoing monitoring of vaccine safety and reactogenicity is warranted. A recent 

review of programmatic and research priorities has suggested vaccine safety 

monitoring is one of three essential strategies for overcoming barriers to 

antenatal influenza vaccination,144 and researchers have called for more 

systematic, real-time data collection of vaccine safety information.246 

Dissemination of information from ongoing vaccine safety monitoring can be 

used to promote confidence in immunisation among patients and 

providers.247,248 To provide such information, the Western Australia Department 

of Health initiated the Follow-up and Active Surveillance of Trivalent influenza 

vaccine in Mums (FASTMum) program in 2012,193 which involved telephoning 

pregnant women post-TIV vaccination and inquiring about possible AEFI. While 

successful, the program was time consuming and resource intensive. In 2013, 

telephone calls were replaced by short message service (SMS), when possible, 

in an effort to improve data quality and timeliness. This report describes the use 

of an SMS system for collecting adverse event information following TIV in 

pregnant women and its implications for promoting vaccine confidence in this 

population. 

6.2.1   Materials and methods 

The Australian Government funds influenza vaccination for all pregnant women. 

In Western Australia, vaccination providers were encouraged to offer any 

pregnant woman receiving TIV the opportunity to be followed-up by the Western 

Australia Department of Health (WA Health) for quality assurance purposes, 

and providers were sent information and enrolment forms for the FASTMum 

program with their vaccine orders. Women who consented to participate at the 

time of vaccination were asked to provide a telephone number (preferably 

mobile); providers returned completed enrolment forms to WA Health by 

facsimile or delivered them in person. All antenatal patients whose forms were 

received at WA Health between March 15 and 24 July 2013 were included in 

this analysis. 

WA Health staff entered participant information into a database and used 

commercially available software to send an SMS to all participants who 
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provided a mobile telephone number. The SMS software system became 

operational on 8 April 2013. The SMS requested that women indicate whether 

they experienced any reaction to the vaccine in the week following 

immunisation, by responding ‘yes’ or ‘no’ via a reply SMS. The query SMS read: 

“This is a message from the WA Department of Health. Our records 

show that you recently had the flu vaccine and we are conducting routine 

follow-up. Please respond Y if you experienced any reaction in the week 

following your vaccination or N if there was no reaction.” 

Efforts were made to send the query SMS seven days post-vaccination. 

However, because the SMS software first became operational on 8 April 2013 

and antenatal TIV vaccinations began in March, the interval from vaccination to 

follow-up was initially longer. In addition, delays in the transmission of 

enrolment forms from vaccination providers to WA Health also occasionally 

occurred, resulting in longer follow-up intervals. 

Routinely, 48 hours were permitted for receipt of an SMS response, after which, 

a nurse would call any women who replied with a ‘yes’ to ascertain the nature, 

duration and severity of the AEFI as well as whether any medical advice or care 

was sought. Participants who did not reply to the SMS and those who provided 

only a landline number were also telephoned to determine whether they 

experienced an AEFI. A small subset of women who did not respond to the 

SMS was asked why they did not reply to the query SMS. Women who had 

replied ‘no’ to the query SMS were not contacted further. 

Individuals were classified as ‘lost to follow-up’ and excluded from further 

analysis if the telephone number they provided was not working, they declined 

further participation, could not communicate in English, or did not answer at 

least five phone calls at different times of day. The ‘response rate’ was defined 

as the proportion of patients who responded to the SMS query with a reply 

SMS, or for those providing a landline telephone number only, the proportion 

contacted with a voice call. 
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6.2.1.1   Data analysis 

Percentages, corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CIs), and interquartile 

ranges (IQR) were computed using SAS (version 9.3; Research Triangle Park, 

NC, USA). Participant demographics were compared for women who replied by 

SMS and women who did not using Cochran–Mantel–Haenszel (CMH) chi-

square tests. Logistic regression models, which controlled for age and the 

number of days between vaccination and follow-up were used to compare AEFI 

reported by telephone and SMS. This project was reviewed and approved by 

the University of Western Australia's Human Research Ethics Committee 

(#RA/4/1/6095). 

6.2.2   Results 

Of the 3,446 pregnant women reported to WA Health as vaccinated with TIV 

between 15 March and 15 July 2013, 3,173 (92.1%) agreed to participate in 

follow-up AEFI surveillance; 3,047 (96.0%) of the participants provided a mobile 

telephone number and 126 (4.0%) provided a landline telephone number only 

(Figure 6-1). 

Of the 3,446 pregnant women reported to DOH as vaccinated with TIV between 

15 March and 15 July 2013, 3,173 (92.1%) agreed to participate in follow-up 

AEFI surveillance; 3,047 (96.0%) of the participants provided a mobile 

telephone number and 126 (4.0%) provided a landline telephone number only 

(Figure 6-1). 

6.2.2.1   Response rates by SMS and telephone 

Among women who provided a mobile telephone number, 2,548 (83.6%; 95% 

CI: 82.3-84.9%) replied to the query SMS. Of the 301 women who responded 

‘yes’, 234 (77.7%) were able to be contacted via a follow-up phone call to 

ascertain details of the suspected AEFI; the remaining 67 women were lost to 

follow-up (Figure 6-1). Nearly all women (95.9%) who responded by SMS did so 

within 48 hours (median: one day; IQR 0-2 days). 

Of the 499 women who did not respond to the SMS, 258 (51.9%; 95% CI: 47.5-

56.3%) were contacted by voice telephone. The remaining 241 women were 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com.ezproxy.library.uwa.edu.au/doi/10.1111/ajo.12266/full#ajo12266-fig-0001
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com.ezproxy.library.uwa.edu.au/doi/10.1111/ajo.12266/full#ajo12266-fig-0001
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lost to follow-up, largely because they could not be contacted after five attempts 

(75.7%). Of 132 SMS nonresponders who provided reasons for not responding 

to the SMS, 45.5% indicated that they ‘forgot to reply’, 25.8% stated that they 

did not receive the query SMS, 6.8% believed they had sent an SMS reply, and 

22.0% cited various other reasons, including insufficient mobile phone credit. 

 

 

 

Figure 6-1 FASTMum follow-up design – Western Australia, Australia, 
March–July 2013. 
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Among women who provided a landline number only, 79 (62.7%; 95% CI: 54.1-

71.3%) were able to be contacted for interview. The remaining 47 were lost to 

follow-up. Thus, the response rate was significantly higher for women surveyed 

by SMS compared to those who were telephoned (83.6% vs 62.7%; p<0.001). 

The majority (57.4%) of women lost to follow-up who provided a landline 

number could not be reached after five attempts. 

6.2.2.2   Participant characteristics 

Women who provided a mobile telephone number and those who provided a 

landline telephone number for follow-up were similar with regards to age, 

trimester of vaccination and location where they received TIV. The majority 

(72.4%) received their immunisation from a general practitioner and 40.4% 

received TIV during the second trimester of pregnancy (Table 6-1). Women who 

responded to follow-up and those who did not differed significantly in age 

distribution, with women who did not respond being slightly younger than 

women who responded (CMH = 32.7; p<0.01) (Table 6-1). 

6.2.2.3   Suspected adverse events reported 

Overall, 413 (14.3%; 95% CI: 13.0-15.6%) of 2,885 pregnant women reported a 

suspected AEFI. Among the 2,818 women who provided additional detail 

regarding their AEFI, 138 (4.9%; 95% CI: 4.1-5.7%) reported a local reaction 

and 197 (7.0%; 95% CI 6.1-7.8%) reported one or more systemic symptoms, 

such as headache (3.3%; 95% CI 2.6-3.9%), fever (2.7%; 95% CI: 2.1-3.3%), 

nasal congestion (2.5%; 95% CI: 1.9-3.1%), fatigue (2.5%; 95% CI: 1.9-3.1%) 

and cough (1.2%; 95% CI: 0.8-1.6%). All other symptoms (e.g. rash, rigours, 

myalgia) were reported by <1% of vaccinated women. Of the women who 

reported an adverse event, 62 (17.9%) had a pre-existing medical condition, 17 

(27%) of which were asthma. One-half of women who reported an adverse 

event (51.1%) reported receiving TIV in the past. No significant differences in 

rates of specific adverse reactions were observed by TIV brand, trimester of 

vaccination, or age group (p≥0.05). 

A total of 39 (1.4%) women who reported an AEFI sought medical care or 

advice for the event (Table 6-2). Overall, the type of reactions that resulted in 

medical attendance/advice were similar to those reported which were not   
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Table 6-1 Characteristics of pregnant women who received trivalent 
influenza vaccine – Western Australia, Australia, March–July 2013 

Characteristic 

Responders Nonresponders 

SMSa Landline onlyb 

Percent (95% CI)c  Percent (95% CI)c  Percent (95% CI)c  

Age groupd 

<25 years 14.5 (13.1–15.8) 16.7 (10.1–23.3) 31.8 (27.0–36.7) 

25–29 years 25.1 (23.4–26.8) 22.2 (14.9–29.6) 22.3 (17.9–26.6) 

30–34 years 36.3 (34.5–38.2) 29.4 (21.3–37.4) 25.3 (20.8–29.9) 

≥35 years 24.1 (22.4–25.7) 31.7 (23.5–40.0) 20.6 (16.3–24.8) 

Vaccination provider 

General practitioner 76.2 (74.5–77.9) 73.8 (65.9–81.7) 71.8 (67.0–76.6) 

Hospital 20.4 (18.8–22.0) 16.4 (9.7–23.1) 20.0 (15.7–24.3) 

Government health service 2.0 (1.5–2.6) 4.1 (0.5–7.7) 1.5 (0.2–2.8) 

Aboriginal health service 1.1 (0.7–1.5) 4.9 (1.0–8.8) 6.8 (4.1–9.4) 

Other 0.3 (0.1–0.5) 0.8 (0.0–2.4) 0.0 (0.0–1.3) 

Trimester of vaccinationd 

First 25.8 (23.5–28.2) 35.9 (20.1–51.7) 40.0 (30.7–49.3) 

Second 42.1 (39.4–44.7) 23.1 (9.2–36.9) 30.0 (21.3–38.7) 

Third 32.1 (29.6–34.6) 35.9 (24.9–57.2) 30.0 (21.3–38.7) 

a Women who responded to SMS includes women who replied to the initial query SMS indicating whether they 
experienced a reaction and later provided details regarding their reaction by telephone interview. 
b Women who responded by landline-only includes women who reported details of any adverse events by telephone 
only. This included women who were sent a SMS, but did not respond and women who provided a landline telephone 
number for follow-up. 
c 95% confidence interval. 
d Cochran–Mantel–Haenszel test significant at α = 0.05. 

 

with healthcare provider contact (e.g. fever, fatigue, headache) with a few 

exceptions. Three women who presented to hospital following immunisation 

reported miscarriage. After a medical record review and consultation with their 

providers, each of the reported miscarriages were deemed unrelated to the 

vaccination.249 Another woman self-reported decreased fetal movement, but the 

situation was subsequently assessed as within normal limits by her provider and 

she delivered a healthy full-term baby. 
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Table 6-2 Medically attended eventsa reported by pregnant women 
following trivalent influenza vaccination – Western Australia, Australia, 
March–July 2013 

Adverse event following 
immunisation 

Type of medical attention 

Doctor 
(n = 31) 

Hospital 
(n = 6) 

Telephone Advice 
(n = 2) 

n (%) n (%) n (%) 

Fever 7 (22.6) 3 (50.0) 0 (0) 

Rigour 3 (9.7) 2 (33.3) 0 (0) 

Fatigue 5 (16.1) 2 (33.3) 1 (50.0) 

Headache 9 (29.0) 2 (33.3) 1 (50.0) 

Injection site reaction 9 (29.0) 1 (16.7) 0 (0) 

Miscarriage 0 (0) 2 (33.3) 0 (0) 

Vomiting/Diarrhoea 4 (12.9) 2 (33.3) 0 (0) 

Sore throat/cough 13 (41.9) 1 (16.7) 2 (100) 

‘Flu-like symptoms’ 4 (12.9) 1 (16.7) 0 (0) 

Arthralgia 1 (3.2) 0 (0) 1 (50.0) 

Decreased fetal movement 1 (3.2) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
a Events reported are not mutually exclusive. 

 

6.2.2.4  Comparison of information obtained by SMS to telephone 

interview 

Overall, women who responded by SMS reported similar events to those who 

responded by telephone, with some exceptions (Table 6-3). Women who were 

contacted by telephone exclusively were twice as likely to report a reaction 

(AOR: 2.1; 95% CI: 1.4-3.0). Analyses adjusting for differences in age and days 

between vaccination and follow-up indicate the largest differences in events 

reported by phone and by SMS first were attributable to local reactions at the 

injection site. Women who responded by telephone reported an injection site 

reaction three times as often as those who responded by SMS (AOR: 3.0; 95% 

CI: 1.8-5.0). Systemic events were also more likely to be reported by those 

initially contacted by telephone (AOR: 2.9; 95% CI: 2.0-4.3); however, only 

nasal congestion was significantly more common among women reporting by 

telephone after adjusting for potential confounders (AOR: 2.1; 95% CI: 1.0-4.5). 
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There was no difference in the rate of medically attended events reported by the 

SMS and telephone contact cohorts (AOR: 0.7; 95% CI: 0.3-1.7). 

Table 6-3 Proportion of adverse events reported to FASTMum among 
pregnant women, by SMS or telephone contact cohort – Western 
Australia, Australia, April–July 2013. 

Adverse Event 
Details provided by 

SMSa (n = 2,481) 

Details provided 
by landline onlyb 

(n = 337) Total (n = 2,818) 

 Percent (95% CIc) Percent (95% CIc) Percent (95% CIc) 

Medically attended 
eventd 

1.1 (0.7–1.5) 3.7 (1.6–5.8) 1.4 (0.9–1.8) 

Systemic 6.7 (5.8–7.7) 10.9 (8.4–13.3)e 7.0 (6.1–7.8) 

Convulsion 0.0 (0.0–0.1) 0.0 (0.0–0.4) 0.0 (0.0–0.1) 

Rigours 0.4 (0.1–0.7) 1.5 (0.2–2.8) 0.5 (0.3–0.8) 

Fever 2.0 (1.5–2.6) 7.7 (4.9–10.6) 2.7 (2.1–3.3) 

Headache 2.7 (2.1–3.4) 7.1 (4.4–9.9) 3.3 (2.6–3.9) 

Fatigue 2.1 (1.5–2.7) 5.3 (2.9–7.7) 2.5 (1.9–3.1) 

Vomiting 0.6 (0.3–1.0) 1.8 (0.4–3.2) 0.8 (0.5–1.1) 

Rash 0.2 (0.0–0.4) 0.0 (0.0–0.4) 0.2 (0.0–0.3) 

Myalgia 0.4 (0.1–0.7) 0.6 (0.0–1.4) 0.4 (0.2–0.7) 

Arthralgia 0.5 (0.2–0.8) 2.4 (0.7–4.0) 0.7 (0.4–1.1) 

Light-headedness 0.1 (0.0–0.3) 0.0 (0.0–0.4) 0.1 (0.0–0.2) 

Dizziness 0.1 (0.0–0.3) 0.3 (0.0–0.9) 0.1 (0.0–0.3) 

Malaise 0.3 (0.1–0.5) 0.6 (0.0–1.4) 0.3 (0.1–0.5) 

Diarrhoea 0.2 (0.0–0.4) 0.6 (0.0–1.4) 0.3 (0.1–0.5) 

Nausea 0.2 (0.0–0.4) 0.3 (0.0–0.9) 0.2 (0.0–0.4) 

Lymphadenitis 0.1 (0.0–0.3) 0.0 (0.0–0.4) 0.1 (0.0–0.2) 

Coughing 1.2 (0.7–1.6) 1.5 (0.2–2.8) 1.2 (0.8–1.6) 

Nasal congestion 2.3 (1.7–2.8) 4.1 (2.0–6.3)e 2.5 (1.9–3.1) 

‘Flu-like symptoms’ 0.6 (0.3–0.9) 2.1 (0.5–3.6) 0.7 (0.4–1.1) 

Local reaction 3.5 (2.8–4.2) 15.1 (11.3–19.0)e 4.9 (4.1–5.7) 

Other event 0.3 (0.1–0.5) 1.5 (0.2–2.8) 0.4 (0.2–0.7) 
a Women who responded to SMS includes women who replied to the initial query SMS indicating whether they 
experienced a reaction and later provided details regarding their reaction by telephone interview. 
b Women who responded by landline-only includes women who reported details of any adverse events by telephone 
only. This included women who were sent a SMS, but did not respond and women who provided a landline telephone 
number for follow-up. 
c 95% Confidence interval. 
d Proportion of events where the participant visited a doctor, hospital, or dialled an information service following their 
reaction. 
e Significant odds ratio comparing women who responded to SMS to those who were contacted by telephone, computed 
by logistic regression model, which adjusted for age and number of days between vaccination and interview (α = 0.05). 
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6.2.3   Discussion 

This is the first use of mobile phone technology to monitor AEFI in pregnant 

women. Results from this investigation support the safety of administering TIV 

to pregnant women. The low level of mild AEFI reported here is consistent with 

those of previous studies in both pregnant women and healthy adults.193,199,250 

Three miscarriages were reported among the 2,818 participants who provided 

detailed information, and two of these events were medically attended. After 

clinical review, all three were assessed as unrelated to the vaccine.249 Other 

studies have established the safety of antenatal influenza immunisation in 

regards to long-term outcomes, finding no increased risk for spontaneous 

abortion or adverse fetal outcomes.17,177,189,242 Based on this study, there are a 

number of benefits to using SMS systems to monitor AEFI among antenatal 

patients. First, the response rate was significantly higher for women contactable 

by SMS compared to those who needed to be telephoned. Second, the use of 

SMS for postmarketing safety surveillance was time- and cost saving, enabling 

the collection of information from considerably more pregnant women in 2013 in 

comparison with using telephone calls alone in 2012 (558 women in 2012 

compared to 3,173 women in 2013). With regard to cost, the integration of SMS 

into the AEFI monitoring system cost $9500 AUD to follow-up 3,047 participants 

over a four month period ($3 per participant). In contrast, during the same time 

period, it cost approximately $1,200 AUD in staff time to attempt to interview 

with 126 women who provided a landline telephone ($10 per participant). Based 

on this, the SMS system for AEFI monitoring cost one-third that of a telephone-

only system and resulted in a six-fold increase in sample size compared to 

2012. Finally, because the system allowed the collection of information from a 

larger number of participants fairly quickly, SMS enhanced the timeliness of 

vaccine surveillance efforts, in that a fairly precise estimate of the proportion of 

women reporting any AEFI was achieved within one month of implementation. 

Considering the high response rate, low cost, timeliness and similarities in the 

types of AEFI reported between SMS and telephone respondents, the use of 

mobile phone technology has the potential to enhance existing AEFI monitoring 

programs. 
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Despite the potential advantages of using SMS to monitor AEFI, it is important 

to note some differences observed between women responding by SMS and 

women responding by telephone in this program, that is, women who were 

initially contacted by telephone were twice as likely to report a suspected AEFI. 

It is difficult to make direct comparisons between the rate of AEFI reported by 

SMS responses and telephone interviews, because the prompted interviewing 

by telephone may have resulted in responses otherwise missed in unprompted 

interview by SMS.251 The greatest difference between the SMS and the 

telephone interview groups was observed in the rates of injection site reactions 

and nasal congestion, a disparity which may have resulted from ascertainment 

bias, that is symptoms that were solicited in prompted interviews did not reach 

the threshold for reporting by many SMS respondents. Of note, there were no 

differences in medically attended events between the SMS and telephone 

cohorts, suggesting SMS-based surveillance should be suitable for identifying 

medically important AEFI. Future iterations of FASTMum will attempt to use 

similar AEFI prompting between the SMS and telephone cohorts, permitting a 

more valid comparison of AEFI response rates. 

There are several other limitations, which should be considered when 

interpreting these data. First, the AEFI reported were generally not clinically 

confirmed. For example, of the 76 women who indicated they had a fever, only 

seven (9%) reported having measured their temperature. Second, because 

reporting antenatal vaccinations to DOH was not mandatory, the women who 

participated in FASTmum may not be representative of all antenatal patients 

who received TIV in 2013. However, with an estimated 33,000 births and 6,325 

antenatal TIV vaccinations in Western Australia in 2013, this evaluation 

included approximately half of all of pregnant women vaccinated with TIV that 

year.216,252 Further, the demographic characteristics of this sample are 

representative of women giving birth in Western Australia.253 Finally, as with any 

survey, there is the possibility of nonresponse bias. 

6.2.3.1   Conclusion 

Ongoing monitoring of vaccine safety is an integral component of promoting 

vaccine uptake,254 particularly for pregnant women.144 These findings support 

the safety of TIV in pregnant women. Mobile phone technology proved an 
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efficient method for timely surveillance of adverse events following vaccination. 

The low level of AEFI observed should be reassuring to patients and their 

providers and could be used to help promote antenatal influenza vaccine 

uptake. 

6.3 Comparison of adverse events following trivalent influenza 

vaccination in pregnant and non-pregnant women 

The World Health Organization has identified pregnant women as the highest 

priority for influenza vaccination.155  Despite national recommendations in 

Australia and the availability of free vaccine under the National Immunisation 

Program, surveys have found that less than 30% of pregnant women in 

Australia are immunised against seasonal influenza.216,225 A number of studies 

have confirmed influenza antenatal vaccination is safe for mother and 

baby.79,193,242,249,255-257 However, continued monitoring is warranted, considering 

the antigenic composition can vary from year to year and ongoing concerns 

about side-effects remain the most common factor contributing to non-

vaccination among antenatal patients.177,216,229,258 Even the expectation of minor 

post-vaccination reactions can negatively affect the decision to be immunised 

against influenza.259,260 Pregnancy can be associated with a variety of 

symptomatic complaints and whether these impact the side effects reported by 

antenatal influenza vaccine recipients is currently unknown. To assess this, 

post-vaccination reactions reported by pregnant women were compared to 

those reported by non-pregnant females of similar age in Western Australia.   

6.3.1   Methods 

In 2012, the Western Australia Department of Health (WA Health) initiated a 

program for active surveillance of adverse events following immunisation (AEFI) 

in pregnant women. The Follow-up and Active Surveillance of Trivalent 

influenza vaccine in Mums (FASTMum) program follows up a subset of 

pregnant women who receive trivalent influenza vaccine (TIV), beginning in 

March each year.  Antenatal women receiving government-procured TIV are 

asked by their provider at the time of immunisation if they are willing to be 

contacted by WA Health for quality assurance purposes. In 2014, the 

opportunity for post-vaccination follow-up was extended to healthcare providers 
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(HCPs) immunised against influenza at government hospitals and health 

centres.   

Using an automated system, pregnant women and HCPs consenting to follow 

up were sent a short message service (SMS) seven days after they had been 

vaccinated with TIV. The SMS read:  

“This is a message from the WA Department of Health. Our records 
show that you recently had a flu vaccine and we are conducting routine 
follow up. Please respond Y if you experienced any kind of reaction, 
fever, or illness in the week following your vaccination, or N if there was 
no reaction.” 

Persons who replied “Y”, “yes” or some other affirmative response by SMS were 

sent a follow-up message soliciting details regarding the possible AEFI they 

reported experiencing. The second message read: 

“Thank you, your ongoing health is important to us. Please click here to 
answer a five minute survey about your reaction. Alternatively, please 
respond CALL if you would prefer to be telephoned about your reaction.”  

The second SMS included an embedded link to a survey which could be 

completed on a mobile phone.  Research nurses subsequently attempted to 

telephone and interview anyone who had not responded to either the first or 

second SMS, or had not completed the mobile phone survey, as well as those 

who had replied “Call” by SMS.   

For this analysis, all non-pregnant, female HCPs in the follow-up program, who 

were of reproductive age and were vaccinated with the same brand of TIV, i.e. 

Vaxigrip® (Sanofi Pasteur) were selected for comparison with pregnant women.  

Female HCPs were eligible for the analysis if they were between the ages of 18 

and 45 years and had indicated on their consent form that they were not 

pregnant at the time of vaccination. The majority (82%) of pregnant women 

included in the analysis were in their second or third trimester of pregnancy; 

93% of reported vaccinations in pregnant women and non-pregnant female 

HCPs were included in the follow-up. Participants who provided no telephone 

number (5%), provided only a home telephone number (2%) or an incorrect 

mobile telephone number (<1%) on their consent form were excluded. Ethics 
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approval for this assessment was obtained by the University of Western 

Australia Human Research Ethics Committee (RA/4/1/6095) and funding was 

provided by the Western Australia Department of Health. 

6.3.1.1   Survey instrument 

The mobile phone and telephone questionnaires asked if the vaccinee had 

experienced fever, headache, fatigue, rigors, convulsions, vomiting, or pain or 

swelling at the injection site - indicated by a “yes” or “no” response to each.  The 

presence or absence of other symptoms was solicited and, if present, recorded 

verbatim.  Respondents were also asked to recall the time between vaccination 

and first symptom onset as well as the duration of any symptoms reported.  

Consumption of over-the-counter antipyretic or pain relievers following the 

vaccination was queried, as well as whether the vaccinee had called a general 

practitioner (GP) or other health service for telephone medical advice regarding 

the reaction, or had visited a GP, after-hours clinic, or emergency department 

(ED) to receive treatment for a reported reaction.  

6.3.1.2   Outcome measurement 

The occurrence of any AEFI was defined as a “yes” response to the initial SMS 

message. A systemic reaction was defined as a “yes” response to fever, 

headache, fatigue, vomiting, rigors, or self-reported cold and flu-like symptoms, 

myalgia, nausea, or malaise. A local reaction was defined as replying “yes” to 

pain or swelling at the injection, or self-reported redness at the site of injection.  

A reaction requiring telephone advice was defined as any AEFI where the 

woman reported calling a GP, a nurse helpline, or other healthcare service for 

advice regarding their reaction. A reaction requiring medical attention was 

defined as any AEFI where the woman reported visiting a GP or other health 

service for the reaction. An AEFI requiring treatment included any AEFI which 

was self-treated with an anti-pyretic/analgesic following vaccination and those 

receiving treatment by a medical professional.  

6.3.1.3   Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed using SAS version 9.3 (SAS Institute, North 

Carolina, United States). Initial comparisons between AEFI reported by 
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pregnant women and non-pregnant, female HCPs were made using Fisher’s 

exact test.  Adjusted analyses controlling for demographic differences observed 

between groups were performed using multivariate logistic regression models. 

Differences in the mean symptom onset and symptom duration were compared 

with independent sample t-tests using the Satterthwaite approximation for 

degrees of freedom.  A power analysis indicated the acquired sample size was 

sufficient to determine differences between groups at a power level of 0.98. 

6.3.2   Results 

Between 19 March and 15 May 2014, a total of 1,400 women (1,086 pregnant 

and 314 non-pregnant HCPs) were sent the SMS asking about possible AEFI 

(Figure 6-2); 1,205 (86%) women replied by SMS (918 [85%] pregnant and 287 

[91%] non-pregnant), and another 71 (65 [6%] pregnant and 7 [2%] non-

pregnant) did not reply but were surveyed later by telephone. Thus, the overall 

response rates in pregnant women (87.2%; 95% CI: 85.2-89.2%) and non-

pregnant, female HCPs (87.6%; 95% CI: 83.9-91.2%; p>0.05) were similar.  

Two significant differences in demographic characteristics were observed 

between the cohorts of pregnant women and non-pregnant, female HCPs 

included in this study.  Non-pregnant, female HCPs were on average 2.6 years 

older than this cohort of pregnant women (33.7 years vs. 31.1 years, 

respectively, p<0.01), and were also more likely to reside in a non-urban area 

(47.8%; 95% CI: 42.2-53.3%) compared to pregnant women (15.6%; 95% CI: 

13.3-17.9%; p<0.01).  The greater proportion of non-pregnant female HCPs 

residing in non-urban areas is likely because many metropolitan health care 

facilities offered HCPs an intra-dermal influenza vaccine in preference to 

Vaxigrip® (Sanofi Pasteur).  

A total of 192 (15.7%) women reported a suspected reaction, with similar 

proportions of pregnant and non-pregnant, female HCPs reporting at least one 

AEFI (13.0%; 95% CI: 11.0-15.0% and 17.3%; 95% CI: 13.0-21.6%,  
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LTFU, Lost to follow-up 

 

Figure 6-2 Follow-up of adverse events following trivalent influenza 
vaccine in pregnant women and non-pregnant female healthcare 
professionals – FASTMum, Western Australia, Australia, 19 March- 15 May 
2014. 

 

 respectively; p=0.34) (Table 6-4). The rate of reaction was constant for both 

pregnant women and non-pregnant, female HCPs throughout the study period 

(Figure 6-3). The most common reaction reported by both pregnant and non-

pregnant HCPs was a local reaction (4.5%; 95% CI: 3.4-6.1% and 7.3%; 95% 

CI: 4.1-10.5%, respectively, p=0.13). No serious vaccine-associated reactions 

were reported. Systemic reactions were reported by similar proportions of 

pregnant women and non-pregnant, female HCPs, overall (9.0% and 10.2% 

among pregnant women and non-pregnant HCPs, respectively). However, fever 

(AOR: 4.6; 95% CI: 2.1-10.3) and headache (AOR: 2.2; 95% CI: 1.0-4.6) were 
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both reported more frequently by non-pregnant HCPs than pregnant women. 

Four of the 16 non-pregnant HCPs and five of the 46 pregnant women who 

reported a fever reported measuring their temperature. 

On average, reported fever began within 24 hours of vaccination (median: 24 

hours, IQR: 6-48 hours) and lasted between 8-120 hours (median: 27 hours; 

IQR: 12-48 hours). The time to onset and duration of fever were similar in 

pregnant women and non-pregnant, female HCPs (p=0.52 and p=0.14, 

respectively). Other reported systemic reactions usually occurred within 24  

Table 6-4 Adverse events following influenza immunisation reported by 
pregnant and non-pregnant women – FASTMum, Western Australia, 
Australia, 19 March-15 May 2014. 

 Pregnant (n=947) Non-pregnant 
(n=275) 

Fisher’s 
exact 
test 

p-value 

AORa 

p-value 

 n Percent (95% CIa) n Percent (95% CIa)   

Any reactionc 141 13.0 (11.0-15.0) 51 17.5 (13.1-21.8) 0.19 0.33 

Systemic reaction 85 9.0 (7.1-10.8) 28 10.2 (6.6-13.8) 0.55 0.36 

    Fever 15 1.6 (0.8-2.4) 16 5.8 (3.0-8.6) <0.01d <0.01d 

    Headache 27 2.9 (1.8-3.9) 13 4.7 (2.2-7.3) <0.01d 0.04d 

    Fatigue 40 4.2 (2.9-5.5) 13 4.7 (2.2-7.3) 0.74 0.68 

    Vomiting 7 0.7 (0.2-1.3) 0 (0.0-0.7) 0.36 0.95 

    Rigors 5 0.5 (0.1-1.0) 2 0.7 (0.0-1.7) 0.66 0.89 

   Cold/flu-like 37 3.9 (2.7-5.1) 10 3.6 (1.4-5.9) 0.50 0.69 

    Myalgia 11 1.2 (0.5-1.8) 5 1.8 (0.2-3.4) 0.37 0.71 

    Nausea 8 0.8 (0.3-1.4) 1 0.4 (0.0-1.1) 0.69 0.59 

    Malaise 4 0.4 (0.0-0.8) 1 0.4 (0.0-1.1) 0.69 0.51 

Local reaction 45 4.8 (3.4-6.1) 20 7.3 (4.2-10.4) 0.13 0.13 

Other reaction 6 0.6 (0.1-1.1) 2 0.7 (0.0-1.7) 0.57 0.89 
a AOR, adjusted odds ratio – adjusted for age and residence (metropolitan/non-metropolitan) 
b CI, confidence interval 
c Any reaction was defined as replying “yes” to the question “did you experience any fever, illness, or reaction following 
your vaccination?” 
d Significant at α=.05 
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hours of vaccination (median: 24 hours; IQR: 6-48 hours) and lasted for a 

median of 48 hours (IQR: 24-72 hours). The onset and duration of these 

reactions did not differ between pregnant women and non-pregnant, female 

HCPs (p=0.26 and p=0.21, respectively). Local reactions typically began on the 

day of vaccination (median: 8 hours; IQR: 3-24 hours) and had a median 

duration of 48 hours (IQR: 24-72 hours). The onset and duration of local 

reactions did not differ between pregnant women and non-pregnant, female 

HCPs (p=0.18 and p=0.24, respectively).  

Almost twice as many non-pregnant, female HCPs reported a reaction for which 

they obtained some form of treatment, such as self-treatment with an antipyretic 

or pain reliever or treatment by a doctor, medical centre or hospital emergency 

department (9.5%; 95% CI: 6.0-12.0%) compared with pregnant women 

 

 
Figure 6-3 Proportion of pregnant and non-pregnant women reporting an 
adverse event following immunisation (AEFI) with seasonal trivalent 
influenza vaccine – FASTMum, Western Australia, Australia, 19 March- 15 
May 2014. 
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Table 6-5 Medical attendance of adverse events following influenza 
immunisation among pregnant and non-pregnant women – FASTMum, 
Western Australia, Australia, 19 March-15 May 2014. 

 Pregnant (n=947) Non-pregnant 
(n=275) 

Fisher’s 
exact 
test  

p-value 

AORb  

p-value 

 n Percent 
(95% CIa) 

n Percent  
(95% CIa) 

  

Reaction requiring any 
treatmentc 

52 5.5 (4.0-6.9) 26 9.5 (6.0-12.9) 0.02 0.06 

Reaction requiring 
telephone advice 

11 1.2 (0.5-1.8) 2 0.8 (0.0-2.0) 0.74 0.95 

    Telephoned a doctor 7 0.7 (0.2-1.3) 0 0.0 (0.0-0.1) 0.36 0.95 

    Telephoned other  4 0.4 (0.0-0.8) 2 0.8 (0.0-2.0) 0.62 0.78 

Reaction requiring 
medical attention 

12 1.3 (0.5-2.0) 1 0.4 (0.0-1.2) 0.32 0.18 

    Visited a doctor 8 0.8 (0.3-1.4) 1 0.4 (0.0-1.2) 0.69 0.45 

    Visited a hospital 
emergency department 

4 0.4 (0.0-0.8) 0 0.0 (0.0-0.1) 0.58 0.96 

a CI, confidence interval 
b AOR, adjusted odds ratio – adjusted for age and residence (metropolitan/non-metropolitan) 
cA reaction requiring treatment was defined as any reaction where the woman reported self-treating with an antipyretic 
or pain reliever or visiting a doctor, medical centre or hospital emergency department to seek treatment. 
 

 

(5.5%; 95% CI: 4.0-7.0%). However, this difference was not statistically 

significant (p=0.06) (Table 6-5).  This difference in proportion of reactions 

treated between pregnant and non-pregnant, female HCPs can be largely 

attributed to the increased rates of fever and headache reported by non-

pregnant, female HCPs. Among women reporting any reaction, headache and 

fever were the only symptoms significantly associated with seeking some form 

of treatment (p=0.03 and p<0.01, respectively).  Reactions requiring telephone 

advice or medical attention were uncommon in both pregnant women and non-

pregnant, female HCPs (1.3%; 95% CI: 0.5-2.0% vs 0.4%; 95% CI: 0.0-1.2%, 

p=0.25). 

Four pregnant women reported attending a hospital emergency department in 

the week following influenza vaccination. One woman reported fever and rigors, 

a second reported gastroenteritis, the third reported an upper respiratory tract 
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infection, and the fourth woman reported nausea, dizziness, malaise and a 

miscarriage.  Follow-up assessment by the physician caring for the woman who 

reported a miscarriage indicated the event was consistent with a spontaneous 

abortion and unrelated to vaccination. 

6.3.3   Discussion 

This study found no evidence that pregnant women are more likely to 

experience a reaction following administration of the 2014 influenza vaccination 

when compared to non-pregnant, female HCPs of similar age.  Using active 

surveillance, this study found that 1-in-10 pregnant women experienced some 

sort of reaction, but fewer than 2% developed a fever. In fact, pregnant women 

were significantly less likely to develop fever following influenza vaccination 

compared to non-pregnant female HCPs. The most common side-effect 

reported by either group of women was a local reaction at the injection site, 

occurring in about one of every 15-20 women vaccinated. This information is 

useful in reassuring pregnant women and antenatal immunisation providers 

regarding the reactogencity of seasonal influenza vaccination during pregnancy. 

However, because the antigenic characteristics of the influenza vaccine can 

change from year to year, ongoing assessments of safety and reactogencity are 

warranted.   

Previous active surveillance initiatives in Western Australia in 2012193 and 

2013249 found AEFI rates similar to those reported here for the 2014 influenza 

vaccine. Comparable rates of AEFI among pregnant women have been 

reported from other settings.249,261 In the US, Nordin et al. (2013) investigated 

the incidence of medically-attended events in pregnant women 42 days 

following TIV vaccination, finding a low frequency of such events and no 

increased risk of medically-attended events in pregnant women.261 However, 

the majority of vaccine safety studies in pregnant women, including this 

investigation, have been observational in nature.262 Randomised clinical trials 

would be useful in establishing an unbiased comparative rate of adverse events 

in vaccinated and unvaccinated pregnant women, particularly for pregnancy-

specific events such as miscarriage.  
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This is the first study to directly compare the reactogenicity of influenza vaccine 

in pregnant women to a sample of non-pregnant women. It is interesting to note 

the higher incidence of fever observed in non-pregnant female HCPs, which 

may suggest a protective effect of pregnancy against febrile events. Such an 

occurrence is not implausible considering previous research has shown 

pregnancy can have a protective effect against medical conditions, such as 

breast cancer263 and rheumatoid arthritis,264 due to hormonal and 

immunological changes induced by pregnancy.265 Alternatively, it is possible 

these differences were observed due to reporting differences in the groups of 

women. Non-pregnant female HCPs are likely not a perfect comparison group. 

Because of their profession and potential knowledge of simple remedies, HCPs 

are a unique subset of vaccinees with distinctive health-seeking behaviours and 

perceptions of health. As a result, it is possible that the incidence of reported 

fever is more a reflection on the perception of fever, and the threshold for 

subjective fever may differ between HCPs and other cohorts. Another possible 

explanation for the observation that more HCPs reported fever is that pregnant 

women may expect or be accustomed to fluctuations in symptomatology related 

to their pregnancy and therefore do not attribute such symptoms to vaccination. 

However, these explanations are speculative, and additional studies would be 

required to explore further. In any event, this study found nothing to suggest 

pregnant women are more likely to report experiencing a reaction to inactivated 

influenza vaccine, compared to non-pregnant women of similar age.   

There are several other limitations which should be considered when evaluating 

these results. First, the reactions were self-reported and generally not medically 

attended, thus they are subject to reporting biases.  Secondly, demographic 

differences were identified between these groups of women, most likely due to 

the younger age distribution of pregnant women compared to non-pregnant 

women and the preferential distribution of intradermal TIV in metropolitan HCP 

vaccination programs. However, analyses controlled for differences in age and 

residence to account for this. 

Despite the limitations, these results indicate that pregnant women experience 

similar rates of vaccine-associated side effects as non-pregnant women, and 

these findings can be used to reassure pregnant women who are wary of 
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influenza vaccination due to concerns about side effects. Continued monitoring 

of vaccine safety and reactogenicity is an integral component of vaccination 

campaigns;266 appropriate and relevant vaccine safety information, such as 

those collected by FASTMum, should be communicated in a timely manner to 

pregnant women and antenatal care providers to enable informed decision-

making regarding antenatal vaccination.  

6.4  Association between fetal death and seasonal trivalent influenza 

vaccine administration in pregnancy 

Pregnant women are at increased risk of serious complications following 

influenza infection, including pneumonia and acute respiratory distress 

syndrome.72,267,268 This increased risk is thought to be the result of depressed 

cell-mediated immunity and physiological changes to the cardiopulmonary 

system associated with pregnancy.72,268 Influenza infection during pregnancy 

has also been linked to adverse fetal and neonatal outcomes, including 

increased risk of preterm birth72,269 and fetal mortality; this effect has been most 

pronounced during influenza pandemics.77,79,267 During the recent 2009 

influenza A/H1N1 pandemic, a significant increase in perinatal mortality was 

observed following maternal infection, most of this attributable to a four-fold 

increase in stillbirths.10,79 

Seasonal influenza vaccination has been shown to prevent infection in mothers 

and their newborn infants,31,270 and the World Health Organization has indicated 

that pregnant women should receive the highest priority for seasonal influenza 

vaccination.155 Reported vaccine uptake remains below 50% in pregnant 

women, and concern regarding the safety of the vaccine for the fetus is a 

commonly cited reason why women refuse vaccination.226,271 Enhanced data 

collection and surveillance during the 2009 H1N1 pandemic offered the unique 

opportunity to monitor the safety of pandemic influenza vaccination in large, 

observational studies.272 These studies suggested stillbirth was less common in 

women who received pandemic vaccine compared to unvaccinated women, 

supporting the safety of pandemic influenza vaccination during 

pregnancy;79,215,272-274 however, to date, no population-based study has been 

conducted to evaluate the impact of antenatal administration of seasonal 

influenza vaccination on stillbirth during non-pandemic influenza seasons.215,272 
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The aim of this study was to assess the relative risk of stillbirth among 

vaccinated and unvaccinated pregnant women during the 2012 and 2013 

seasonal influenza epidemics in the winter months of the southern hemisphere. 

6.4.1   Methods 

Western Australia has a population of 2.4 million people, with 71% residing in 

the Perth metropolitan area. There are approximately 30,000 births each 

year.275 For this analysis, multiple state-wide data sources were linked by the 

Western Australian Data Linkage Branch of the Western Australia Department 

of Health, using probabilistic matching of the full name and date of birth of 

mothers who delivered in Western Australia between 1 April 2012 and 31 

December 2013. The project was approved by the Western Australia 

Department of Health Human Research Ethics Committee. 

6.4.1.1   Data sources 

6.4.1.1.1   VACCINATION STATUS 

Seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine has been provided at no cost under the 

National Immunisation Program to pregnant women since 2009 and has been 

part of routine antenatal care in Western Australia since 2012. Post-partum 

surveys estimate that 25-36% of women who were pregnant during the study 

period received season trivalent influenza vaccine.223 The majority of pregnant 

women in Australia receive their influenza vaccine from general practitioners; an 

additional 19% are immunised at public hospital antenatal clinics.223 As part of 

ongoing vaccine safety surveillance, providers administering influenza vaccine 

during pregnancy under the National Immunisation Program are asked to inform 

the Western Australia Department of Health of the name, date of birth, and 

vaccination date of the expectant mother. This information is stored in the 

Western Australia Antenatal Influenza Vaccination Database. In this cohort, 

women with a vaccination record occurring between the estimated date of 

conception (based on gestation) and 14 days prior to date of delivery were 

defined as vaccinated during pregnancy. 

6.4.1.1.2   BIRTH INFORMATION 
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The Midwives Notification System is a legally mandated data collection system 

which requires the healthcare professional attending the birth to provide 

information at the time of delivery related to the pregnancy for all births in 

Western Australia ≥20 weeks gestation.253 The midwife in attendance usually 

submits birth information to the system; however, in the absence of a midwife 

the medical officer is asked to submit the information. If there is no midwife or 

medical officer in attendance, the first qualified midwife or medical offer to 

attend would submit the information. In Western Australia, 98% of births occur 

in hospital (59% of which are public), and 1% occur at a birth centre, both of 

which are staffed by midwives.253 The remaining 1% of births occur at home, 

which may or may not be attended by a midwife. The Midwives Notification 

System is thought to include 99% of births in the state.218 Midwives Notification 

System data include the date of birth, birth weight, postcode of residence, 

status of the baby at birth (alive or dead), Apgar scores at one and five minutes 

after delivery, medical conditions of the mother, and complications related to the 

pregnancy and delivery. Gestation provided in Midwives Notification System 

data is estimated based on a previously validated algorithm drawing from both 

antenatal indicators (e.g. expected due date) and neonatal indicators of 

gestation (e.g. sole creases, scalp hair).276 Stillbirth was defined as a birth 

where the infant was recorded as stillborn by the clinician and had an Apgar 

score of zero at one minute and five minutes following birth. This definition is 

consistent with previously published definitions.277 

6.4.1.1.3   COVARIATES 

Maternal age, pre-existing medical conditions, the occurrence of medical 

complications during pregnancy (including pre-eclampsia, gestational diabetes, 

threatened abortion, threatened preterm labour and urinary tract infections), and 

smoking during pregnancy (yes/no) were obtained from the midwives’ records. 

Indigenous status was defined using a previously validated algorithm drawing 

from multiple government administrative data sets.221 The statistical local area 

of the mother at the time of birth was used to calculate a Socio-Economic 

Indexes for Areas (SEIFA) score. Statistical local areas are Australian Standard 

Government Classification defined local areas which cover the whole of 

Australia. SEIFA is comprised of several indices, the main index being that of 

relative disadvantage which is derived from low income, low educational 
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attainment, high unemployment and jobs in unskilled occupations.232 SEIFA 

scores were grouped into quintiles. Statistical local areas were also used to 

assign individuals into levels of remoteness of their residence based on the 

Accessibility and Remoteness Index of Australia (ARIA) scale, a national index 

developed by the National Centre for Social Applications of Geographic 

Information Systems. ARIA scores are based on road distance measurements 

from the statistical local area of residence to the nearest populated locality 

greater than 1,000 persons; scores range from one (highly accessible) to five 

(highly remote).278 

6.4.1.2   Statistical analysis 

Binomial logistic regression models were used to calculate the odds of 

vaccination and stillbirth by maternal sociodemographic characteristics, 

maternal medical risk factors, and influenza virus circulation at three time 

periods; pre-influenza season was defined as 1 Apr - 3 Jun 2012 and 1 Jan - 14 

Jul 2013; influenza season was defined as 4 Jun - 23 Sep 2012 and 15 Jul -13 

Oct 2013; and post-influenza season was defined as 24 Sep - 31 Dec 2012 and 

14 Oct - 31 Dec 2013 (Figure 6-4). Seasonal cut-points were determined based 

on state-wide notifications for laboratory-confirmed influenza during 2012 and 

2013.  

Similar to previous investigations,79,198,279 Cox regression models were used to 

compare the risk of stillbirth in vaccinated and unvaccinated women. Days of 

gestation from 20 weeks was included as the underlying time variable and 

vaccination status as the time-dependent exposure variable. Because 62% of 

vaccinated women were immunised after 20 weeks of pregnancy, i.e. during the 

observation period, vaccinated women contributed unvaccinated person-time 

until their date of vaccination. Because influenza vaccine uptake was more 

common in this cohort in women with higher risk pregnancies,223 models were 

adjusted by propensity of vaccination to avoid potential confounding by 

indication. Propensity scores for vaccination were derived from a logistic 

regression model with maternal age, SEIFA and ARIA scores, primiparity,



 

 

 

Figure 6-4 Weekly distribution of live and stillbirths, doses of seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine and laboratory-confirmed 
influenza cases during cohort study period. 
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multiple births, pre-existing medical conditions, and complications of pregnancy 

as independent variables and vaccination status as the dependent variable. 

Propensity scores ranged from -0.68 to 1.07 (median: 0.23, interquartile range 

[IQR]: 0.05-0.44). Models were also adjusted for Indigenous status of the 

mother and self-reported smoking during pregnancy.  

To estimate the effect in births following influenza season compared to the 

effect in births prior to influenza season, a ratio of hazards ratios was calculated 

using the approach outlined by Altman and Bland.280 Hazards regression 

models were also created to compare the risk of stillbirth in preterm 

pregnancies (<37 weeks) and full-term pregnancies (≥37 weeks), and for five 

levels of propensity of vaccination (strata 1, -0.69-0.01; strata 2, 0.02-0.15; 

strata 3, 0.16-0.30; strata 4, 0.31-0.50; strata 5, 0.51-1.07). All covariates were 

tested to determine whether models met the assumption of proportional hazards 

(α=.05). 

6.4.2   Results 

A total of 59,333 midwives records were provided for linkage with a date of birth 

from 1 April 2012 to 31 December 2013. Of these, 1,325 were excluded 

because the mother resided outside of Western Australia (n=71) or had missing 

covariate information (n=1,254), leaving 58,008 births for analysis.  A total of 

5,541 births were linked to an influenza vaccination record of which 5,076 (92%) 

had a date of administration 14 days or more prior to the date of delivery. 

Therefore, the final dataset included 58,008 births, 5,076 to vaccinated mothers 

and 52,932 to unvaccinated mothers (Figure 6-5), contributing 7,716,084 days 

of follow-up during pregnancy (462,808 days vaccinated and 7,253,276 days 

unvaccinated). The majority of births included in the analysis were to mothers 

who were <35 years of age (80%), non-Indigenous (94%), and in the top 20% 

socioeconomic (SEIFA) level (65%); 44% resided in a metropolitan area.  

6.4.2.1   Influenza vaccination 

Overall, 8.7% of the cohort received seasonal influenza vaccine during their 

pregnancy (6.9% in 2012% and 10.2% in 2013). The proportion of births to  
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Figure 6-5 Data linkage of birth cohort – Western Australia, Australia, 
2012-13. 

 

vaccinated mothers ranged from 0.5% in April 2012 to 15.8% in August 2013, 

with the number of doses administered to pregnant women peaking in April 

each year (Figure 6-4); 18.7% of vaccinated mothers were immunised in the 

first 13 weeks of pregnancy; 45.7% were immunised in weeks 14 to 27 of their 

pregnancy; and 35.6% were immunised in week 28 or later of (Figure 6-6). 
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Vaccination was more common among women >35 years of age (odds ratio 

[OR]: 1.08; 95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.01-1.15), women residing in highly 

accessible areas (OR: 2.17; 95% CI: 1.86-2.54), and women in the highest 

socioeconomic level (OR: 1.25; 95% CI: 1.09-1.45). Women with pre-existing 

diabetes, hypertension, or asthma were also more likely to be vaccinated as 

compared to women without such conditions (OR: 1.76; 95% CI: 1.34-2.30, OR: 

1.36; 95% CI: 1.06-1.74, and OR: 1.20; 95% CI: 1.10-1.31, respectively). 

Women who experienced complications during pregnancy were more likely to 

be immunised compared to women without such complications (OR: 1.29; 95% 

CI: 1.19-1.38). Primiparous women and women with multiple births were also 

more likely to be vaccinated compared to multiparous and women with a 

singleton pregnancy (OR, 1.14; 95% CI, 1.07-1.21 and OR, 1.35; 95% CI, 1.15-

1.58, respectively) (Table 6-6). 

6.4.2.2   Stillbirth 

During the observation period, 377 stillbirths occurred, equating to 6.5 per 1,000 

births overall. Indigenous women were twice as likely as non-Indigenous 

women to experience stillbirth (OR: 2.04; 95% CI: 1.47-2.83) (Table 6-7). 

Women with pre-existing medical conditions including diabetes and 

hypertension were more likely to experience stillbirth compared to women 

without these conditions (OR: 2.93; 95% CI: 1.44-5.93 and OR: 3.36; 95% CI: 

1.92-5.88, respectively). Women who smoked during pregnancy and 

pregnancies with multiple infants were also more likely to result in stillbirth 

compared to non-smoking and singleton pregnancies (OR: 1.42; 95% CI: 1.07-

1.89 and OR: 4.08; 95% CI: 2.89-5.75, respectively). Women residing in highly 

accessible areas and with the highest socioeconomic level were less likely to 

experience stillbirth compared to women in remote areas and women of the 

lowest socioeconomic level (OR: 0.66; 95% CI: 0.46-0.97 and OR: 0.66; 95% 

CI: 0.44-0.99, respectively). The majority (66.4%) of stillbirths in the cohort 

occurred between 20 and 27 weeks gestation. Although not statistically 

significant, stillbirth was more common during post-influenza season compared 

with pre-influenza season (OR: 1.22; 95% CI: 0.95-1.55; p=0.07) (Table 6-7). 
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Table 6-6 Antenatal influenza vaccination status of women who delivered 
in Western Australia between 1 April 2012 and 31 December 2013, by 
demographic characteristics and obstetric history. 

Characteristic Percent vaccinated Vaccinated vs. 
Unvaccinated 

Maternal age  n % (95% CI) OR (95% CI)a 

     <35 years 3,987 8.6 (8.4-8.9) Ref 

     ≥35 years 1,089 9.2 (8.7-9.8) 1.08 (1.01-1.15)b 

Indigenous status    

    Indigenous 317 9.6 (8.7-10.7) Ref 

    Non-Indigenous 4,759 8.7 (8.5-8.9) 0.89 (0.79-1.01) 

Socioeconomic status (SEIFA)    

    Quintile 1 (most disadvantaged) 227 7.1 (6.2-8.0) Ref 

    Quintile 2  754 8.1 (7.6-8.7) 1.16 (0.99-1.35) 

    Quintile 3 612 7.7 (7.2-8.3) 1.10 (0.94-1.29) 

    Quintile 4 1,701 9.9 (9.5-10.3) 1.44 (1.25-1.66)b 

    Quintile 5 (least disadvantaged) 1,782 8.7 (8.3-9.1) 1.25 (1.09-1.45)b 

Remoteness of residence (ARIA)    

    Very remote 177 4.9 (4.2-5.7) Ref 

    Remote 126 8.0 (6.8-9.5) 1.69 (1.33-2.14)c 

    Moderately accessible 357 7.4 (6.7-8.2) 1.55 (1.29-1.87)c 

    Accessible 1,855 8.2 (7.8-8.6) 1.73 (1.48-2.03)c 

    Highly accessible 2,561 10.1 (9.7-10.5) 2.17 (1.86-2.54)c 

Pre-existing diabetes    

     No 5,014 8.7 (8.5-8.9) Ref 

     Yes 62 14.3 (11.4-18.0) 1.76 (1.34-2.30)c 

Essential hypertension    

     No 5,005 8.7 (8.5-8.9) Ref 

     Yes 71 11.5 (9.2-14.2) 1.36 (1.06-1.74)c 

Asthma    

     No 4,477 8.6 (8.4-8.8) Ref 

     Yes 599 10.1 (9.4-10.9) 1.20 (1.10-1.31)c 
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Table 6-6 (cont’d) Antenatal influenza vaccination status of women who 
delivered in Western Australia between 1 April 2012 and 31 December 
2013, by demographic characteristics and obstetric history. 

Characteristic Percent vaccinated Vaccinated vs. 
Unvaccinated 

Smoked during pregnancy n % (95% CI) OR (95% CI)a 

     No 4,520 8.8 (8.5-9.0) Ref 

     Yes 556 8.6 (7.9-9.3) 0.98 (0.89-1.07) 

Complications during pregnancyd   

     No 4,087 8.4 (8.2-8.7) Ref 

     Yes 989 10.5 (9.9-11.2) 1.29 (1.19-1.38)c 

Type of delivery    

     Singleton 4,902 8.7 (8.5-8.9) Ref 

     Multiple 174 11.3 (9.8-13.0) 1.35 (1.15-1.58)c 

Parity    

     Multiparous 3,352 8.4 (8.2-8.7) Ref 

     Primiparous 1,724 9.5 (9.0-9.9) 1.14 (1.07-1.21)c 
a Shown are the odds of vaccination by select demographic and medical characteristics of mothers as calculated by 
unconditional logistic regression models. 
b Significant at α=.05.  
c Significant at α=.01. 
d Complications during pregnancy include pre-eclampsia, gestational diabetes, threatened abortion, threatened preterm 
labour, and urinary tract infections. 
 
 

 

The unadjusted incidence of stillbirth in unvaccinated mothers was 5.0 per 

100,000 pregnancy days compared with 3.0 per 100,000 pregnancy days in 

vaccinated women (Table 6-8). The adjusted risk of stillbirth was 51% lower 

among vaccinated women compared to unvaccinated women (adjusted hazard 

ratio [aHR]: 0.49; 95% CI: 0.29-0.84).  Of the 465 women who were vaccinated 

<14 days before the date of delivery, i.e. classified as unvaccinated for this 

analysis, none had a stillbirth.  When comparing the rate of stillbirth by 

gestational age, a significant reduction in stillbirths among vaccinated mothers  
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Table 6-7 Stillbirths recorded in Western Australia between 1 April 2012 
and 31 December 2013, by maternal characteristics. 

Characteristic Stillbirths per 1,000 
pregnancies 

Stillbirth vs live 
birth 

Maternal age  n No. per 1,000 

(95% CI) 

OR (95% CI)a 

     <35 years 295 6.4 (5.7-7.2) Ref 

     ≥35 years 82 6.9 (5.5-8.6) 1.09 (0.85-1.39) 

Indigenous status    

    Indigenous 41 12.5 (9.0-16.9) Ref 

    Non-Indigenous 336 6.1 (5.5-6.8) 2.04 (1.47-2.83)b 

Socioeconomic status (SEIFA)    

    Quintile 1 (most disadvantaged) 29 9.1 (6.3-13.0) Ref 

    Quintile 2  64 6.9 (5.4-8.8) 0.76 (0.49-1.18) 

    Quintile 3 49 6.2 (4.7-8.2) 0.68 (0.43-1.08) 

    Quintile 4 112 6.5 (5.4-7.8) 0.72 (0.48-1.08) 

    Quintile 5 (least disadvantaged) 123 6.0 (5.0-7.2) 0.66 (0.44-0.99)b 

Remoteness of residence (ARIA)    

    Very remote 34 9.4 (6.8-13.1) Ref 

    Remote 13 8.3 (4.8-14.1) 0.88 (0.46-1.67) 

    Moderately accessible 28 5.8 (4.0-8.4) 0.62 (0.37-1.02) 

    Accessible 142 6.3 (5.3-7.4) 0.66 (0.45-0.97)c 

    Highly accessible 160 6.3 (5.4-7.4) 0.66 (0.46-0.97)c 

Pre-existing diabetes    

     No 369 6.4 (5.8-7.1) Ref 

     Yes 8 18.5 (9.4-36.1) 2.93 (1.44-5.93)c 

Essential hypertension    

     No 364 6.3 (5.7-7.0) Ref 

     Yes 13 21.0 (12.3-35.6) 3.36 (1.92-5.88)c 

Asthma    

     No 344 6.6 (5.9-7.3) Ref 

     Yes 33 5.6 (4.0-7.8) 0.85 (0.59-1.21) 
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Table 6-7 (cont’d) Stillbirths recorded in Western Australia between 1 April 
2012 and 31 December 2013, by maternal characteristics. 

Characteristic Stillbirths per 1,000 
pregnancies 

Stillbirth vs live 
birth 

Complications during pregnancyd N No. per 1,000 

(95% CI) 

OR (95% CI)a 

     No 308 6.3 (5.7-7.1) Ref 

     Yes 69 7.4 (5.8-9.3) 1.16 (0.90-1.51) 

Smoked during pregnancy    

     No 320 6.2 (5.6-6.9) Ref 

     Yes 57 8.8 (6.8-11.4) 1.42 (1.07-1.89)c 

Type of delivery    

     Singleton 340 6.0 (5.4-6.7) Ref 

     Multiple 37 24.1 (17.5-33.1) 4.08 (2.89-5.75)c 

Parity    

     Multiparous 257 6.5 (5.7-7.3) Ref 

     Primiparous 120 6.6 (5.5-7.9) 1.02 (0.82-1.27) 

Seasonal influenza activity at birth   

     Pre-season 147 6.2 (5.2-7.2) Ref 

     Within season 111 6.1 (5.0-7.3) 0.99 (0.77-1.26) 

     Post-season 119 7.5 (6.3-9.0) 1.22 (0.95-1.55) 
a Shown are the odds of stillbirth by select demographic and medical characteristics of mothers as calculated by 
unconditional logistic regression models. 
b Significant at α=.05 
c Significant at α=.01 
d Complications during pregnancy include pre-eclampsia, gestational diabetes, threatened abortion, threatened preterm 
labour, and urinary tract infections. 

 

was only observed for stillbirths occurring prior to 37 weeks of gestation (aHR: 

0.45; 95% CI: 0.26-0.81). There was a non-significant reduction in stillbirth 

associated with maternal influenza vaccination prior to the start of the influenza 

season (aHR: 0.60; 95% CI: 0.22-1.61) and during the influenza season (aHR: 

0.57; 95% CI: 0.25-1.31); however, a greater and significant reduction was 

observed for births occurring during the post-influenza season period (aHR: 

0.33; 95% CI: 0.12-0.88) (Figure 6-6). The ratio of hazards ratios during the 

post-influenza season period compared to the pre-influenza season period was  
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Table 6-8 Hazard ratio of stillbirth, by maternal influenza vaccination 
status 

a Listed are the incidence and hazard of stillbirth compared by seasonal influenza vaccination status in mothers as 
calculated based on Cox regression models.  
b Adjusted analyses controlled for maternal smoking, Indigenous status, and propensity for vaccination. 
c Significant at α=.01 
d Propensity scores were calculated based on maternal age, SEIFA and ARIA score, primiparity, multiple birth, pre-
existing medical conditions, and complications of pregnancy as in Table 1. 
 
 

 

0.55 (95% CI: 0.13-2.25), suggesting the effect of vaccination may be greater 

following influenza season.   

6.4.3   Discussion 

This is the first population-based study of seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine 

and stillbirth, and the largest cohort study to date evaluating maternal 

vaccination and stillbirth. Results indicate there was a reduced hazard of 

stillbirth associated with seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine administered 

during pregnancy after controlling for risk factors for stillbirth and accounting for 

factors associated with disproportionate uptake of maternal vaccination. These 

results are consistent with those of previous large cohort studies investigating 

the perinatal impact of pandemic and monovalent influenza vaccination in  

 Vaccinated 
(n=5,076) 

Unvaccinated 
(n=52,932) 

Hazard Ratio (95% CI)a 

 Stillbirths per 
100,000 
pregnancy 
days 

Stillbirths per 
100,000 
pregnancy 
days 

Unadjusted  Adjustedb  

TOTAL 3.0 5.0 0.52 (0.31-0.91)c 0.49 (0.29-0.84)c 

By gestation 

    at <37 weeks 32.8 67.8 0.43 (0.24-0.77)c 0.45 (0.26-0.81)c 

    at ≥37 weeks 0.5 0.6 1.20 (0.29-4.97) 1.13 (0.27-4.71) 

By propensity for influenza vaccinationd 

    -0.69-0.01 1.6 3.4 0.39 (0.05-2.79) 0.36 (0.05-2.60) 

    0.02-0.15  3.7 4.6 0.72 (0.23-2.29) 0.68 (0.21-2.18) 

    0.16-0.30  3.5 4.1 0.74 (0.23-2.38) 0.74 (0.23-2.38) 

    0.31-0.50 2.9 6.3 0.39 (0.13-1.30) 0.41 (0.13-1.29) 

    0.51-1.07 3.2 6.7 0.41 (0.15-1.13) 0.40 (0.15-1.10) 
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Figure 6-6 Hazard ratio of stillbirth, by seasonal influenza activity 

a Influenza season was defined based on state-wide laboratory-confirmed influenza notifications. Pre-influenza season 
included births occurring between 01Apr2012-03Jun2012 and 01Jan2013-14Jul2013, influenza season included births 
occurring between 04Jun2012-23Sep2012 and 15Jul2013-13Oct2013, and post-influenza season included births 
occurring between 24Sep2012-31Dec2012 and 14Oct2013-31Dec2013. 
b Significant at α=.01. 
c Hazard ratios were calculated using Cox regression models which adjusted for maternal smoking, Indigenous status, 
and were stratified by propensity for vaccination. 

 

pregnancy198,215,272-274 and support the safety of antenatal administration of 

seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine. 

Several findings in this study support an association between influenza infection 

and stillbirth. The observed rate of stillbirth was higher following periods of 

influenza virus circulation (e.g. November through December) compared to 

periods prior to influenza season (e.g. January through May).  Although 

seasonal differences were not statistically significant (p=0.07), these results 

suggest a possible temporal association between stillbirth and influenza 

season. Researchers in Finland observed seasonal patterns in the population 

incidence of stillbirth, with the highest rates of stillbirth occurring just after 

influenza season in the northern hemisphere (March) and the lowest rates in 

summer and autumn.281 Furthermore, the effect estimate between vaccination 

and stillbirth was greater during the post-influenza season period compared to 
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the pre-influenza season period. Additional studies should further evaluate the 

possible temporal association between stillbirth and influenza season. 

These results are consistent with those of previous large cohort studies of 

maternal influenza vaccination during an influenza pandemic.198,273,274 Although 

observational cohort studies, such as this study, are subject to potential bias, 

including uncontrolled confounding due to the nature of the study design,272 

there are several strengths to this large observational cohort study. First, 

observational cohort studies are the most efficient method of measuring the 

impact of maternal influenza vaccination on stillbirth, given the relatively low 

incidence of stillbirth in developed countries and potentially low uptake of 

vaccine.272 With an incidence of 6.4 stillbirths per 1,000 births in Australia,282 

other study designs such as randomised controlled trials would be implausible, 

as well as unethical, given that maternal influenza vaccination is now 

recommended as standard of care. Second, previous observational, cohort 

studies have taken measures to prevent uncontrolled confounding, including 

propensity score adjustment198 and controlling for known maternal risk 

factors,274 and have observed a significant protective effect of maternal 

vaccination. Similar to these investigations, this analysis was stratified by the 

mother’s propensity for vaccination and adjusted for known maternal risk factors 

for stillbirth. Regardless of maternal risk factors and differing predisposition to 

vaccination, stillbirth was significantly less common in vaccinated mothers 

compared to unvaccinated.   

Despite the strengths of this cohort study, there are several limitations to this 

cohort study which should be considered. Measurement of vaccination status in 

this cohort is thought to have been incomplete. In the absence of a registry of 

adult vaccinations in Australia, we relied on provider-reported vaccination 

events and there was no legal requirement to report these vaccinations. An 

evaluation of the completeness of reporting for maternal influenza vaccinations 

in Western Australia found that approximately half (46%) get reported to the 

state vaccination database (Chapter 8). In addition, a postpartum survey of 

mothers in Western Australia who delivered in April through October in 2012 

and 2013 indicated that 26% and 36% (respectively) had received an influenza 

vaccination during the study period.223 In this cohort, 9% and 14% of mothers 
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were reportedly immunised during these respective time periods. However, 

because false positives (i.e. reporting a vaccination when one did not occur) are 

very unlikely in the vaccination database,239 exposure misclassification in this 

cohort would likely bias results toward the null, indicating the protective effect 

between vaccinations and stillbirths that observed in this study may be an 

underestimate of the true effect measure. Second, this cohort was restricted to 

the Australian setting over two influenza seasons; therefore results may not be 

generalizable to developing countries, where stillbirth is more common, or 

influenza seasons for which the protection afforded by the vaccine might be 

different. Finally, due to low number of outcomes in this dataset, a meaningful 

comparison of the safety of seasonal influenza vaccine by trimester of 

administration was not possible. Future research should examine whether the 

lower incidence of stillbirth associated with antenatal influenza vaccinations 

observed here is applicable to other influenza seasons and settings and across 

trimesters of vaccine administration. 

6.4.3.1   Conclusions 

These results support the safety of maternal influenza vaccination with no 

evidence of an increase in the risk of stillbirth following seasonal influenza 

vaccination during pregnancy. Additional research is needed to confirm the 

potential reduction in stillbirth observed in this cohort study. There are over 

three million stillborn infants each year worldwide, and in developed countries 

stillbirth accounts for 70% of perinatal deaths;283 confirmation of these findings 

would indicate seasonal influenza vaccination in pregnancy has substantial 

perinatal health benefits. These results may be useful for communicating the 

potential benefits of seasonal influenza vaccination to pregnant mothers and 

their providers. Given the growing body of evidence supporting the health 

benefits to mother and infant, concerted efforts are needed to improve seasonal 

influenza vaccine coverage among pregnant women. 
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Chapter 7: Effectiveness of Seasonal 
Influenza Vaccination during Pregnancy 
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 7.1   Preamble 

This chapter summarises an evaluation of the effectiveness of influenza 

vaccination administered during pregnancy in preventing infection in mothers 

and their infants. Hospital attendances were compared for immunised and 

unimmunised mothers. Similarly, hospital admissions were compared for infants 

born to immunised mothers and unimmunised mothers. 

The results examining hospitalisation rates in infants by maternal vaccination 

were accepted for publication in Pediatric Infectious Diseases Journal on 26 

May 2016. The results examining hospital attendances in pregnant women by 

vaccination status were accepted for publication in Vaccine. A copy of this 

publication is provided in Appendix D. 

7.2   Effectiveness of maternal influenza vaccination against infection in 

pregnant women 

Seasonal influenza causes serious morbidity and mortality during annual 

epidemics, leading to nearly five million cases of severe illness and 500,000 

deaths every year worldwide.284 Severe complications resulting in 

hospitalisation mainly occur in high-risk groups, including pregnant women. 

3,5,233,285 Pregnant women are three times as likely as non-pregnant women to 

be hospitalised as a result of influenza infection and are at twice the risk of 

influenza-associated mortality.286 The risk of hospitalisation following influenza 

infection has been shown to increase with stage of pregnancy.5 Severe 

infections can pose serious risk to the unborn infant. For example, data from the 

2009 A/H1N1 pandemic showed the risk of fetal death was twice as high in 

women infected during pregnancy compared to uninfected.79 

Due to this increased risk, seasonal influenza vaccination is recommended for 

pregnant women at any stage of pregnancy in order to prevent infection in 

pregnant women and their infants in the first six months of life.155 The existing 

evidence supporting the benefits of influenza vaccination during pregnancy has 

largely concentrated on the ability to protect young infants.146,148,287 A number of 

previous studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of seasonal influenza 

vaccination during pregnancy in preventing severe illness in young infants;31,146-

148 however, protection against serious disease (e.g., resulting in 
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hospitalisation) has not been well demonstrated in pregnant women.288,289 While 

one previous randomised controlled trial observed a 36% reduction in 

respiratory illness with fever in vaccinated women compared to unvaccinated 

women,31 population-based data supporting the effectiveness of seasonal 

influenza vaccination during pregnancy are limited. Two previous retrospective 

cohort studies failed to find a significant effect of seasonal influenza vaccine in 

pregnant women,16,163 and the cohort studies which have demonstrated an 

effect evaluated influenza A/H1N1 2009 monovalent vaccine.79,205 To date, no 

cohort study has observed a reduction in hospital admissions in pregnant 

women who receive seasonal influenza vaccine.  

It was the goal of this study to: a) estimate the proportion of pregnant women 

presenting to and/or admitted to hospital during influenza season for an acute 

respiratory tract infection; and b) compare the incidence of emergency 

department visits and inpatient hospital admissions for acute respiratory illness 

in vaccinated and unvaccinated pregnant women in order to estimate the 

effectiveness of seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine. 

7.2.1   Methods 

7.2.1.1   Setting  

Western Australia has a resident population of 2.6 million people, with 71% of 

the population residing in the metropolitan area.275 There are approximately 

33,000 births each year in Western Australia.252 In Australia, seasonal trivalent 

influenza vaccine is offered at no cost to pregnant women in Australia under the 

National Immunisation Program.290 The seasonal influenza vaccination program 

typically begins 15 March each year and vaccination activity ends by August. 

More than 70% of antenatal vaccinations are administered by general 

practitioners and another 20% are administered by nurses at public hospital 

antenatal clinics.223 

7.2.1.2   Data sources 

A retrospective, population-based cohort of 34,701 pregnant women who 

delivered between 1 April 2012 and 31 December 2013 in Western Australia 

was established using linkage of Western Australia Department of Health 
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records. Pregnancies eligible for inclusion in the cohort were identified from the 

state’s perinatal data collection, based on date of birth and estimated date of 

conception. The Midwives Notification System is a legally-mandated perinatal 

data collection in Western Australia for births ≥20 weeks gestation, which has 

been in place since 1975217 and is estimated to include 99% of all births in 

Western Australia.218 Data from the Midwives Notification System included the 

date of birth, estimated gestation, birth weight, maternal demographics and 

health, and obstetric history. Women with a record of delivery of an infant (live 

or stillborn) between 1 April 2012 and 31 December 2013 were selected for 

inclusion in the cohort.  

The vaccination status of women in the cohort was derived from the Western 

Australia Antenatal Influenza Vaccination Database, a Western Australia 

Department of Health database summarising reports of vaccines administered 

to pregnant women.239 Reports are submitted to the Western Australia 

Department of Health directly by the immunisation provider. Data include date 

of administration, vaccine brand, and estimated gestation at time of vaccination.  

Emergency department visits were measured using the Emergency Department 

Data Collection, and inpatient hospital admissions were measured using the 

Hospital Morbidity Data Collection. The Emergency Department Data Collection 

includes emergency department activity in the state’s metropolitan area public 

hospitals and private hospitals.291 Information related to the episode of care 

included date of presentation, principal diagnosis (International statistical 

classification of diseases and health related problems, 10th revision, Australian 

modification; ICD-10-AM), method of arrival (e.g., referral or presentation), 

triage code, and disposal code. The Hospital Morbidity Data Collection is a 

state-wide data collection which summarises information related to inpatient 

discharge summaries in all public and private hospitals in Western Australia and 

is used to determine state hospital statistics.219 Inpatient records include a date 

of admission, ICD-10-AM coded discharge diagnoses, length of stay, and 

admission and length of stay in intensive care unit (ICU).  

The Western Australia Notifiable Infectious Disease Database includes state-

wide data on notifiable infectious diseases. Laboratory-confirmed influenza 
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infection is a reportable condition in Australia.292 Notification data include the 

specimen collection date and virus subtype. 

7.2.1.3   Statistical analysis 

Because the Emergency Department Data Collection is largely restricted to the 

Perth metropolitan area, all analyses were confined to women residing in the 

Perth metropolitan area, based on their address in the perinatal database. 

Women with a vaccination record identified in the state database were 

considered ‘vaccinated.’ Women without a record were considered 

‘unvaccinated.’ Women who attended hospital and were vaccinated <14 days 

prior to presentation or admission were excluded from the analysis.  

Acute respiratory illnesses were defined based on the principal diagnosis code 

of the emergency department or hospital inpatient record. An inpatient hospital 

admission for an acute respiratory infection was defined as an inpatient record 

with a principal diagnosis code consistent with an acute respiratory illness 

(croup [J05], upper respiratory tract infection [J06], influenza [J09-J11], 

pneumonia [J12-J18], bronchitis [J20], bronchiolitis [J21], or an unspecified 

acute lower respiratory tract infection [J22]). Similarly, an emergency 

department visit for an acute respiratory infection during pregnancy was defined 

as an emergency department record with a principal diagnosis code consistent 

with an acute respiratory illness. To ensure emergency department visits and 

hospital admissions were mutually exclusive, only emergency department 

records with a disposal code indicating the woman was not admitted to hospital 

were included in the analysis. Hospital admissions or emergency department 

visits which linked to a notification record for laboratory-conifrmed influenza with 

a specimen collection date within 14 days of the admission or presentation date 

were considered to be associated with laboratory-confirmed influenza. The 

analysis was restricted to emergency department presentations and admissions 

to hospital which occurred during the southern hemisphere influenza season (1 

June 2012 – 30 September 2012; 1 July 2013 – 30 September 2013) (Figure 7-

1). 

Multivariable logistic regression models were used to compare the odds of 

vaccination and to estimate the odds of an emergency department visit or 
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inpatient hospital admission during pregnancy, by select sociodemographic and 

medical factors. Cox regression models were created comparing the risk of 

hospital outpatient visits and inpatient admissions during pregnancy in 

vaccinated and unvaccinated women. In these models, time zero was assigned 

as either the beginning of influenza season or the estimated date of conception. 

Women exited the observation period either after a hospital attendance, 

delivery, or at the end of influenza season (Figure 7-1). Vaccinated women 

contributed ‘unvaccinated’ person-time to the models until the date of 

vaccination. All covariates were tested to determine whether models met the 

assumption of proportional hazards (α=0.05). Vaccine effectiveness was 

calculated as 1-aHR (adjusted hazard ratio). Sensitivity analyses included 

similar analyses with hospital admissions occurring outside the seasonal 

influenza epidemic period. All analyses were performed in SAS version 9.4 

(SAS Institute, Research Triangle Institute, North Carolina USA).  

7.2.2   Results 

A total of 40,027 midwives records for women in the Perth, metropolitan area 

were provided for analysis, which linked to 277 inpatient hospital records and 

393 emergency department presentation records for acute respiratory illness, 

229 notification records for laboratory-confirmed influenza, and 5,541 

vaccination records; 4,903 records were removed because the woman spent no 

time at risk during her pregnancy, 413 were removed due to missing covariate 

information, and 10 records were excluded because the vaccination occurred 

<14 days prior to presentation or admission to hospital (Figure 7-2). The final 

cohort included 34,701 women residing in the Perth metropolitan area: 3,007 

vaccinated and 31,694 unvaccinated, which included a total of 2,926,374 

person days of follow-up (308,193 in vaccinated and 2,618,181 in 

unvaccinated).  

7.2.2.1   Seasonal Influenza Vaccination 

A total of 3,007 (8.7%) women in the Perth metropolitan area received a 

seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine during their pregnancy; 526 (17.5%) during 



 

 

 

Figure 7-1 Number of weekly emergency department visits and hospital admissions for acute respiratory illness in pregnant 
women and number of weekly state-wide notifications of laboratory-confirmed influenza in Western Australia, March 2012-
December 2013. 
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Figure 7-2 Retrospective cohort of vaccinated and unvaccinated pregnant 
women delivering between April 2012 and December 2013 in Western 
Australia. 

 

 

first trimester, 1,869 (62.1%) during second, and 612 (20.3%) during third 

trimester (Figure 7-3). The majority of women who received an influenza 

vaccine were immunised between April and May (n=1,615, 53.7%). Brand 

information was available for 2,921 (97.1%) of vaccinated women, of which 

1,713 (58.6%) received Vaxigrip®, 595 (20.4%) received Fluvax®, 524 (17.9%) 

received Fluarix®, and 89 (3.0%) received Influvac®. 

Seasonal inactivated trivalent influenza vaccination was associated with the 

number of previous pregnancies as well as the presence of certain medical 

conditions, including asthma, obesity, diabetes, gestational diabetes, and pre-

eclampsia (Table 7-1). Women with a history of asthma, diabetes, or obesity 

were more frequently immunised than women without such conditions (p<0.05). 

Women who developed either gestational diabetes or pre-eclampsia during their 

pregnancy were also more frequently immunised than women who did not 

develop these conditions (p<0.05). Antenatal immunisation was also associated 

with fewer previous pregnancies (p<0.001) (Table 7-1). 
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7.2.2.2   Emergency department visits 

Of the 281 non-admitted emergency department records for an acute 

respiratory illness which linked to the cohort, 96 (34.2%) visits occurred during 

pregnancy. Of the 96 emergency department visits, 60 (62.5%) visits were 

coded as upper respiratory tract infections, 13 (13.5%) as influenza, 10 (10.4%) 

as pneumonia, 6 (6.3%) as unspecified acute lower respiratory tract infections, 

and 7 (7.3%) as bronchitis; 7 (7.3%) emergency department visits were linked 

to a notification record for laboratory-confirmed influenza; 19 (19.8%) visits were 

in the first trimester of pregnancy, 45 (46.9%) in the second trimester, and 32 

(33.3%) in the third trimester (Figure 7-3); 3.1% of pregnant women who visited 

an emergency department for an acute respiratory illness were immunised 

against influenza. 

The majority of women presented to the emergency department directly 

(93.7%). The remaining 7.5% were referred to an emergency department by 

either a general practitioner (4.2%), an outpatient clinic (1.0%), or a health 

information helpline (1.0%); 48.9% of the visits were triaged as semi-urgent, 

requiring care within 60 minutes; 41.7% as urgent, 6.3% as an emergency and 

a small number were triaged as non-urgent (3.1%). 

Adjusted analyses showed that women with asthma and women who were 

obese were more likely to visit a hospital emergency department for an acute 

respiratory illness during influenza season compared to women without such 

conditions (adjusted odds ratio [AOR]: 2.97; 95% CI: 1.87-4.70 and AOR: 1.69; 

95% CI: 1.08-2.64, respectively) (Table 7-2). Women who developed pre-

eclampsia were also more likely to visit a hospital emergency department for an 

acute respiratory illness during influenza season compared to women without 

pre-eclampsia (AOR: 2.74; 95% CI: 1.18-6.35). Indigenous women were more 

than four times as likely as non-Indigenous women to visit an emergency 

department during pregnancy (AOR: 4.28; 95% CI: 2.31-7.93).  
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Figure 7-3 Hospital emergency department visits and inpatient admissions 
for acute respiratory illness during influenza season and number of 
seasonal trivalent influenza vaccinations, by month of pregnancy.  

 

7.2.2.3   Inpatient hospital admissions 

Of the 186 inpatient hospital records identified as acute respiratory illness, 94 

(50.5%) hospital admissions occurred during pregnancy during the study period. 

Of the 94 admissions, 30 (31.9%) were coded as influenza, 29 (30.9%) as 

upper respiratory tract infections, 18 (19.1%) as unspecified acute lower 

respiratory tract infections, and 13 (13.8%) as pneumonia. The remaining 4.3% 

were coded as bronchitis; 25 (26.6%) admissions were linked with a notification 

record for laboratory-confirmed influenza; 7 (7.4%) admissions were in the first 

trimester, 33 (35.1%) in the second trimester, and 54 (57.4%) in the third 

trimester (Figure 7-3); 5.3% of pregnant women who were admitted to hospital 

for an acute respiratory illness were immunised against influenza.  

Nearly one-half of admissions (45.7%) required one day in hospital. The 

majority of admissions resulted in discharge within three days of hospital 

admission (n=71, 75.5%); 1.1% of women admitted to hospital for an acute  
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Table 7-1 Characteristics of vaccinated women who delivered in Western 
Australia between 1 April 2012 and 31 December 2013. 

aOdds of vaccination, adjusted by maternal age, Indigenous status, socioeconomic level, asthma, obesity, pre-existing 
diabetes, gestational diabetes, pre-eclampsia, self-reported smoking during pregnancy, and number of previous 
pregnancies; b Socioeconomic level was determined based on the Socio-Economic Index for Areas developed by the 
Australian Bureau of Statistics which ranks areas according to relative socio-economic advantage and disadvantage 
based on information from the five-yearly Australian Census 
(http://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/censushome.nsf/home/seifa);c Significant at p=0.05 

Characteristic Total Received influenza vaccine 

Age group N n (%) aOR (95% CI)a 

   <35 years 27,120 2,327 (8.6) 0.92 (0.84-1.01) 

   ≥35 years 7,581 680 (9.0) Reference 

Indigenous status    

    Indigenous 1,004 97 (9.7) 1.13 (0.91-1.41) 

    Non-Indigenous 33,697 2,910 (8.6) Reference 

Socioeconomic levelb    

    Quintile 1 6,221 555 (8.9) 0.99 (0.87-1.11) 

    Quintile 2 7,546 667 (8.8) 0.98 (0.88-1.10) 

    Quintile 3 6,288 524 (8.3) 0.93 (0.82-1.04) 

    Quintile 4 7,105 595 (8.4) 0.93 (0.83-1.05) 

    Quintile 5 7,541 666 (8.8) Reference 

Asthma    

    Yes 3,492 338 (9.7) 1.14 (1.01-1.28)c 

    No 31,209 2,669 (8.5) Reference 

 Obesity    

    Yes 6,280 622 (9.9) 1.18 (1.08-1.30)c 

    No 28,421 2,385 (8.4) Reference 

Pre-existing diabetes    

    Yes 229 30 (13.1) 1.59 (1.08-2.34)c 

    No 34,472 2,977 (8.6) Reference 

Smoking during pregnancy    

    Yes 2,944 260 (8.8) 1.02 (0.89-1.17) 

    No 31,757 2,747 (8.7) Reference 

Gestational diabetes    

    Yes 2,746 308 (11.2) 1.34 (1.18-1.52)c 

    No 31,955 2,699 (8.5) Reference 

Pre-eclampsia    

   Yes 792 87 (11.0) 1.23 (0.98-1.54) 

    No 33,909 2,920 (8.6) Reference 

No. of previous pregnancies    

    ≥3 6,210 502 (8.1) 0.82 (0.73-0.92)c 

    2 6,103 480 (7.9) 0.82 (0.73-0.91)c 

    1 10,793 957 (8.9) 0.95 (0.87-1.04) 

    None 11,595 1,068 (9.2) Reference 
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Table 7-2 Characteristics of pregnant women visiting a hospital 
emergency department or admitted to hospital for an acute respiratory 
illness during the 2012 and 2013 influenza seasons in Western Australia. 

Characteristic Emergency department 
visita 

Inpatient hospital 
admissionb 

Age group n (%) AOR (95% CI)c n (%) AOR (95% CI)c 

   <35 years 83 (0.3) 1.69 (0.93-3.11) 79 (0.3) 1.67 (0.94-2.96) 

   ≥35 years 13 (0.2) Reference 15 (0.2) Reference 

Indigenous status     

    Indigenous 15 (1.5) 4.28 (2.31-7.93)d 9 (0.9) 2.10 (1.01-4.41)d 

    Non-Indigenous 81 (0.2) Reference 85 (0.3) Reference 

Socioeconomic levele     

    Quintile 1 (most deprived) 27 (0.4) 1.17 (0.62-2.19) 20 (0.3) 1.29 (0.62-2.66) 

    Quintile 2 21 (0.3) 0.89 (0.47-1.70) 22 (0.3) 1.37 (0.68-2.76) 

    Quintile 3 14 (0.2) 0.80 (0.39-1.61) 22 (0.3) 1.78 (0.89-3.56) 

    Quintile 4 16 (0.2) 0.87 (0.44-1.71) 17 (0.2) 1.31 (0.64-2.71) 

    Quintile 5 (least deprived) 18 (0.2) Reference 13 (0.2) Reference 

Asthma     

    Yes 18 (0.5) 1.76 (1.05-2.96)d 26 (0.7) 2.97 (1.87-4.70)d 

    No 78 (0.3) Reference 68 (0.2) Reference 

Obesity     

    Yes 30 (0.5) 1.69 (1.08-2.64) d 29 (0.5) 1.49 (0.95-2.34) 

    No 66 (0.2) Reference 65 (0.2) Reference 

Pre-existing diabetes     

    Yes 0 (0) -- 0 (0) --- 

    No 96 (0.3)  94 (0.3)  

Smoking during pregnancy     

    Yes 18 (0.6) 1.41 (0.80-2.50) 18 (0.6) 1.50 (0.85-2.63) 

    No 78 (0.3) Reference 76 (0.2) Reference 

Gestational diabetes     

    Yes 11 (0.4) 1.43 (0.76-2.71) 13 (0.5) 1.80 (0.99-3.27) 

    No 85 (0.3) Reference 81 (0.3) Reference 

Pre-eclampsia     

   Yes 6 (0.8) 2.74 (1.18-6.35)d 4 (0.5) 2.04 (0.74-5.63) 

    No 90 (0.3) Reference 90 (0.3) Reference 
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Table 7-2 (cont’d) Characteristics of pregnant women visiting a hospital 
emergency department or admitted to hospital for an acute respiratory 
illness during the 2012 and 2013 influenza seasons in Western Australia. 

Characteristic Emergency department 
visita 

Inpatient hospital 
admissionb 

Number of previous 
pregnancies 

n (%) AOR (95% CI)c n (%) AOR (95% CI)c 

    ≥3 21 (0.3) 1.24 (0.68-2.24) 31 (0.5) 2.86 (1.57-5.19)d 

    2 22 (0.4) 1.51 (0.86-2.68) 19 (0.3) 1.93 (1.01-3.69)d 

    1 25 (0.2) 1.02 (0.59-1.75) 25 (0.2) 1.48 (0.81-2.69) 

    None 28 (0.2) Reference 19 (0.2) Reference 
 

a An emergency department visit was defined as an emergency department visit record with a date of presentation 
during influenza season and a principal diagnosis of croup (J05), upper respiratory tract infection (J06), influenza (J09-
J11), pneumonia (J12-J18), bronchitis (J20), bronchiolitis (J21), or an unspecified acute lower respiratory tract infection 
(J22). 
b Hospital admission for seasonal respiratory illness was defined as a hospital admission record with a date of 
admission during influenza season with a principal diagnosis of croup (J05), upper respiratory tract infection (J06), 
influenza (J09-J11), pneumonia (J12-J18), bronchitis (J20), bronchiolitis (J21), or an unspecified acute lower respiratory 
tract infection (J22). 
c Adjusted odds ratios controlled for age group, Aboriginal status, socioeconomic level, asthma, obesity, hypertension, 
diabetes, smoking during pregnancy, gestational diabetes, pre-eclampsia, and number of previous pregnancies. 
d Significant at p=0.05. 
e Socioeconomic level was determined based on the Socio-Economic Index for Areas developed by the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics which ranks areas according to relative socio-economic advantage and disadvantage based on 
information from the five-yearly Australian Census (http://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/censushome.nsf/home/seifa). 

 

respiratory illness during pregnancy required admission to an ICU. Adjusted 

analyses showed that Indigenous mothers were twice as likely to be admitted to 

hospital for acute respiratory illness during pregnancy as non-Indigenous 

mothers (AOR: 2.10; 95% CI: 1.01-4.41) (Table 7-2). Women with asthma were 

nearly three times as likely as women without asthma to be admitted to hospital 

for an acute respiratory illness during influenza season (AOR: 2.97; 95% CI: 

1.87-4.70). Women with a history of three or more previous pregnancies were 

nearly three times as likely to be admitted to hospital as primiparous women 

(AOR: 2.86; 95% CI: 1.57-5.19). 

7.2.2.4   Vaccine effectiveness 

During influenza season in 2012 and 2013, there were 9.7 emergency 

department visits for an acute respiratory illness per 10,000 person days in 

vaccinated women and 35.5 emergency department visits per 10,000 person 

days in unvaccinated women (Table 7-3). Seasonal trivalent influenza 

vaccination administered during pregnancy resulted in an 81% reduction in 

emergency department visits in pregnant women during influenza season (aHR: 

http://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/censushome.nsf/home/seifa
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0.19; 95% CI: 0.05-0.68; p=0.01).  During the same time period, there were 

16.2 inpatient hospital admissions for an acute respiratory illness per 10,000 

person days in vaccinated women and 34.0 inpatient hospital admissions per 

10,000 unvaccinated women. Seasonal influenza vaccination during pregnancy 

was 65% effective in preventing inpatient hospital admissions in pregnant 

women during influenza season (aHR: 0.35; 95% CI: 0.13-0.97; p=0.04). 

Laboratory-confirmed influenza hospitalisations were apparently lower in the 

vaccinated group compared to the unvaccinated group of women, although the 

difference was not statistically significant (aHR: 0.16; 95% CI: 0.01-1.76).  

 

Table 7-3. Effectiveness of seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine in 
preventing emergency department presentations and admissions to 
hospital for acute respiratory illnessa during the 2012 and 2013 influenza 
seasons among pregnant women in Western Australia.  

 Vaccinated 

womena 

Unvaccinated 

women 

Number of women 3,007 31,694 

Person time (in days) 308,193 2,618,181 

   

Emergency department visits per 10,000 person days 9.7 35.5 

Unadjusted hazard ratio 0.20 (0.06-0.71)b 

Adjusted hazard ratioc 0.19 (0.05-0.68)b 

Vaccine effectiveness (1-aHR)d 81% (31-95%) 

   

Inpatient hospital admissions per 10,000 person days 16.2 34.0 

Unadjusted hazard ratio 0.40 (0.15-1.08) 

Adjusted hazard ratiod 0.35 (0.13-0.97)b 

Vaccine effectiveness (1-aHR) 65% (3-87%) 

aVaccinated women were defined as women with a  record of seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine during pregnancy at 
least 14 days prior to presentation to emergency department or admission to hospital. Unvaccinated women had no 
record of vaccination; bSignificant at p=0.05; cHazard ratio adjusted for maternal age (continuous), Aboriginal status, 
socioeconomic level, asthma, obesity, pre-eclampsia, and week of birth; dHazard ratio adjusted for maternal age 
(continuous), Aboriginal status, socioeconomic level, asthma, obesity, number of previous pregnancies, and week of 
birth. 
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Sensitivity analyses showed the incidence of hospital admission for an acute 

respiratory illness was low outside of influenza season in 2012 and 2013. 

Among vaccinated mothers, the incidence was 0.3 per 100,000 person days 

and among unvaccinated mothers, the incidence was 0.6 per 100,000 person 

days. During periods outside of influenza season in 2012 and 2013, there was 

no significant difference in the risk of inpatient hospital admission in vaccinated 

mothers compared to unvaccinated, although confidence intervals were wide 

(aHR: 0.77; 95% CI: 0.10-5.77;  p=0.80).  

7.2.3   Discussion 

This is the first, population-based cohort study demonstrating a protective effect 

of seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine in preventing hospital-attended 

respiratory illness in pregnant women. Serious infections during pregnancy 

which require hospital intervention have been linked to a 2-3 fold increase in the 

odds of intrauterine fetal demise, preterm birth, caesarean delivery and fetal 

distress,293 indicating prevention of hospitalisations through antenatal influenza 

vaccination could result in substantial maternal and perinatal health benefits. 

Considering the Vaccine Alliance (GAVI) recently decided not to invest in 

maternal influenza vaccination as a prevention strategy in low-income countries 

partly due to the limited evidence supporting the effectiveness of influenza 

vaccine in mothers;289 these results address this gap in the evidence and may 

useful to policy makers. 

Because uptake of influenza vaccine among pregnant women is poor,226,271 

these results suggest a substantial portion of pregnant women are currently 

missing out on the potential benefits of seasonal influenza vaccination during 

pregnancy. Previous research has shown that the largest contributing factor to 

under-immunising pregnant women is lack of a provider recommendation, with 

more than 70% of women reporting they would receive a seasonal influenza 

vaccine if it was recommended by their antenatal care provider.223,226,228 Results 

from this study could be used to encourage clinicians to recommend inactivated 

seasonal influenza vaccines to pregnant patients.  

In addition to demonstrating the effectiveness of vaccination against severe 

infections during pregnancy resulting in hospitalisation, these results also 
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provide valuable data related to the epidemiology of respiratory infections 

during pregnancy. In this cohort of pregnant women, one-quarter of admissions 

and one-in-fourteen emergency department visits were linked to a laboratory-

confirmed influenza case. These data indicate a sizable portion of 

hospitalisations in pregnant women are caused by influenza virus. Hospital 

admissions were more common in the later stages of pregnancy. Only one-third 

of emergency department visits occurred during third trimester, whereas, two-

thirds of admissions for a respiratory illness during pregnancy occurred in the 

third trimester. The greater risk of severe disease as pregnancy progresses has 

been well established.3,5,267,294 Progressive suppression of cell-mediated 

immunity throughout pregnancy means that infection often results in greater 

morbidity toward the later stages of pregnancy.268,288,295-297 Given the current 

recommendations to immunise women in all trimesters,6,298 it would have been 

helpful to evaluate the effect of the vaccine by trimester of administration, 

particularly considering the limited evidence demonstrating benefit to women in 

the first trimester of pregnancy.288,299 Unfortunately, in this study, small numbers 

prevented the estimation of vaccine effectiveness by trimester. Future research 

should address the effectiveness of seasonal influenza vaccination by trimester 

of administration.300-303 

There are several strengths to this analysis. First, the use of data linkage 

allowed the formation of a large cohort of pregnant women for analysis. 

Pregnant women are a unique subset of the general population and can be 

difficult to sample in sufficient numbers to conduct appropriately powered 

analyses. This approach, despite its potential biases, provided an efficient 

method of establishing a large, population-based cohort with routinely 

maintained state records. Second, the use of multiple state health department 

databases allowed us to incorporate detailed information on vaccination, 

hospital attendances, obstetric and medical history in pregnant women in this 

analyses.  

Western Australia has a long history of successful data linkage research,300-303 

and the quality of routinely linked data sources is high. A recent audit of the 

Midwives Notification System found that 96% of demographic information and 

97% of obstetric information were correctly recorded.304 The Hospital Morbidity 
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Data Collection data are used in Western Australia for Key Performance 

Indicator reporting, activity-based funding, and health service monitoring.219 

Because of this, the hospital discharge data included in this study are subject to 

routine quality assurance reviews and hospital coders must adhere to the 

Western Australia Coding Standards.  

Despite these strengths, there are several limitations which should be 

considered when interpreting these results. First, the vaccination data source 

used in this data linkage relied on provider-reported vaccination events, and 

some under-reporting would have occurred.239 As a result, some 

misclassification bias may be present in the study results; however, there is no 

reason to believe under-reproting varied across outcomes. Second, the linkage 

of this cohort relied on midwives’ records, which included births ≥20 weeks 

gestation. Due to the methods of data linkage, maternal mortality was not 

captured, although it is quite low in Australia.305 Third, due to the small number 

of laboratory-confirmed influenza cases among pregnant women who presented 

to hospital, large confidence intervals make interpretation of the effect against 

laboratory-confirmed outcomes difficult. Larger sample sizes are needed to 

evaluate the effectiveness of influenza vaccines against laboratory-confirmed 

outcomes in pregnant women. Fourth, given unknown variation in the testing 

practices of clinicians treating pregnant women in outpatient and inpatient 

facilities, a portion of hospital events included in this analysis would have been 

attributable to respiratory pathogens other than influenza. Considering this, it is 

possible the true effect of influenza immunisation during pregnancy is under-

estimated in this study. Finally, due to the nature of emergency department 

records utilised in this study and potential variation in health-seeking behaviours 

between metropolitan and rural and remote areas of the state, the analysis was 

restricted to the metropolitan population. While 71% of the population resides in 

the metropolitan area of the state,275 these results may not necessarily be 

generalizable to rural and remote areas.  

7.2.3.1   Conclusions 

Evidence from this cohort study suggests that antenatal influenza vaccination 

protects against a proportion of severe acute respiratory illnesses resulting in 

emergency department presentation or hospital admission during pregnancy. 
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Influenza infection during pregnancy poses a significant burden to pregnant 

women and their unborn infants,3,233 and a large portion of women are being 

denied the benefits of seasonal influenza vaccination. Fewer than 50% of 

pregnant women receive an influenza vaccine annually in Australia.223,228  

Communication of these results could encourage providers to recommend 

seasonal influenza vaccine to antenatal paitents and assist pregnant women in 

making informed decisions regarding influenza vaccination during pregnancy.  

7.3   Effectiveness of maternal influenza vaccination against infection in 

neonates 

Globally, influenza is associated with over one million episodes of severe 

respiratory illness in young children each year, resulting in an estimated 28,000 

to 111,500 paediatric deaths.83 Infants less than six months of age are at 

increased risk of hospitalisation for serious influenza illness, are more likely to 

experience prolonged intensive care unit stays, and have higher fatality rates 

compared to most other age groups.306 While infants with pre-existing medical 

conditions, such as lung disease, cardiovascular disease, and congenital 

malformations are at particularly high risk of severe illness and admission to an 

intensive care unit, most infants hospitalised for influenza are otherwise 

healthy.307  

Although newborns are at increased risk of serious influenza illness, current 

vaccines are not licensed for use in infants younger than six months of 

age.306,308 In the absence of an effective vaccine for use in young infants, 

influenza vaccination during pregnancy has been recommended as a means to 

protect newborns during the first few months of life, due to the protective effect 

of maternal antibodies transferred in utero. While several studies have found 

that maternal influenza vaccination can reduce laboratory-confirmed influenza 

illness in young infants,31,287 evidence supporting the impact of maternal 

influenza vaccination on severe medical outcomes, including medically-

attended respiratory illness is mixed.146-148,163,206 

The goal of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of maternal influenza 

vaccination on preventing hospitalisations for acute respiratory illness among 

infants less than six months.  
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7.3.1   Methods 

Western Australia has a resident population of 2.6 million people, 2 million of 

which reside in the Perth metropolitan area.275 Seasonal influenza activity 

occurs during the southern hemisphere winter months, typically beginning in 

June or July and ending in September or October. Seasonal influenza vaccine 

is offered at no cost to pregnant women through the National Immunisation 

Program, with vaccinations beginning in mid-March each year.290 The majority 

of vaccinated women receive their influenza vaccine from a general practitioner, 

although approximately 20% are vaccinated at public hospital antenatal clinics 

in Western Australia.223 Surveys of post-partum women in Western Australia 

indicate maternal influenza vaccine coverage was 23% in 2012 and increased 

to 36% in 2013.223 In 2012, Western Australia experienced a severe influenza 

season with a relatively large number of cases, predominantly attributed to 

influenza A/H3N2. In contrast, the 2013 seasonal influenza epidemic in Western 

Australia was milder and mostly attributed to influenza A/H1N1.292 

7.3.1.1   Data sources 

Retrospective probabilistic matching was used to link records from the state’s 

perinatal data collection, the Midwives Notification System, to records contained 

in state-wide databases for hospital discharges, notifiable diseases, deaths, and 

antenatal vaccinations. Records were probabilistically matched using the full 

name and date of birth of the mother or infant. All records were linked by the 

Western Australia Department of Health Data Linkage Branch using full name 

and date of birth of the mother or newborn.301 The protocol for data linkage and 

analysis were reviewed and approved by the Western Australia Department of 

Health Human Research Ethics Committee and the Western Australia 

Aboriginal Health Ethics Committee. 

The Midwives’ Notification System is a perinatal data collection system in 

operation since 1975;217 it is estimated to capture 99% of all births in Western 

Australia.218 All singleton births occurring between 1 April and 31 October in 

2012 and 2013 were selected for inclusion in the cohort, coinciding with the 

influenza vaccine program period and seasonal influenza virus circulation in 

Western Australia.   
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To determine maternal vaccination status, mothers in the cohort were linked to 

the Western Australia Antenatal Influenza Vaccination Database; initiated on 15 

March 2012, this database contains records of seasonal influenza vaccine 

administration to pregnant women submitted to the Department of Health by 

public and private immunisation providers.239  

Infants in the birth cohort were linked to the Western Australia Department of 

Health’s Hospital Morbidity Database Collection, a state data collection that 

comprises details of all inpatient discharges from public and private hospitals 

throughout Western Australia.219 Laboratory-proven influenza is a notifiable 

condition and infants in the cohort were linked to Western Australia Notifiable 

Infectious Diseases Database to identify hospitalisations for which influenza 

infection was laboratory-confirmed and notified to the state health 

department.309 In addition, the infant cohort was linked to the Death 

Registrations database in order to censor deaths which occurred during the 

follow-up period.  

7.3.1.2   Variable definition 

An infant whose mother had a record of receiving a seasonal influenza vaccine 

during pregnancy at least 14 days prior to delivery was classified as ‘maternally 

vaccinated.’ Principal diagnosis codes from hospital records were used to 

identify infants who were admitted to hospital for an acute respiratory illness 

during the influenza season. A hospitalisation for an acute respiratory illness 

was defined as a discharge that had a principal or secondary diagnosis with an 

International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems 

(Tenth revision, Australian Modification; ICD-10-AM) code of one or more of the 

following: croup (J05), upper respiratory tract infection (J06), influenza (J09-

J11), pneumonia (J12-J18), bronchitis (J20), bronchiolitis (J21), or an 

unspecified acute lower respiratory tract infection (J22). Only admissions which 

occurred during periods of known seasonal influenza activity were included.  An 

admission for laboratory-confirmed influenza was defined as an acute 

respiratory illness admission within an influenza season that linked to a 

notification record with a date of specimen collection within 14 days of the date 

of hospital admission. To avoid duplicate admission records which can result 

from hospital transfers, unique hospitalisation events were defined as those with 
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a date of admission >14 days apart. Repeat hospitalisations were defined as 

the occurrence of >1 unique hospitalisation event per infant during the 

observation period, from birth to six months of age. Admission to intensive care 

unit (ICU) was defined as an admission record with ≥1 day admitted to an ICU. 

The length of stay was also extracted from the hospital discharge record using 

dates of admission and separation.  

Baseline sociodemographic and health factors were obtained from midwives 

records and included: maternal age, socioeconomic status (as defined by socio-

economic indexes for areas),232 remoteness of residence (as defined by the 

accessibility/remoteness index of Australia),309 maternal obesity (body mass 

index ≥30 prior to pregnancy), asthma (yes/no), hypertension (yes/no), self-

reported smoking during pregnancy (yes/no), number of previous pregnancies, 

method of delivery (vaginal, elective caesarean, or emergency caesarean), 

gestational diabetes (yes/no), pre-eclampsia (yes/no), preterm birth (<37 weeks 

gestation), small for gestational age (lowest 10% birth weight for gestation), and 

low birth weight (<2500 grams). Indigenous status was defined using a 

previously validated algorithm drawing from multiple government administrative 

data sets.221 

7.3.1.3   Statistical analysis 

Categorical variables were compared using Cochran-Maentel-Hanzel (CMH) 

chisquare tests and continuous variables were compared using independent 

samples t-test (α=0.05). All data were analysed using SAS version 9.4 (SAS 

Institute, Research Triangle Institute, North Carolina USA). Predictors of 

maternal influenza vaccination and hospitalisation during influenza season were 

assessed using univariate and multivariate logistic regression models.  

A Cox proportional hazard model was fit with selected covariates to compare 

the risk of hospitalisation in maternally vaccinated and unvaccinated infants. 

Time to first hospitalisation and time between subsequent hospitalisations were 

included in the analysis. Time zero was defined as the beginning of influenza 

season (e.g., 1 June in 2012 and 1 July 2013) based on known influenza 

activity in the state.292 Infants contributed days of follow-up until either death, 

hospitalisation, the infant reached six months of age, or reached the end of 
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influenza season (e.g., September in 2012 and October in 2013). Sub-analyses 

were conducted comparing the risk of the newborn experiencing hospitalisation 

for acute respiratory illness by the trimester during which the mother was 

vaccinated. All covariates were tested to determine whether models met the 

assumption of proportional hazards (α=0.05). 

7.3.2   Results 

The initial data extract for linkage included records for 59,926 births, 4,211 

maternal influenza vaccinations and, among infants <6 months of age, 87 infant 

deaths, 99 notifications for laboratory-confirmed influenza, and 1,265 

admissions for a respiratory illness during influenza season (Figure 7-4). 

A total of 39,658 births occurred between April and October in 2012 and 2013 

and were eligible for inclusion in the analysis. Of these, 8,630 (22%) records 

were excluded: 3,504 due to missing covariate information, 2,298 because the 

infant contributed no person-days at risk during influenza season, 2,269 were 

multiple births, and 559 because of indeterminate vaccination status (e.g., the 

vaccination occurred <14 days prior to birth or vaccination date was not known). 

The final cohort for analysis included 31,028 singleton infants: 3,169 (10.2%) 

born to vaccinated mothers and 27,859 (89.8%) born to unvaccinated mothers 

(Figure 7-4). A total of 2,490,483 person days were included in the analysis: 

237,160 person days from maternally vaccinated infants and 2,253,323 person 

days from unvaccinated infants. 

7.3.2.1   Maternal influenza vaccination 

Of the 3,169 mothers who received an influenza vaccine ≥14 days prior to a 

singleton birth, 96 (3.0%) were vaccinated in the first trimester of their 

pregnancy, 1,520 (48.0%) in the second trimester, and 1,553 (49.0%) in the 

third trimester. More than one-third (37.6%) of influenza vaccinations occurred 

in April each year, near the launch of the seasonal influenza immunisation 

program (Figure 7-5). Recorded influenza vaccine coverage among pregnant 

women in the cohort was significantly higher in 2013 compared to 2012 (13.6% 

and 6.4%, respectively; p<0.001).   
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Figure 7-4 Record linkage of retrospective cohort – Western Australia, 
2012-13. 
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Independent of sociodemographic and other health factors, women with asthma 

(adjusted odds ratio [AOR]: 1.15; 95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.02-1.29; 

p=0.02), diabetes (AOR: 2.3; 95% CI: 1.7-3.2; p<0.001) and those who 

developed gestational diabetes during their pregnancy (AOR: 1.41; 95% CI: 

1.24-1.60; p<0.001) had higher odds of immunisation compared to women 

without these conditions (Table 7-4). In adjusted analyses, Indigenous women 

had higher odds of immunisation compared to non-Indigenous women (AOR: 

1.27; 95% CI: 1.07-1.50; p=0.007); women with three or more previous 

pregnancies had lower odds of immunisation compared to primiparous women 

(AOR: 0.82; 95% CI: 0.73-0.91; p=0.007), and women residing in remote areas 

had lower odds of immunisation than women in the metropolitan area (AOR: 

0.57; 95% CI: 0.46-0.71; p=0.003). 

 

 

 

Figure 7-5 Seasonal trivalent influenza vaccination during pregnancy, by 
trimester and month of vaccination – Western Australia, 2012-13. 
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Table 7-4 Maternal characteristics, by seasonal trivalent influenza 
vaccination status – Western Australia, 2012-2013. 

Characteristic No. in 
total 

cohort 

No. 
vaccinated               

(%) 

Odds of vaccination 

OR (95% CI)a AOR (95% CI)b 

Maternal age group      

    <35 years 24,820 2,507 (10.1) 0.94 (0.86-1.03) 0.93 (0.85-1.02) 

    ≥35 years 6,208 662 (10.7) Reference Reference 

Indigenous status     

    Aboriginal 1,698 195 (11.5) 1.15 (0.99-1.34) 1.27 (1.07-1.50)c 

    Non-Aboriginal 29,330 2,974 (10.1) Reference Reference 

Socioeconomic leveld     

    Quintile 1 (least deprived) 6,115 635 (10.4) 0.98 (0.87-1.10) 0.96 (0.85-1.08) 

    Quintile 2 6,834 730 (10.7) 1.01 (0.90-1.13) 1.00 (0.89-1.12) 

    Quintile 3 5,791 578 (10.0) 0.93 (0.83-1.05) 0.94 (0.83-1.06) 

    Quintile 4 6,450 607 (9.4) 0.88 (0.78-0.99)c 0.89 (0.79-1.00) 

    Quintile 5 (most deprived) 5,838 619 (10.6) Reference Reference 

Residencee     

    Very remote 570 48 (8.4) 0.79 (0.59-1.06) 0.72 (0.53-0.98)c 

    Remote 1,381 89 (6.4) 0.59 (0.48-0.74)c 0.57 (0.46-0.71)c 

    Metropolitan 29,077 3,032 (10.4) Reference Reference 

Asthma     

    Yes 3,184 366 (11.5) 1.16 (1.03-1.30)c 1.15 (1.02-1.29)c 

    No 27,844 2,803 (10.1) Reference Reference 

Obesity     

    Yes 6,759 731 (10.8) 1.09 (0.99-1.19) 1.05 (0.95-1.14) 

    No 24,269 2,438 (10.1) Reference Reference 

Pre-existing hypertension     

    Yes 319 45 (14.1) 1.45 (1.06-1.99)c 1.29 (0.93-1.79) 

    No 30,709 3,124 (10.2) Reference Reference 

Pre-existing diabetes     

    Yes 220 46 (20.9) 2.34 (1.69-3.25)c 2.31 (1.66-3.22)c 

    No 30,808 3,123 (10.1) Reference Reference 

Self-reported smoking during pregnancy   

    Yes 3,373 356 (10.5) 1.04 (0.93-1.17) 1.04 (0.92-1.18) 

    No 27,655 2,813 (10.2) Reference Reference 

Gestational diabetes     

    Yes 2,,291 312 (13.6) 1.43 (1.26-1.62)c 1.41 (1.24-1.60)c 

    No 28,737 2,857 (9.9) Reference Reference 
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Table 7-4 (cont’d) Maternal characteristics, by seasonal trivalent influenza 
vaccination status – Western Australia, 2012-2013. 

Characteristic No. in 
total 

cohort 

No. 
vaccinated               

(%) 

Odds of vaccination 

OR (95% CI)a AOR (95% CI)b 

Pre-eclampsia     

    Yes 687 87 (12.7) 1.28 (1.02-1.61)c 1.20 (0.95-1.51) 

    No 30,341 3,133 (10.2) Reference Reference 

No. of previous pregnancies    

    Three or more 6,009 572 (9.5) 0.86 (0.77-0.95)c 0.82 (0.73-0.91)c 

    Two 5,711 590 (10.3) 0.94 (0.84-1.04) 0.93 (0.83-1.03) 

    One 9,581 944 (9.9) 0.89 (0.81-0.98)c 0.89 (0.81-0.97)c 

    None 9,727 1,063 (10.9) Reference Reference 
a Unadjusted odds of vaccination based on univariate analysis. 
b Odds of vaccination adjusting for other age group, Indigenous status, socioeconomic level, residence, asthma, obesity, 
hypertension, diabetes, self-reported smoking during pregnancy, gestational diabetes, pre-eclampsia, and number of 
previous pregnancies. 
c Significant a p<0.05 
d Socioeconomic level was determined based on the Socio-Economic Index for Areas developed by the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics which ranks areas according to relative socio-economic advantage and disadvantage based on 
information from the five-yearly Australian Census (http://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/censushome.nsf/home/seifa).  
eAccessibility/Remoteness Index of Australia was used to determine remoteness of residence based on the census 
collection district of the mother’s residence 
(https://www.adelaide.edu.au/apmrc/research/projects/category/about_aria.html).  

 

7.3.2.2   Hospitalisations 

A total of 732 hospitalisations for acute respiratory illness occurred during the 

2012 and 2013 influenza seasons among the newborns in the cohort (2012: 378 

hospitalisations; 2013: 354 hospitalisations) (Figure 7-6). Overall, 503 (68.7%) 

admissions were coded as bronchiolitis, 137 (18.7%) as upper respiratory tract 

infections, 28 (3.8%) as pneumonia, 28 (3.8%) as influenza, and 24 (3.3%) as 

acute lower respiratory tract infections. Less than 1% of admissions were 

recorded as either bronchitis or croup. A total of 26 (3.5%) hospitalisations were 

linked to a notification for laboratory-confirmed influenza (2012: 5.0%; 2013: 

2.0%). A total of 14 (1.9%) hospitalisations resulted in admission to ICU (2012: 

3.7%; 2013: 0%), and 52 (7.1%) hospitalisations were repeat admissions in 

infants in the first six months of life. The majority of hospitalisations occurred in 

infants <2 months of age (73.4%). The average length of stay was 2.6 days 

(95% CI: 2.4-2.8 days) (2012: 2.5 days; 2013: 2.7 days).  

http://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/censushome.nsf/home/seifa
https://www.adelaide.edu.au/apmrc/research/projects/category/about_aria.html
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Newborn hospitalisations for acute respiratory illness were significantly 

associated with maternal age <35 years, more socioeconomic disadvantage, 

maternal asthma, and low birth weight (Table 7-5). In adjusted analyses, infants 

born to mothers with three or more previous pregnancies had higher odds of 

hospitalisations than infants born to primiparous mothers to be admitted to 

hospital (AOR: 3.17; 95% CI: 2.49-4.05; p<0.001). Infants born preterm had 

higher odds of hospitalisation compared to full-term infants (AOR: 1.81; 95% CI: 

1.37-2.40; p<0.001) and infants born to mothers who self-reported smoking 

during pregnancy had higher odds of hospitalisation compared to infants whose 

mothers did not smoke (AOR: 1.30; 95% CI: 1.06-1.59; p=0.01). Indigenous 

infants had higher odds of hospitalisation (AOR: 2.84; 95% CI: 2.25-3.58; 

p<0.001), hospitalisation with laboratory-confirmed influenza (AOR: 3.10; 95% 

CI: 1.05-9.12; p=0.04) and repeat hospitalisations (AOR: 6.27; 95% CI: 3.04-

12.92; p<0.001) during influenza season compared to non-Indigenous infants. 

7.3.2.3   Vaccine effectiveness 

In total, there were 21.9 hospitalisations per 100,000 person days among 

infants born to vaccinated mothers and 30.2 hospitalisations per 100,000 

person days among infants born to unvaccinated mothers (Figure 7-7). The 

length of hospital stay ranged from 1 to 49 days in the unvaccinated group 

(mean: 2.59 days) and 1 to 13 days in the maternally vaccinated group (mean: 

2.81 days; t=-0.84, p=0.40); 14 infants were admitted to ICU (1 maternally 

vaccinated, 13 unvaccinated). After controlling for maternal age, socioeconomic 

status, maternal asthma and smoking, the infant’s Indigenous status, smoking 

during pregnancy, number of previous pregnancies, and week of birth, 

maternally vaccinated infants were less likely to be hospitalised as compared to 

unvaccinated infants (adjusted hazard ratio [aHR]: 0.75; 95% CI: 0.56-0.99; 

p=0.04). Of the 26 hospitalisations for laboratory-confirmed influenza and 52 

repeat hospitalisations, none occurred among maternally vaccinated infants.  

There was no significant difference in the risk of hospital admission among 

infants born to mothers vaccinated in the second trimester compared to those 

born to unvaccinated mothers (aHR: 0.92; 95% CI: 0.58-1.46; p=0.72). 

However, infants born to mothers vaccinated in the third trimester were 



 

 

Figure 7-6 Weekly rate of hospitalisation for acute respiratory illness in infants <6 months – Western Australia, 2012-13. 
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Table 7-5  Hospitalisations for seasonal respiratory illness in infants <6 
months, by select characteristics – Western Australia, 2012-2013. 

 Characteristic Hospitalisation for seasonal respiratory 
illnessa 

M
a

te
rn

a
l 
c

h
a

ra
c

te
ri

s
ti

c
s

 

Age group n (%) OR (95% CI)b AOR (95% CI)c 

    <35 years 616 (2.5) 1.34 (1.09-1.63)d 0.70 (0.57-0.87)d 

    ≥35 years 116 (1.9) Reference Reference 

Socioeconomic levele    

    Quintile 1 (most 
disadvantaged) 

216 (3.5) 2.37 (1.84-3.04)d 1.51 (1.16-1.97)d 

    Quintile 2 175 (2.6) 1.70 (1.31-2.20)d 1.46 (1.12-1.90)d 

    Quintile 3 129 (2.2) 1.47 (1.12-1.93)d 1.33 (1.01-1.75)d 

    Quintile 4 123 (1.9) 1.26 (0.95-1.65) 1.18 (0.90-1.56) 

    Quintile 5 (least 
disadvantaged) 

89 (1.5) Reference Reference 

Residencef    

    Very remote 38 (6.7) 3.12 (2.23-4.38)d 1.42 (0.97-2.06) 

    Remote 44 (3.2) 1.44 (1.05-1.96)d 0.99 (0.71-1.37) 

    Metropolitan 650 (2.2) Reference Reference 

Asthma    

    Yes 110 (3.5) 1.57 (1.27-1.93)d 1.45 (1.17-1.78)d 

    No 622 (2.2) Reference Reference 

Pre-existing diabetes    

    Yes 6 (2.7) 1.16 (0.51-2.62) 0.60 (0.26-1.40) 

    No 726 (2.4) Reference Reference 

Pre-existing hypertension   

    Yes 9 (2.8) 1.20 (0.62-2.35) 1.05 (0.53-2.07) 

    No 723 (2.3) Reference Reference 

No. of previous pregnancies   

    Three or more 224 (3.7) 3.48 (2.76-4.39)d 3.17 (2.49-4.05)d 

    Two 168 (2.9) 2.72 (2.13-3.48)d 2.81 (2.19-3.61)d 

    One 233 (2.4) 2.24 (1.78-2.82)d 2.33 (1.85-2.95)d 

    None 107 (1.1) Reference Reference 

Indigenous status     

    Aboriginal 143 (8.4) 4.49 (3.71-5.43)d 2.84 (2.25-3.58)d 

    Non-Aboriginal 589 (2.0) Reference Reference 
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Table 7-5 (cont’d)  Hospitalisations for seasonal respiratory illness in 
infants <6 months, by select characteristics – Western Australia, 2012-
2013. 

 Characteristic Hospitalisation for seasonal respiratory 
illnessa 

In
fa

n
t 

c
h

a
ra

c
te

ri
s

ti
c

s
 

Preterm birth n (%) OR (95% CI)b AOR (95% CI)c 

    Yes 112 (5.3) 2.53 (2.06-3.12)d 1.81 (1.37-2.40)d 

    No 620 (2.1) Reference Reference 

Low birthweight     

    Yes 85 (5.9) 2.80 (2.22-3.54)d 1.55 (1.11-2.15)d 

    No 647 (2.2) Reference Reference 

Small for gestational age    

    Yes 88 (2.8) 1.23 (0.98-1.54) 1.06 (0.83-1.36) 

    No 644 (2.3) Reference Reference 

P
re

g
n

a
n

c
y
 

c
h

a
ra

c
te

ri
s

ti
c

s
 

Self-reported smoking during pregnancy  

    Yes 162 (4.8) 2.40 (2.01-2.87)d 1.30 (1.06-1.59)d 

    No 570 (2.1) Reference Reference 

Delivery method    

    Emergency caesarean 124 (2.4) 1.02 (0.79-1.31) 1.09 (0.88-1.33) 

    Elective caesarean 119 (2.3) 1.03 (0.84-1.26) 0.99 (0.80-1.22) 

    Vaginal 489 (2.4) Reference Reference 
 

a Hospitalisation for seasonal respiratory illness was defined as a hospital admission record with a principal or 
secondary diagnosis of croup (J05), upper respiratory tract infection (J06), influenza (J09-J11), pneumonia (J12-J18), 
bronchitis (J20), bronchiolitis (J21), or an unspecified acute lower respiratory tract infection (J22). 
b Unadjusted odds of hospitalisation and corresponding 95% confidence interval. 
c Odds of hospitalisation adjusted for maternal age, Indigenous status, socioeconomic status, residence, maternal 
asthma, hypertension or diabetes, self-reported smoking during pregnancy, preterm birth, low birth weight, small for 
gestational age, method of delivery and number of previous pregnancies. 
d Significant at p<0.05 
e Socioeconomic level was determined based on the Socio-Economic Index for Areas developed by the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics which ranks areas according to relative socio-economic advantage and disadvantage based on 
information from the five-yearly Australian Census (http://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/censushome.nsf/home/seifa).  
f Accessibility/Remoteness Index of Australia was used to determine remoteness of residence based on the census 
collection district of the mother’s residence 
(https://www.adelaide.edu.au/apmrc/research/projects/category/about_aria.html).  

 

significantly less likely to be hospitalised during the influenza season compared 

to unvaccinated infants (aHR: 0.67; 95% CI: 0.47-0.95; p=0.03). The small 

number of women immunised in their first trimester (n=96), precluded 

meaningful evaluation of the impact of first trimester vaccinations. 

 

http://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/censushome.nsf/home/seifa
https://www.adelaide.edu.au/apmrc/research/projects/category/about_aria.html
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Figure 7-7 Cumulative incidence of hospital admission for respiratory 
illness in infants <6 months of age, by maternal vaccination status – 
Western Australia, 2012-13. 

 

7.3.3   Discussion 

Results from this study indicate infants born to mothers who received influenza 

vaccine during pregnancy are at significantly lower risk of hospitalisation for an 

acute respiratory illness during influenza season compared to infants born to 

unvaccinated mothers in the first six months of life. Previous studies estimate 

maternal vaccination to be 48-91% effective in preventing infant hospitalisations 

for influenza.146,148,287 These results showed influenza vaccination during 

pregnancy is associated with a 25% reduction in infant hospitalisations for any 

acute respiratory illness during influenza season and suggest this reduction is 

attributed to receipt of seasonal influenza vaccine in the third trimester of 

pregnancy. 

Although the number of women vaccinated in the second and third trimesters 

was nearly equivalent (1,521 and 1,552, respectively), there was no significant 

reduction in hospitalisations for newborns whose mothers received an influenza 

vaccination in the second trimester. In contrast, infants <6 months of age born 

to mothers vaccinated in the third trimester were 33% less likely to be 
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hospitalised with an acute respiratory illness during influenza season compared 

to infants born to unvaccinated mothers.  

Substantial transfer of maternal IgG begins at approximately 30 weeks of 

gestation and is dependent on a range of factors including the total IgG 

concentration in maternal blood, the timing of vaccine administration during 

gestation, and the gestational age of the fetus at birth.310 Previous 

immunogenicity studies have observed a trend toward lower cord-blood titres 

and seroconversion rates in infants following longer intervals between time of 

vaccination and delivery;183,311 however, other studies have failed to observe 

any such differences based on gestation of pregnancy at vaccination.150,181 A 

recent study in young children found the half-life of influenza vaccine-induced 

antibodies in children receiving seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine can be as 

short as 96 days for some strains of influenza.312 If similar waning titres occur 

following maternal vaccinations this could be a plausible explanation as to why 

a protective effect was observed for vaccinations administered in the third, but 

not second trimester.313 In support of this, time from vaccination to delivery has 

been shown to be important for maternal antibody transfer to newborns for other 

vaccines. For example, antenatal immunisation with Haemophilus influenzae 

conjugate b vaccine at 36 weeks gestation was found to result in greater 

antibody transfer to the fetus, as compared to immunisation at 32 weeks.314 In 

addition, studies of antenatal vaccination with pertussis-containing vaccine 

found that maternal antibodies waned quickly among women immunised during 

the first and second trimester underscoring the need to administer pertussis 

vaccines during the late stages of pregnancy.140,315 Additional studies evaluating 

the clinical effectiveness of influenza vaccination by timing of vaccination during 

pregnancy would be helpful in confirming these results. 

There are several limitations of this study. First, hospital discharge data were 

used to measure the outcome in this study as opposed to a laboratory-

confirmed diagnosis; as a result, it is likely that an unknown number of the 

hospital admissions for acute respiratory illness included in this study were not 

caused by influenza.222 Few children are given an ICD diagnosis of influenza in 

either inpatient or outpatient settings22 and the extent of influenza testing for 

infants hospitalised in this study may be variable. Unpublished data suggest 
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that in 2012, 68% of infants <6 months of age who are admitted to hospital with 

a respiratory infection are tested for influenza (F Lim, unpublished data, 2015). 

Although influenza virus is identified in more than 80% of hospital admissions 

coded as influenza,316 unfortunately, in this study, there were too few 

hospitalisations with an admission coded as influenza for meaningful analysis 

using this outcome. Despite this, it is interesting to note that no admissions for 

laboratory-confirmed influenza occurred in the maternally vaccinated cohort. 

Second, because vaccination status was obtained using passive reports of 

maternal immunisation from providers, maternal influenza vaccination was likely 

under-reported in this cohort. Previous verification of these reports has found 

that false positive immunisation records are rare in this database (0.1%), 

therefore most exposure misclassification would most likely have biased these 

estimates toward the null (vaccinated women recorded as unvaccinated).239 

Given these limitations – i.e. a proportion of admissions would have been 

caused by a respiratory pathogen not expected to be affected by influenza 

vaccination, such as respiratory syncytial virus,316 and some vaccinated women 

were likely misclassified as unvaccinated - these results likely underestimate 

the true impact of maternal influenza vaccination on preventing influenza-

related hospitalisations in children less than six months of age. 

Nearly half of all children hospitalised during influenza season with laboratory-

confirmed influenza infection are five months of age or younger,22 and 

respiratory hospitalisations in infancy pose a substantial burden to health 

services and the community. Parents of children hospitalised with acute 

respiratory illness report an average of 73 hours lost work at a cost of 1,456 

USD per episode.317 Despite the benefits of influenza immunisation given during 

pregnancy, unfortunately, studies indicate that less than half of women in 

Australia, the United States, and other parts of the world receive an influenza 

vaccine during their pregnancy.223,228,271,318,319 Immunisation providers should 

actively communicate the benefit to the newborn provided by maternal influenza 

vaccination in order to improve vaccine uptake in pregnant women. 
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Chapter 8: Validity of Surveillance 
Systems for Monitoring Influenza 

Vaccinations in Pregnant Women in 
Australia 
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8.1   Preamble 

This chapter summarises an evaluation of surveillance systems in place in 

Western Australia for routinely monitoring influenza vaccine uptake in pregnant 

women. The results highlight advantages and disadvantages to existing 

systems as well as potential areas for improvement in routine monitoring of 

influenza vaccination in pregnant women. 

The results of this evaluation were published in BMC Public Health. A copy of 

this publication has been provided in Appendix D.  

8.2   Introduction 

To minimize the incidence of influenza infection in pregnant women and infants 

aged less than six months, the World Health Organization has recommended 

pregnant women be given the highest priority in seasonal influenza vaccination 

programs.155 Due to the health benefits to both mother and infant, influenza 

vaccination has been recommended in Australia since 2009.89 Despite strong 

recommendations promoting vaccination, there is currently no comprehensive, 

population-based surveillance system for antenatal influenza vaccination 

nationally or in any Australian jurisdiction. Similar to surveillance systems in the 

United States320 and other countries, estimates of influenza vaccine uptake in 

Australia typically rely on self-reported data collected by telephone survey. 

However, these surveys are not conducted routinely and often rely on a small 

sample of pregnant women. The most recent national estimate of antenatal 

influenza vaccine uptake in Australia (12.7%) is based on results from a 

computer-assisted telephone survey conducted in 2009 of just over 10,000 

Australian adults, 182 of whom were pregnant.321 More recent publications have 

reported uptake within a single jurisdiction or health service, and are not based 

on routinely collected surveillance data.216,223,225 

In the absence of a surveillance system for monitoring antenatal vaccinations, 

the Western Australia Department of Health (WA Health) has conducted an 

annual survey of pregnant women who delivered during influenza season to 

estimate the proportion of women who were vaccinated since 2012.216 While 

these surveys have been useful in tracking vaccine uptake in pregnant women 

and have demonstrated improvement from 10% in 2009 to 36% in 2013,223 
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implementing annual surveys is resource-intensive and more efficient vaccine 

surveillance methods may be available for this population.  

Other potential data sources for monitoring influenza vaccine uptake during 

pregnancy are summarised in Table 8-1. In 2012, WA Health established the 

Western Australian Influenza Vaccination Database (WAAIVD), a state-wide 

database of government-funded antenatal influenza vaccinations reported to 

WA Health, as provided by vaccination providers. Antenatal clinics, general 

practitioners, and hospitals submit reports which include the full name, date of 

birth, trimester of pregnancy, batch number and brand of influenza vaccine 

administered. Reports are generally submitted 1-2 days post-vaccination. 

Between March 2012 and September 2014, 11,427 doses of trivalent influenza 

vaccine were reported to WAAIVD. In addition to this database, some public 

and private maternity hospitals maintain electronic databases into which 

influenza vaccination status is entered after delivery and before hospital 

discharge. The accuracy and completeness of antenatal influenza vaccination 

status recorded in these systems is currently unknown.  

This study investigates the sensitivity, specificity and positive and negative 

predictive values of antenatal influenza vaccination status as recorded in the 

WAAIVD and maternity hospital databases using self-reported vaccinated 

status from an annual survey as the “gold standard.” 

8.3   Methods 

Western Australia has a population of 2.5 million people, representing 11% of 

the total Australian population.275 Approximately 30,000 babies are delivered 

each year in Western Australia. Hospital A is a large public antenatal hospital in 

the Perth metropolitan area which provides maternity care for 10% of the 

metropolitan population as well as high risk pregnancies across the state. 

Health service B is a private health service located in the north metropolitan 

area, which manages three hospitals providing private maternity care for 20% of 

the metropolitan area.  
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Table 8-1 Sources of antenatal influenza vaccination information 
evaluated. 

 Source of influenza vaccination information 

Database Western Australian 

Antenatal Influenza 

Vaccination 

Database 

Health service B 

database  

Hospital A database  

Population 

covered 

All pregnant 

women within 

Western Australia 

Women who 

deliver in a 

hospital within 

health service B 

Women who deliver 

at hospital A 

Data collected Full name, date of 

birth, vaccination 

provider, date of 

vaccination, brand 

and batch number 

of vaccine, and 

trimester of 

vaccination. 

Vaccination status 

(yes/no) 

Vaccination status 

(yes/no) 

Time data  

collected and 

entered into 

database 

At time of 

vaccination 

After delivery and 

before hospital 

discharge 

After delivery and 

before hospital 

discharge 

Person 

responsible for  

data collection 

and entry  

Immunisation 

provider 

Health 

professional 

attending birth 

Health professional 

attending birth 

 

In November and December 2013, 831 women who were pregnant during the 

2013 influenza vaccination season and had given birth to a live baby between 

07 April 2013 and 06 October 2013 were randomly selected from Western 

Australia’s statutory Midwives Notifications System. WA Health conducted a 10-

minute computer-assisted telephone interview with selected women, which 

asked whether the woman had been vaccinated during her last pregnancy and 

reasons why or why she was not vaccinated.223 Vaccinated women were asked 

for permission to verify their self-reported vaccination status with their 

immunisation provider; 563 women provided details for verification of their 

vaccination status with their immunisation provider: 211 delivered in health 

service B, 201 delivered in hospital A, and 151 delivered outside these services 
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(Figure 8-1). Because the WAAIVD is a state-wide database, the WAAIVD was 

screened for the vaccination status of all 563 women who provided details, 

based on full name and date of birth. Hospital A and health service B were 

provided the names and dates of birth of women who delivered within their 

respective health system and were asked to screen their electronic medical 

databases to confirm the women’s vaccination details. This project was 

reviewed and approved by the Western Australia Department of Health Human 

Research Ethics Committee. 

These data were used to calculate the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive 

values (PPVs), and negative predictive values (NPVs) for the WAAIVD and the 

electronic databases of participating maternity hospitals. A number of studies 

have shown that self-reported vaccination status is an accurate measure of 

vaccination status.322-324 As a result, self-reported antenatal influenza 

vaccination status was used as the “gold standard.” Corresponding 95% 

confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated using Wilson Score intervals.  

Information on the woman’s age, antenatal care provider, chronic medical 

conditions, and postcode were available based on survey responses. The 

woman’s postcode was used to determine socioeconomic status, based on 

calculated socioeconomic indexes for areas (SEIFA) score, which is an 

indicator for socioeconomic conditions by postcode. SEIFA is comprised of 

several indices, the main index being the index of relative disadvantage which is 

derived from low income, low educational attainment, high unemployment and 

jobs in unskilled occupations.232 Scores range from 700-1200. Estimates were 

stratified by quintile based on the distribution of scores in the state, with the 

lowest quintile indicating the woman was in the most disadvantaged 

socioeconomic group and the highest quintile indicating the woman was in the 

least disadvantaged socioeconomic group. Sensitivity and specificity were 

further stratified by subgroups of women for the WAAIVD, as there was 

sufficient sample size. Stratified sensitivity and specificity values were 

compared using z-tests at α=0.05.  

The proportion of recorded vaccinations were also calculated based on where 

the vaccine was administered and the trimester of pregnancy when the vaccine 
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was administered. These proportions were compared across vaccination 

records using Pearson chi-square tests (α=.05). 

8.4   Results 

The demographic characteristics of participating women are shown in Table 8-

2. More than half of women were 30-39 years of age (57.4%), were in the 

highest two socioeconomic quintiles (58.8%), and had an undergraduate 

university degree or Training and Further Education (TAFE) qualification 

(52.2%); 15.8% had a chronic medical condition. Two in five women (44.1%) 

received their antenatal care at a public antenatal hospital clinic; 37.3% 

received care from a private obstetrician, 17.1% from a general practitioner, and 

1.4% from another antenatal care provider.  

A total of 37.9% of women reported they had been vaccinated against influenza 

during their most recent pregnancy; 80.6% of these could be verified with the 

immunisation provider. The majority of vaccinations were administered by a 

general practitioner (59.6%); 20.3% were administered by a public hospital 

antenatal clinic, and 16.8% were administered by another immunisation 

provider, e.g. private hospital, community health clinic, and workplace 

immunisation clinic; 3.2% of women did not specify who provided the vaccine. 

Most women reported being vaccinated in either their second (56.5%) or third 

(31.7%) trimester. 

8.4.1 Western Australia Antenatal Influenza Vaccination  

Database 

A total of 45.7% self-reported vaccinations were identified in the WAAIVD. The 

specificity and PPV of the WAAIVD was high (99.6% and 99.3%, respectively). 

Table 8-3 displays the accuracy measures of WAAIVD by maternal age, SEIFA 

score, pre-existing medical conditions and antenatal care provider. Sensitivity 

did not significantly differ among women of varying ages, by socioeconomic 

status, or by the presence of existing clinical conditions. Sensitivity was   
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Table 8-2 Demographic characteristics of study participants (n=563), 
Western Australia 2013. 

 Characteristic Percentage 

Maternal age (in years) n (%) 

18-29 210 (37.3%) 

30-39 323 (57.4%) 

40-45 30 (5.3%) 

Residence   

Metropolitan 509 (90.4%) 

Rural/Remote 54 (9.6%) 

Socioeconomic status (SEIFA score)a 

Quintile 1 (Most disadvantaged) 13 (2.4%) 

Quintile 2 63 (11.5%) 

Quintile 3 150 (27.3%) 

Quintile 4 194 (35.3%) 

Quintile 5 (Least disadvantaged) 129 (23.5%) 

Highest level of education completedb 

≤High school graduate 175 (31.3%) 

Undergraduate/TAFE degree 292 (52.2%) 

Postgraduate degree 92 (16.5%) 

Existing Medical Conditions     

No chronic medical conditionc 474 (84.2%) 

Has ≥1 chronic medical condition 89 (15.8%) 

Antenatal care providerd 

Public antenatal hospital clinic 247 (44.1%) 

General practitioner 96 (17.1%) 

Private obstetrician 209 (37.3%) 

Other providere 8 (1.4%) 
a SEIFA, Socioeconomic indexes for areas; n=549; 14 women had unknown SEIFA scores. 
b n=559; 4 women had unknown educational attainment. 
c Chronic medical conditions included asthma, chronic heart disease, diabetes, and chronic lung disorders. 
d n=560; 3 women did not provide details on their antenatal care provide. 
e Other antenatal care providers included independent midwives, community midwifery programs, and the Royal 
Australian Flying Doctors Services. 
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significantly lower for women who received the majority of their antenatal care from 

a private obstetrician (33.6%; 95% CI: 26.2-41.8%) compared to women who 

received their care from a general practitioner (52.6%; 95% CI: 39.9-65.0%) or 

public hospital clinic (56.4%; 95% CI: 47.4-65.1%; p<0.01). A total of 84.4% (95% 

CI: 73.6-91.3%) of vaccinations administered at hospital A (a public maternity 

hospital) were captured by the WAAIVD; whereas, only 42.5% (95% CI: 35.7-

49.7%) of vaccinations administered by a general practitioner and 13.2% (95% CI: 

6.5-24.8%) administered by another immunisation provider were captured by the 

WAAIVD (p<0.01) (data not shown). Significantly fewer vaccinations were recorded 

in the WAAIVD when they were administered in the first trimester (29.7%; 95% CI 

17.5-45.8%) than those administered in the third trimester (61.0%; 95% CI 51.2-

70.0%) (p<0.01) (data not shown).  

8.4.2   Maternity hospital databases 

After examining the electronic maternity hospital databases of hospital A and 

health service B, 47.0% vaccinations were identified (Figure 8-1). The sensitivity of 

hospital A’s system was significantly higher compared to that of health service B 

(66.7% and 29.1%, respectively, p<0.01). The specificity exceeded 90% for each 

of the maternal hospital databases. However, specificity of hospital A’s maternity 

database was significantly lower (90.2%; 95% CI: 83.7-94.3%) compared to that of 

the WAAIVD (99.6%; 95% CI 97.8-99.9%; p<0.05). The NPV of health service B’s 

database was significantly lower compared to NPV of hospital A’s database (66.7% 

and 81.0%, respectively; p<0.05). The majority of vaccinations administered at 

hospital A were recorded in a maternity hospital database (80.4%; 95% CI: 67.5-

89.0%); whereas, 30.4% (95% CI: 21.3-41.2%) of vaccinations administered by a 

general practitioner were recorded, and 29.0% (95% CI: 16.1-46.6%) of 

vaccinations administered by some other immunisation provider were recorded 

(p<0.01) (data not shown). No differences were observed by trimester of 

vaccination. 

  



 

 

Table 8-3 Validity of the Western Australia Antenatal Influenza Vaccination Database (WAAIVD) for capturing antenatal 
vaccinations (n=563), by patient characteristics. 

 Subgroup Recorded 
Vaccinationsa 

True 
Vaccinationsb 

Sensitivity PPVc Specificity NPVd 

 n n % (95% CI) % (95% CI) % (95% CI) % (95% CI) 

Total 145 315 45.7 (40.1-51.4) 99.3 (96.2-99.9) 99.6 (97.8-99.9) 59.1 (54.3-63.7) 

Maternal age (years)             

18-29 49 107 44.9 (35.8-54.3) 97.9 (89.3-99.6) 99.0 (94.7-99.8) 63.3 (55.7-70.4) 

30-39 85 187 45.5 (38.5-52.6) 100 (95.7-100) 100 (97.3-100) 57.1 (50.8-63.3) 

40-45 11 21 52.4 (32.4-71.7) 100 (74.1-100) 100 (70.1-100) 47.4 (27.3-68.3) 

Socioeconomic status (SEIFA score)e 

Quintile 1 (Most disadvantaged) 3 12 25.0 (5.5-57.2) 100 (43.9-100) 100 (56.6-100) 35.7 (16.3-61.2) 

Quintile 2  17 32 53.1 (34.7-70.9) 100 (81.6-100) 100 (83.9-100) 57.1 (40.9-72.0) 

Quintile 3 32 69 44.9 (32.9-57.4) 96.9 (84.3-99.4) 96.9 (83.8-99.4) 44.1 (32.9-55.9) 

Quintile 4 31 56 55.4 (42.4-67.6) 100 (88.8-100) 100 (93.0-100) 67.1 (55.9-76.6) 

Quintile 5 (Least disadvantaged) 56 138 40.6 (32.7-48.9) 100 (93.6-100) 100 (97.1-100) 61.1 (54.4-67.5) 

Existing medical conditions 

Has ≥1 chronic medical 
condition 

22 46 47.8 (34.1-61.9) 100 (85.1-100) 100 (91.8-100) 64.2 (52.2-74.6) 

No chronic medical condition 123 269 45.3 (39.5-51.3) 99.2 (95.5-99.9) 99.5 (97.3-99.9) 58.1 (52.9-63.2) 

Antenatal (AN) care providerf 

Public hospital AN clinic 67 117 56.4 (47.4-65.1) 98.5 (92.0-99.7) 99.2 (95.8-99.9) 71.7 (64.7-77.7) 

General practice clinic 30 57 52.6 (39.9-65.0) 100 (88.6-100) 100 (91.0-100) 59.1 (47.0-70.1) 

Private obstetrician 46 137 33.6 (26.2-41.8)g 100 (92.3-100) 100 (94.9-100) 44.2 (36.8-51.8)g 
a Recorded vaccinations were defined as vaccination events identified in the state’s antenatal influenza vaccination database, based on provider-reported vaccination information; b True 
vaccinations were defined as vaccination events self-reported by the woman during telephone interview; c PPV, positive predictive value; d NPV, negative predictive value; e SEIFA, 
Socioeconomic indexes for areas; f Antenatal care provider was defined as the healthcare professional who provided the majority of antenatal care as self-reported at the time of telephone 
interview; g Signifiant at p<.05. 
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Figure 8-1 Assessment of antenatal influenza vaccination surveillance, Western Australia 2013. 
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8.5   Discussion 

This is the first formal evaluation of data sources for estimating antenatal influenza 

vaccinations using self-report as the “gold standard.” Based on these result, 

systems which rely on provider-reported vaccination events or electronic medical 

records poorly capture influenza vaccinations administered to pregnant women, 

and the validity of these systems varies widely. A state-wide antenatal influenza 

vaccination database which relies on passive reporting from immunisation 

providers accurately recorded 46% of influenza vaccinations administered to 

pregnant women. Electronic medical records within a public maternity hospital 

recorded 67% of antenatal vaccinations, and public health service records 

recorded 29%. These results indicate there is significant under-reporting of 

vaccinations administered to pregnant women in all systems.  

The low sensitivity and negative predictive values identified in this study are 

perhaps not surprising, considering these systems rely on passive reporting from 

either immunisation providers or hospital staff. Although surveillance systems 

which rely on passive reporting have methodological advantages, such as low cost 

and relatively simple implementation, they often have low sensitivity and may not 

be representative. In the case of maternal vaccinations, it is apparent that 

immunisations are not comprehensively reported and entered, as demonstrated by 

this study. Previous research has demonstrated that incentives can be used to 

improve the timeliness and accuracy of recording vaccination events, and this may 

be one method for improving the validity of these systems.325,326 However, this 

introduces additional resource requirements for sustaining this surveillance activity. 

Education and targeted intervention may also improve recording; for example, in 

this setting, only one-third of vaccinations administered by a general practitioner 

were recorded in the state vaccination database. Targeted education could help 

improve provider reporting from these sites. 

Vaccinations administered outside of traditional providers, such as places of 

employment, were also infrequently recorded in these systems, likely because 

these providers are unlikely to report vaccination events to the state government 
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and are less often included in hospital records, as observed by this study. Previous 

investigations have shown that approximately 30% of working-age adults receive 

influenza vaccines in non-traditional healthcare settings,327 and nine percent of 

vaccinated women in this study reported having been vaccinated at their 

workplace. Considering 13% of immunisations provided outside of general practice 

or public hospital clinics were recorded by the WAAIVD and 29% were recorded in 

the maternity hospital database, this is likely a large factor in the under-reporting of 

vaccinations to these systems and an area for improvement.  

In the absence of a comprehensive system for monitoring adult vaccinations, such 

as an adult vaccination register, influenza vaccinations are difficult to routinely 

monitor in all adults. However, unique to antenatal vaccinations, there are two 

logical time points available for recording influenza vaccinations during pregnancy: 

once at vaccine administration, as the WAAIVD is structured, and again at delivery, 

as recorded by hospital databases. Data collection at the time of delivery can be 

logistically convenient as there are statutory requirements for the collection of 

information related to the pregnancy and birth.328 Under the Health Act 1911, 

midwives are required to notify the Department of Health of the outcomes of all 

birth events within 28 hours of birth by completing a Notification of Case Attended 

form (Appendix A). Data collected in these forms are used to establish the 

Midwives Notification System, a state-based perinatal data collection.217 The 

inclusion of influenza vaccination status in state or national perinatal data 

collections would establish an annual, electronic source of estimating influenza 

vaccine uptake in pregnant women. Other countries such as Canada choose to 

monitor influenza vaccination in this way. For example, the Nova Scotia Atlee 

Perinatal Database, a population perinatal database collects data on maternal 

health, details on the delivery, and information related to influenza vaccination.255 

Data are collected after hospital discharge and are based on standardised clinical 

forms and hospital records.  These databases have proven useful for evaluating 

uptake and the effectiveness of maternal immunisation programs and could be 

used for similar purposes in Australia. 
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Globally, there are three types of systems which have been used to estimate 

influenza vaccine uptake during pregnancy: 1) population surveys; 2) healthcare 

utilisation, insurance claims, and pharmaceutical dispensary data; and 3) 

vaccination registries. Population surveys are a valid and reliable method for 

estimating uptake216,223,225 and have been previously used for surveillance of 

maternal influenza immunisations in Australia.321 However, they are time-

consuming, resource intensive, and can be difficult to implement annually. Health 

service utilisation and health insurance claims databases have also been used for 

surveillance of maternal influenza immunisation. The UK General Practice 

Research Database, a primary care database containing de-identified health 

records from 8.4% of the UK population, has been used to determine the 

proportion of women immunised against influenza.279,329 In the United States, 

patient-specific insurance claims data, such as Kaiser Permanente health plan 

membership data330,331 and LifeLinkTM Health Plan Claims Database333 have been 

used to evaluate uptake of influenza vaccine during pregnancy. In France, a 

database of prescription use in the general population has been used to evaluate 

risks associated with drugs administered during pregnancy.333,334 While these 

databases tend to draw from a large population of unique members and have 

produced estimates similar to those of population surveys,255,329 such databases 

are not necessarily designed to provide accurate vaccination uptake estimates. 

National databases or registries, such as the national database in Denmark which 

was established during the H1N1 pandemic to monitor H1N1 vaccination,198 are an 

ideal source of vaccination uptake data. However, the Denmark registry was 

restricted to pandemic vaccinations, and would need to be maintained annually for 

it to be useful in monitoring seasonal influenza vaccine uptake in pregnant women.  

Electronic vaccination registries of the whole population, such as those of Denmark 

and a number of other countries in Europe,335,336 could be used to collect seasonal 

influenza vaccination information needed to evaluate vaccination programs, in 

pregnant women and other target groups. Australia’s electronic immunisation 

registry is currently restricted to children under the age of seven years, and the 

case for a whole-of-life immunisation registry in Australia has been argued in the 
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past.337,338 Expansion of this registry to adults would allow for monitoring of 

influenza vaccination during pregnancy as well as other target groups. Previous 

research has shown that electronic vaccination registries estimate vaccination 

status similar to self-reported vaccination status for women and high risk 

groups,339,340 and electronic information is likely the most efficient source of routine 

vaccination information. Recent establishment of antenatal pertussis vaccination 

programs in the United Kingdom and the United States of America, and their 

imminent introduction in Australian jurisdictions underscore the importance of 

national surveillance systems for adult vaccination, including antenatal vaccination. 

There are several limitations to consider when interpreting the data in this study. 

First, self-reported vaccination status was used as the “gold standard” in this 

evaluation. While self-report has historically been proven to be a good measure of 

vaccination status, it could be argued that this is an imperfect measure. In this 

study, the majority of self-reported vaccinations could be verified by the 

immunisation provider (80.6%); however, influenza vaccines administered in the 

workplace or by non-traditional providers could not be verified. Published literature 

support the validity of self-reported vaccination status in adults and indicate that 

false negative self-reports are extremely rare. The sensitivity of self-report has 

previously been shown to range from 90-100%,322-324 and self-reported vaccination 

status is commonly used to estimate influenza vaccine coverage.341,342 However, 

given 20% of self-reported records could not be verified, it is possible that some 

self-reported vaccinations were inaccurately classified as ‘true.’  Second, hospital A 

routinely offers influenza vaccination to its patients and reports these to WA Health. 

Hospital A is responsible for the majority of deliveries in public hospitals in Western 

Australia. It is likely that a large proportion of women who reported a public hospital 

clinic as their antenatal care provider were immunised at hospital A and were more 

likely to be recorded. Third, hospital A and health service B provide maternity 

services within the metropolitan area of the state, and so the sample of women in 

this evaluation may not be representative of pregnant women across Western 

Australia. Finally, it is possible that a name and date of birth search in both 
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databases was insufficient to identify women, which may lead to some 

discrepancies in the data.  

8.5.1   Conclusions 

Monitoring influenza vaccine coverage is an integral component of national and 

state-based evaluation of immunisation programs, particularly for influenza, which 

is administered annually to a range of target groups.337,341,343 Considering influenza 

vaccination is an important intervention for preventing disease in pregnant women 

and is a component of standard care for antenatal patients, surveillance of 

antenatal influenza vaccination could be improved. In addition to identifying 

contributing factors to the poor sensitivity of the systems evaluated in this study, 

additional systems for recording antenatal influenza vaccinations, such as 

recording vaccination status in perinatal data collections, are available which could 

be used to monitor this public health intervention. The gaps identified in this 

evaluation likely apply to other populations where monitoring vaccine uptake 

annually can be difficult. Exploration of alternative vaccination registers which 

include both children and adults, and record indication/s for vaccination, such as 

pregnancy and immunosuppression could potentially replace the fragmented 

immunisation registers currently available for specific age groups or vaccines. 

Such information is critical for providing data for monitoring coverage and 

evaluating disease prevention programs.337,343   
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Chapter 9: Summary of Findings  
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9.1   Summary 

This thesis provides new evidence supporting the safety and effectiveness of 

seasonal inactivated trivalent influenza vaccination during pregnancy. Results 

generated as part of this body of work suggest seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine 

is safe when administered during pregnancy and can have significant perinatal 

health benefits. Influenza vaccination during pregnancy in Western Australia 

between 2012 and 2013 was associated with 25% fewer acute respiratory illness 

hospital admissions in infants <6 months and 65% fewer admissions in pregnant 

women. Despite the benefits of influenza vaccination during pregnancy, a 

significant portion of women and their infants in Australia do not receive these 

benefits. Although uptake of seasonal influenza vaccination improved between 

2012 and 2014, only 41% of pregnant women received an influenza vaccination 

during pregnancy in 2014. The work outlined in this thesis identifies strategies 

which could be used to promote vaccination to pregnant women. The impact of 

maternal influenza vaccination identified as part of this work demonstrates the 

potential population health benefit of mass vaccination programs for pregnant 

women. 

9.2   Major findings 

A summary of the major findings has been provided in Table 9-1, including findings 

related to uptake, safety, and effectiveness of seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine 

in Western Australia. Uptake of influenza vaccines significantly improved from 22% 

in 2012 to 41% in 2014. The majority of vaccinated women report receiving an 

influenza vaccine in the second trimester of pregnancy, and vaccination was more 

common among women with chronic medical conditions and women residing in the 

Perth metropolitan area; 80% of unvaccinated women stated they would have been 

vaccinated had a healthcare provider recommended the vaccine to them during 

pregnancy, which suggests further improvements in influenza vaccine coverage 

among pregnant women is possible. The proportion of women who reported having 

been recommended a seasonal influenza vaccine varied by their model of care. 

Women who received the majority of their antenatal care from a private obstetrician 

were most likely to have been recommended and to have received a seasonal 
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influenza vaccine. Women who received most of their antenatal care from a 

general practitioner or at a public hospital antenatal clinic received seasonal 

influenza vaccine less often, regardless of possible differences in age, 

socioeconomic level, residence, or health.  

Both prospective follow-up and retrospective analysis of health records confirmed 

the safety of administering seasonal influenza vaccine during pregnancy. 

Approximately 14% of pregnant women reported an adverse event following 

seasonal influenza immunisation. A similar proportion of non-pregnant women 

between 18 and 45 years of age reported experiencing an adverse event following 

a seasonal influenza immunisation. As part of this work, a short message service 

(SMS) system was developed, and SMS was demonstrated to be a feasible 

method of data collection for post-vaccination health monitoring; 96% of women 

provided a mobile telephone number for post-vaccination follow-up, and between 

85 and 91% of women replied to a query SMS message seven days following 

vaccination. Based on retrospective analysis of 58,008 births in Western Australia, 

the risk of stillbirth was 53% lower in women who received seasonal trivalent 

influenza vaccine as compared to unvaccinated women. This risk reduction was 

only observed for stillbirths between weeks 20 and 37 gestation, and only for births 

just following periods of influenza virus circulation (e.g., post influenza season). 

Retrospective analysis of health records indicated that influenza vaccination during 

pregnancy protected mothers and infants against severe respiratory infections 

resulting in hospitalisation. In total, 2% of infants <6 months of age were admitted 

to hospital during influenza season for an acute respiratory illness between 2012 

and 2013. The majority of admissions were recorded as bronchiolitis, and 4% of 

admissions could be attributed to laboratory-confirmed influenza. Infants born to 

vaccinated mothers were 25% less likely to be admitted to hospital for a respiratory 

illness during influenza season as compared to infants born to unvaccinated 

mothers. This risk reduction was only observed in infants born to mothers who 

received influenza vaccine in the third trimester, and not in infants whose mothers 

received the vaccine in the second trimester.  
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During the 2012 and 2013 influenza seasons, 0.3% of pregnant women presented 

to emergency department and another 0.3% of pregnant women were admitted to 

hospital with an acute respiratory illness; 7% of emergency department visits and 

27% of hospital admissions in pregnant women could be attributed to laboratory-

confirmed influenza. While 33% of emergency department visits occurred in third 

trimester, 57% of hospital admissions occurred in third trimester. Women who 

received seasonal influenza vaccine during pregnancy were 81% less likely to 

present to an emergency department and 65% less likely to be admitted to hospital 

for an acute respiratory illness during influenza season as compared to 

unvaccinated women. 

9.3   Originality 

This thesis has several original contributions. First, as part of this work, a SMS 

system was developed for rapidly monitoring the safety of influenza vaccination in 

pregnant women. This system is the first of its kind for pregnant women and can be 

useful as other vaccinations are introduced for pregnant women, including 

pertussis vaccine.241 Second, although previous research has suggested there 

may be a significant reduction in stillbirths following seasonal influenza vaccination 

during pregnancy,215 no cohort study has been able to directly demonstrate this 

effect for seasonal influenza vaccine. This work included the largest cohort study to 

date evaluating stillbirth and inactivated trivalent influenza vaccine, and it was the 

first cohort study to demonstrate a significant reduction in stillbirth.  

Third, this thesis provides epidemiological evidence of the burden of seasonal 

influenza in young infants and pregnant women. While there have been several 

studies demonstrating the under-recognised burden of seasonal influenza in young 

children,22,83 the majority of studies citing the burden of influenza in pregnant 

women has focused on the 2009 influenza A/H1N1 pandemic.7,70,73,286 This thesis 

demonstrates the burden of seasonal influenza during pregnancy during the 2012 

and 2013 influenza seasons, indicating 27% of hospital admissions for respiratory 

illness during pregnancy can be attributed to laboratory-confirmed influenza; 

however, the absolute risk of influenza hospital admission during pregnancy was 
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low (<0.3%). This thesis also expands upon findings related to the safety and 

effectiveness of pandemic influenza vaccination by examining seasonal influenza 

vaccination specifically during pregnancy. Fourth, while previous research has 

demonstrated the protective effect of seasonal influenza vaccination during 

pregnancy against severe disease in young infants,146,148 this effect has not yet 

been demonstrated in the southern hemisphere, nor has previous research been 

able to examine the effect by trimester of vaccine administration. Results from this 

body of work indicated that during the 2012 and 2013 southern hemisphere 

influenza seasons, seasonal influenza vaccination during pregnancy prevented a 

portion of hospital admissions for respiratory illness in young infants. Furthermore, 

the retrospective analysis included in this thesis was the first to examine the effect 

by trimester of vaccine administration, finding a protective effect of vaccination 

during third trimester administration only. This would indicate there may be specific 

time points during pregnancy which confer benefit to the infant. 

Table 9-1 Summary of major findings 

Objective Area Finding 

Objective 1.1 Uptake (Chapter 5) Uptake has significantly improved in Western 
Australia between 2012 and 2014. However, fewer 
than 50% of pregnant women receive an influenza 
vaccine during pregnancy. The majority of women 
receive their vaccine in the second trimester. 

Objective 1.2 Factors associated 
with uptake    
(Chapter 5) 

Uptake varied by sociodemographic factors and 
model of antenatal care: 

1. Sociodemographic factors:  Women with 
chronic medical conditions (e.g., asthma, 
diabetes) are more likely to receive a 
seasonal influenza vaccine; whereas, 
women with lower educational attainment 
are less likely to receive a seasonal 
influenza vaccine.  

2. Model of antenatal care: Lack of a 
recommendation by a healthcare provider 
was the leading reason why women did not 
get vaccinated. Women who were mostly 
treated either by a general practitioner or at 
a public hospital antenatal clinic were less 
likely to be recommended an influenza 
vaccine or to receive an influenza vaccine 
during pregnancy.  
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Table 9-1 (cont’d) Summary of major findings 

Objective Area Finding 

Objective 2.1 

Objective 2.2 

Objective 2.3 

Vaccine safety in 
pregnant women 
(Chapter 6) 

Approximately one in seven pregnant women 
experience an adverse event following influenza 
immunisation, most of which are common, 
expected reactions. Given the high response 
rate (>85%), systems which use text messaging 
to collect information may be useful for 
monitoring a large sample of women over a short 
period of time.  Data linkage is a valuable tool for 
monitoring vaccine safety. After analyzing birth 
records in vaccinated and unvaccinated women, 
stillbirth was less common in vaccinated women, 
confirming the safety of maternal influenza 
vaccination to fetal health. 

Objective 3.1 

Objective 3.2 

Effectiveness of 
maternal influenza 
vaccination in 
preventing infection 
in mothers and 
infants (Chapter 7) 

There was a 25% reduction in hospital 
admission for acute respiratory illness in infants 
born to vaccinated mothers compared to 
unvaccinated; vaccinated women were 81% less 
likely to present to a hospital emergency 
department and 65% less likely to be admitted to 
hospital for an acute respiratory illness during 
pregnancy as compared to unvaccinated 
women.  

Objective 3.1 Timing of 
vaccination during 
pregnancy 
(Chapter 7) 

Infants born to mothers who received a seasonal 
influenza vaccine in third trimester were 33% 
less likely to be hospitalised for an acute 
respiratory illness as compared to infants of 
unvaccinated mothers. Even though vaccination 
most commonly occurred in second trimester, no 
difference in the incidence of hospitalisations 
was observed for infants of mothers who were 
immunised in the second trimester. 

Objective 4.1 Surveillance of 
vaccines given 
during pregnancy      
(Chapter 8) 

Existing systems for routine monitoring of 
influenza vaccination during pregnancy collect 
67% of vaccinations, at best. However, the 
specificity of most systems exceeds 90%. 

 

 

Finally, this thesis provides evidence supporting the maternal benefit of seasonal 

influenza vaccination during pregnancy. To date, there are few studies which have 

been able to demonstrate a protective effect of maternal influenza vaccination 

against disease in pregnant women, with the exception of one study in South 
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Africa.344 There is limited population-based evidence demonstrating a protective 

effect of maternal vaccination against severe disease (e.g., hospitalised influenza 

cases) in pregnant women. Retrospective analysis of hospital and vaccination 

records in Western Australia between 2012 and 2013 indicated pregnant women 

who received a seasonal influenza vaccination during pregnancy were less likely to 

present to emergency department or to be hospitalised with an acute respiratory 

illness during influenza season. These findings support the benefit of routine 

influenza vaccination to pregnant women.  

9.4   Strengths 

Pregnant women are a small subset of the general population and can be a difficult 

population subgroup for epidemiological research. Randomised controlled trials are 

not always feasible in this population. Certain outcomes, such as stillbirth, are not 

possible to investigate in randomised controlled trials due to low incidence. 

Furthermore, seasonal influenza vaccine is highly recommended for all pregnant 

women,155 and withholding vaccination from a control group in a randomised 

controlled trial would be unethical. The limited ability to perform randomised 

controlled trials means alternative study designs are required to investigate 

seasonal influenza vaccination. This research used a variety of epidemiological 

methods for evaluating seasonal influenza vaccination in pregnant women in 

Western Australia, each of which have several strengths. First, the data collection 

method developed to assess the safety and reactogenicity of vaccines 

administered during pregnancy collected more timely information from a larger 

sample of women compared to previous investigations in Western Australia.193 

This system was also more cost-effective compared to previously used data 

collection systems, costing one-third of the system relying on telephone interview 

(Chapter 6). Subsequent research has demonstrated SMS is a valid method of 

data collection for monitoring vaccine safety.345-348 The integration of SMS into 

vaccine safety monitoring programs could permit wide scale, routine monitoring of 

vaccine safety, increasing the ability to detect less common events and to perform 

sub-analyses by brand and demographic characteristics. This type of data 

collection could be used to monitor vaccines in pregnant women and other 
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populations and could potentially be useful for vaccine safety monitoring in 

developing countries, where mobile phone use is high.349,350 In 2015, a pertussis 

vaccination program was introduced for pregnant women in Western Australia.241 

With the introduction of pertussis vaccination during pregnancy, this SMS 

monitoring program was readily adapted to monitor pertussis vaccination in 

pregnant women near the launch of the program in April 2015. 

The data linkage process has been well established in Western Australia301 and 

allowed for the creation of rich datasets with a variety of data fields. For the 

purposes of this research, this allowed the combination of vaccination, hospital 

discharge, emergency department, death, midwives, and disease notification 

records. The health department data sources used to conduct this research are of 

high quality and are routinely validated. The Midwives Notification System (MNS) 

captures 99% of births in Western Australia,218 allowing for the inclusion of nearly 

all births in the state in this research. A review of the quality of data included in the 

MNS indicated that 96% of demographic information were correctly recorded and 

97% of obstetric information used in this research were correctly recorded.304 

Hospital Morbidity Data Collection (HMDC) data are used for Key Performance 

Indicator reporting, activity-based funding, measurement of clinical indicators for 

the Office of Safety and Quality in Healthcare, and health service monitoring.219 

Because of this, HMDC data are subject to routine quality assurance reviews and 

hospital coders must adhere to the Western Australia Coding Standards.  

The use of data linkage allowed for the creation of one the largest population-

based cohorts to evaluate the safety of seasonal influenza vaccination 

administered during pregnancy. Because date fields were available in the data 

provided via this linkage, the research evaluating vaccine effectiveness was able to 

estimate trimester of administration and compare the effect by trimester. Previous 

research has been unable to achieve this. This method also permitted the first 

population-level evaluation of maternal influenza vaccination in the southern 

hemisphere. 
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Finally, although different epidemiologic methods were used, there was some 

consistency in results across studies. Telephone survey results indicated that 

women with chronic medical conditions and women in the Perth metropolitan area 

were more likely to have been recommended seasonal influenza vaccine during 

pregnancy (Chapter 5). This is consistent with study results described in Chapters 

6 and 7 as well as published literature.223,226 Furthermore, factors associated with 

respiratory disease in Chapter 7 were consistent with previously published works, 

supporting the validity of outcome measurement in the linked cohort. For example, 

Indigenous mothers and infants were significantly more likely to be hospitalised for 

respiratory disease compared to non-Indigenous mothers and infants. The greater 

burden of respiratory disease in the Indigenous population has been well 

documented in Australia.2,316,351 Hospitalisations for respiratory illness was also 

more common among preterm infants and women with asthma. Both conditions 

are well established risk factors for viral respiratory infections.352,353 

9.5   Limitations 

There are several limitations which apply to this body of work. First, the vaccination 

database, the Western Australian Antenatal Influenza Vaccination Database 

(WAAIVD), was established in 2012 and had not been evaluated prior to 

undertaking this research. As part of this thesis, the WAAIVD was evaluated 

against medically verified vaccinations as obtained from an annual telephone 

survey. Based on the results of this evaluation, the WAAIVD would have detected 

only 46% of antenatal vaccination events, as highlighted in Chapter 8.  

Results in Chapter 5 indicated that 23% of pregnant women were immunised in 

2012 and 36% in 2013. Yet results from linked data in Chapters 6 and 7 indicated 

that 9% of pregnant women were immunised against seasonal influenza in 2012 

and 14% were immunised in 2013. This difference is consistent with the WAAIVD 

evaluation results (Chapter 8), suggesting approximately 40% of vaccinations were 

captured by the WAAIVD and linked to the cohort in the retrospective, population-

based cohort studies. 
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This under-detection of vaccinations indicates the presence of misclassification 

bias in the retrospective analyses included in this body of work. This 

misclassification could have biased all effect estimates toward the null, indicating 

any significant effects may be underestimates of the true effect of maternal 

influenza vaccination. Better vaccination data sources are needed in Australia. The 

absence of alternative, currently available data sources for vaccination information 

for adults poses challenges to performing population-based research on maternal 

immunisations in Australia. In 2016, the Australian Immunisation Register (AIR) will 

be introduced in Australia. Additionally, as of 2016, all states and territories will 

collect vaccination information in their state-based perinatal data collections. These 

new data sources may offer the opportunity to evaluate maternal vaccination in 

Australia using more robust vaccination information in future. However, the quality 

of these data collections need to be verified. 

Second, due to small numbers, it was not possible to specifically measure 

laboratory-confirmed influenza hospitalisations as an outcome in the analyses 

summarised here. Rather, this thesis used hospital attendances for acute 

respiratory illness during influenza season as a marker for influenza disease. 

Although unpublished data show that nearly 70% of children admitted to hospital 

are tested for influenza, some hospitalised women and infants would not have 

been tested for influenza (F Lim, unpublished data, 2015). Like previous 

investigations,163,206 the results described here are therefore subject to 

measurement error, as some respiratory presentations would not have been due to 

influenza. Larger population-based datasets would be required for sufficiently 

powered analyses evaluating the effectiveness of seasonal influenza vaccination 

against laboratory-confirmed influenza hospitalisations in pregnant women and 

their infants. Given the potential variation in antigenic match between vaccine virus 

and circulating virus, it would be valuable to have larger datasets which could be 

used to evaluate the vaccine annually. In Australia, future research using record 

linkage could explore the possibility of establishing a national cohort rather than 

single state cohorts. 
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9.6   Implications for public health practice 

The results outlined in this thesis have several implications for public health 

practice and mass vaccination programs (Table 9-2). Findings described in this 

body of work can be used to communicate the importance of seasonal influenza 

vaccination to pregnant women. Provider education and support is necessary to 

increase the number of providers who recommend influenza vaccines to pregnant 

patients. This should involve the development of educational interventions, which 

ideally target general practitioners and healthcare providers at public antenatal 

hospital clinics, including midwives. The education programs should include 

communication of the benefits of influenza vaccination during pregnancy, 

particularly the safety of influenza vaccination during pregnancy and the 

effectiveness in preventing serious infection in infants in the first six months of life. 

Vaccination programs should also consider the implementation of routine active 

vaccine safety monitoring using SMS-based data collection systems. Given the 

inevitable introduction of quadrivalent influenza vaccines in Australia, it will be 

important to continue monitoring the safety of influenza vaccines administered 

during pregnancy. SMS-based surveillance systems allow rapid data collection in a 

large sample of pregnant women, which will be important for collecting information 

from a sufficient sample of women in order to detect potential vaccine safety 

issues. Since the majority of pregnant women receive a vaccine from their general 

practitioner,223 future systems could explore the use of general practice software 

for monitoring the safety of vaccines given during pregnancy. Previous systems 

have successfully implemented automated SMS systems from general practice 

software which facilitate clinical management of post-vaccination adverse 

events.346 

Results from this body of work support the continued provision of seasonal 

influenza vaccines to pregnant women, suggesting seasonal influenza vaccination 

during pregnancy is safe and associated with a one in four reduction in infant 

hospitalisations and a two in three reduction in maternal hospitalisations. Previous 

research has confirmed that influenza vaccination during pregnancy is a highly 
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cost-effective strategy for preventing maternal and infant disease.354 This thesis 

supports the health benefits of maternal influenza vaccination at a population-level.  

Policymakers and governing bodies may find results from this body of work useful 

when reviewing national recommendations for immunising pregnant women, 

particularly with regards to the recommended timing of influenza vaccination. The 

current recommendation in Australia is to vaccinate women in any trimester of 

pregnancy.6 While previous research has shown there is no evidence of harm 

when influenza vaccine is administered in first trimester,188 the benefits of influenza 

vaccination during first trimester have not been well demonstrated 

internationally.288 Results from this research suggest there may be advantages and 

disadvantages associated with early vaccination. As part of this research, a 

significant reduction in stillbirth prior to 37 weeks gestation was observed, 

suggesting there may be fetal benefits associated with early vaccination. However, 

the benefit to newborns in terms of protection against respiratory disease appeared 

to be restricted to vaccination in third trimester – which would coincide with the 

protective effect observed for pertussis vaccination in third trimester.140,355 

Furthermore, more severe disease requiring admission to hospital was more 

common in the third trimester of pregnancy. The timing of influenza vaccination 

during pregnancy may become increasingly important to review with the 

introduction of antenatal pertussis vaccination programs, since pertussis vaccine is 

recommended in third trimester only. This may encourage co-administration of 

pertussis and influenza vaccines in third trimester. Early data on influenza vaccine 

administration in Western Australia in 2015 suggests this may be the case (L 

Tracey, personal correspondence, 2016). 

Finally, the evaluation of state vaccination records conducted as part of this thesis 

suggest improvements in the monitoring of vaccines given to pregnant women are 

needed. Currently, Western Australia relies on annual surveys of new mothers to 

routinely monitor the proportion of women who receive a seasonal influenza 

vaccine during pregnancy. Although these surveys are resource intensive, they 
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Table 9-2   Implications for public health programs 

Public health action Conclusion/Recommendation 

Promoting seasonal 

influenza vaccines to 

pregnant women. 

Several outcomes from this thesis work could be used by 

public health authorities to support vaccination in pregnant 

women: 

1. Recommendation by a healthcare provider was 

identified as a significant contributor to non-vaccination 

in pregnant women. Additional education and support 

should be provided to antenatal care providers to 

encourage vaccine promotion to pregnant women. 

 

2. Protecting infants against infection is a motivating factor 

for pregnant women when deciding whether to get 

vaccinated or not. Immunisation providers should 

communicate the neonatal health benefits of 

vaccination during pregnancy. 

Implementing rapid 

vaccine safety 

surveillance programs 

The integration of text messaging as a rapid data collection 

method significantly improved the response rate and amount of 

data collected via active vaccine safety monitoring systems. 

Such systems can be readily adapted to monitor new vaccines 

or changes to vaccine programs (e.g., pertussis vaccination in 

pregnancy). The large sample sizes which can be generated 

over a relatively short period of time also allow better 

confidence in supporting the early stages of new vaccination 

programs. 

Supporting continued 

provision of maternal 

vaccination programs for 

influenza 

Vaccination during pregnancy was associated with a significant 

reduction in fetal death between 20 and 37 weeks gestation. 

Additionally, vaccination during pregnancy preventing one in 

four admissions to hospital for a respiratory illness during 

influenza season in infants <6 months and 65% of admissions 

in pregnant women. These benefits support the importance of 

maternal vaccination programs for influenza in Australia at a 

population level. 
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Table 9-2 (cont’d) Implications for public health programs 

Public health action Conclusion/Recommendation 

Determining optimal 

timing of maternal 

influenza vaccination 

programs 

Although a substantial portion of women in Australia received 

an influenza vaccine during the second trimester of pregnancy, 

there was no significant reduction in severe disease in these 

infants. Significant protection could only be observed when 

vaccine was administered in third trimester of pregnancy. 

These results may be informative to clinical decision making 

and vaccination policies. 

Performing surveillance 

of adult vaccinations 

As part of this thesis, surveillance systems for monitoring 

vaccines during pregnancy were reviewed. Existing systems 

inadequately measured vaccinations given during pregnancy, 

which places barriers for evaluating maternal vaccination 

programs in Australia. Either improvements to existing systems 

(e.g., incentivizing recording of maternal vaccinations) or the 

development of new systems is needed. 

 

provide the best source of vaccine coverage information for pregnant women in the 

state. More comprehensive systems are needed for routine monitoring, which may 

be achieved following the introduction of the Australian Immunisation Register in 

Australia. 

9.7   Other related work stimulated by this research 

Other related research was motivated by work conducted under this thesis. First, 

work evaluating the quality of data collected by text message compared to the 

previous standard of telephone interview. Following the research summarised in 

this body of work, the candidate led a related study which directly compared the 

use of SMS to telephone interview as a data collection method for vaccine safety 

monitoring. Findings from this study confirmed that data obtained by SMS are 

similar to data obtained by telephone interview, with minor exceptions. A copy of 

this publication is included as an ancillary publication in Appendix E. This same 

system was also recently used in 2015 following the introduction of quadrivalent 

influenza vaccine to Australia. The SMS system was used to monitor the 

reactogenicity of quadrivalent influenza vaccines in comparison to trivalent 
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influenza vaccines during the 2015 season in a sample of healthcare employees in 

Western Australia. The results of this evaluation are also provided in Appendix E.  

Finally, the vaccine safety surveillance system which was developed as part of this 

thesis was also recently expanded to include pertussis vaccines to enable 

monitoring of pertussis vaccination during pregnancy. This enabled the monitoring 

of pertussis vaccines given during pregnancy within the first month of the program 

implementation in 2016.  

9.8   Recommendations for future research 

This thesis identifies several areas where future research is required. Table 9-3 

describes recommendations for future research on maternal influenza vaccination. 

9.8.1   Research needed on vaccine uptake  

Research on the uptake of influenza vaccines in pregnant women highlights the 

importance of a provider recommendation for vaccination. Future research should 

address health care providers’ knowledge and attitudes regarding vaccination 

during pregnancy. Additional research should work toward developing interventions 

to address inadequacies in knowledge or hesitancy to recommend vaccines to 

pregnant patients. A large amount of research on provider attitudes has focused on 

pandemic influenza vaccination during pregnancy,356,357 which may differ to 

provider attitudes and knowledge of seasonal influenza vaccination. Given the 

lower likelihood of women treated by general practitioners or at public antenatal 

hospitals identified in Chapter 5, it would be ideal for this research to focus on 

these healthcare professionals.  

9.8.2   Research needed on vaccine safety 

Part of this thesis evaluated the incidence of fetal death following seasonal 

influenza vaccination during pregnancy. While these results are supportive of the 

safety of antenatal administration of seasonal influenza vaccine, there are other 

aspects of neonatal health which could be explored further, using these data as 
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well as other data sources. Specifically, it would be useful to compare the 

incidence of other birth outcomes in infants born to vaccinated mothers and 

unvaccinated mothers, including preterm birth, low birth weight, and small for 

gestational age. Recently published studies provide compelling evidence 

suggesting seasonal influenza vaccination is associated with a reduction in preterm 

birth and small for gestational age births.20,145 Given that concerns around the 

safety of vaccination during pregnancy is a commonly cited barrier to antenatal 

vaccination,226 it would be valuable to replicate this research in this cohort of 

mothers and infants.  

Other safety outcomes of particular interest include the incidence of spontaneous 

abortion following vaccination during pregnancy, particularly considering reluctance 

to vaccinate pregnant women in first trimester.288 The SMS system developed for 

routine vaccine safety monitoring does not include an unvaccinated control group 

and would not be a suitable method for evaluating this. Because retrospective 

cohorts based on Midwives Notification System records (such as the cohort 

established for this research) would only include births ≥20 weeks gestation, a 

retrospective cohort based on Midwives Notification System or even birth 

registrations would not be suitable for evaluating spontaneous abortion at a 

population-level. Alternative data sources in Western Australia would need to be 

explored. One potential mechanism would be to establish a nested case-control 

study using data linkage of hospital presentations for spontaneous abortion. 

Regardless, data evaluating the risk of spontaneous abortion following seasonal 

influenza vaccination during pregnancy would be useful and could potentially 

complement the findings around stillbirth observed as part of this research. 

Given the introduction of programs for pertussis vaccination during pregnancy in 

Australia in 2015, it will be important to monitor the safety of co-administration of 

both vaccines. The SMS system developed as part of this research has been used 

to collect initial safety data related to influenza and pertussis vaccines administered 

together in third trimester; however, additional research is needed evaluating infant 

health at birth following co-administration of influenza and pertussis vaccines. 
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Finally, as longitudinal data around vaccination during pregnancy become 

available, it will be important to evaluate the potential longer term effects for 

children following influenza vaccination administered during pregnancy. For 

example, the possibility of maternal antibody inhibiting the infant’s immune 

response to viral pathogens and to active immunisation after six months of age358 

should be explored. Longitudinal data on maternally vaccinated children are 

needed to explore the possible longer term immunological effects of influenza 

vaccination during pregnancy. Data linkage would provide a good mechanism for 

assessing longitudinal effects of influenza vaccination during pregnancy.  

9.8.3   Research needed on vaccine effectiveness 

This body of work showed that influenza vaccination during pregnancy was 

associated with a reduction in severe disease when administered in the third 

trimester. Additional research is needed to confirm these findings, given the 

potential impact for immunisation policy. Considering current recommendations are 

to vaccinate all pregnant women, randomised controlled trials would not be 

possible; however, a prospective cohort with sufficient numbers of pregnant 

women receiving vaccine during first, second, and third trimester as compared to 

unvaccinated women would be informative. 

Furthermore, additional studies which evaluate the effectiveness of influenza 

vaccination in pregnancy should incorporate laboratory-confirmed outcomes. 

Unfortunately, during the two-year study period included in this research, there 

were insufficient numbers of laboratory-confirmed infections among vaccinated 

mothers and infants of vaccinated mothers to evaluate this outcome specifically. 

With uptake of influenza vaccines during pregnancy increasing and testing for 

influenza by reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction becoming more 

common in Australia,359 population-based samples with sufficient numbers of 

laboratory-confirmed endpoints may be possible in the future. However, it is 

unlikely that single state or single site studies will accumulate large enough 

samples to evaluate trimester specific effects. Future research should explore the  
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Table 9-3   Future research required related to influenza vaccination during 
pregnancy 

Research area Additional research needed 

 Uptake  Given a provider recommendation is important in 

promoting vaccination during pregnancy, future research 

should focus on assessing the knowledge, attitudes, and 

beliefs of antenatal care providers around vaccination 

during pregnancy. Such research should attempt to 

identify factors involved in failure to recommend influenza 

vaccine and possible interventions for promoting provider 

recommendations for vaccination.  

Safety  Future work should continue to evaluate other possible 

outcomes associated with influenza vaccination in 

pregnancy, including congenital anomalies, birthweight, 

and preterm birth. Additionally, fetal death prior to 20 

weeks gestation (e.g., spontaneous abortion) should also 

be included in future population-based research. 

 

 With the introduction of pertussis vaccines during 

pregnancy, future safety evaluations should also 

evaluate the safety of pertussis and influenza vaccines 

administered concurrently. 

 

 Longer term outcomes should be included in future 

research, including development of disease in the 

second, third, and fourth year of life. 

 

Effectiveness  Additional studies are required to confirm the protective 

effect against hospitalisations observed following third 

trimester administration.  

 

 Future studies are also required which include 

laboratory-confirmed influenza as an outcome measure. 

Larger, annual datasets will be needed to appropriately 

power these analyses. 
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Table 9-3 (cont’d) Future research required related to influenza vaccination 
during pregnancy 

Research area Additional research needed 

Surveillance  With the introduction of new systems which could 

potentially be used to monitor uptake of influenza 

vaccines during pregnancy, evaluations of the 

quality of these new systems will be required.  

Other vaccines 

given during 

pregnancy 

 Following the recent introduction of pertussis 

vaccination programs for pregnant women, 

additional research will be required on the uptake, 

safety, and effectiveness of antenatal pertussis 

vaccination. The methods and results utilised as 

part of this research could be applied to pertussis 

vaccination in pregnancy. 

 

development of national or international cohorts to adequately evaluate the 

effectiveness of seasonal influenza vaccination in pregnancy. 

9.8.4   Additional surveillance research required 

As part of this research, inadequacies in routine antenatal vaccination data 

collection were identified. Since undertaking the work summarised in this thesis, 

possible advances have been made toward the collection of vaccination 

information in adults. Specifically, the Adult Immunisation Register will be 

introduced to Australia in late 2016, which will include National Immunisation 

Program vaccines administered to adults. This would include influenza vaccines 

administered to pregnant women. The register will be an expansion of the existing 

Australian Childhood Immunisation Register, which currently records only 

vaccinations given to children under the age of seven years in Australia.360 Should 

pregnancy status be recorded as part of this new register, this could be a potential 
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source of information related to uptake of influenza vaccines during pregnancy; 

however, the information collected as part of this register is not currently clear.  

Another potential source of information is vaccination status as recorded in state-

based perinatal data collections. Influenza and pertussis vaccination status will be 

added to the MNS data collection in 2016, which is a legally mandated data 

collection. While this is a positive step toward more comprehensive monitoring of 

vaccines given during pregnancy, the quality of these data are uncertain and would 

require evaluation. Furthermore, it will be important to communicate to midwives 

and other antenatal care providers the value of collecting vaccination status for all 

pregnant women. Based on this thesis, even in cases where the recording of 

vaccination status is mandated, as in some hospital systems, 67% of influenza 

vaccines administered are accurately captured (Chapter 8). Future work in the 

surveillance of antenatal vaccination in Western Australia should focus on 

validating the vaccination information collected by the MNS. 

9.8.5   Research on other vaccines given during pregnancy 

Following the introduction of an antenatal pertussis vaccination program in 

Western Australia in March 2015, it will be important to evaluate the population 

benefit of this maternal vaccination program. While recent data from the United 

Kingdom suggests pertussis vaccination is effective in preventing >90% of 

pertussis infections in young infants,355,361 no evaluation has yet been performed in 

Australia. The methods established as part of this thesis could be adapted to 

measure uptake of pertussis vaccines in pregnant women, to monitor the safety of 

pertussis vaccines given during pregnancy, and to evaluate the effectiveness of 

pertussis vaccination during pregnancy. 

9.9   Conclusion 

Based on results from this work, there are significant benefits associated with 

seasonal influenza vaccination during pregnancy, including the prevention of 

severe disease in infants and mothers and possible reduction of fetal death. 

Strategies should be put in place to better promote seasonal influenza vaccines to 
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pregnant women, including encouraging provider recommendation of influenza 

vaccines. While additional data are needed to confirm some of these findings, the 

work in this thesis supports the provision of seasonal influenza vaccination 

programs for pregnant women.  
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